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A B S T R A C T

Concepts like embodiment, presence, and immersion can be used to gen-
erate novel virtual reality (VR) interaction models. Many recent VR works
highlight their conceptual contribution and its concrete instantiation — the
prototype —- by describing what the prototype may achieve in real-world
scenarios. This thesis adopts a conceptual lens of interaction design, con-
sidering concepts as the building blocks of novel, future interfaces and proposes
design spaces as their default representation. Establishing a more principled
way to represent novel interactions may help researchers situate their work
and give a snapshot overview of interaction design. In turn, practitioners
may use these design spaces as a real-world tool for design.

Chapter 2 combines several frameworks, tracing the historical context
for concepts, design spaces, and prototyping and presenting design spaces
as an evolving conceptualization tool within Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI). Chapter 3 presents a research paper containing an analysis of 233

YouTube VR fail videos and develops the concept of fail as opportunities
or as breakdowns. This research paper presents a classification of fails and
their causes. Based on design implications, the paper sketches interactions
meant to prevent fails or harness their positive implications.

Chapter 4 develops the traditional concept of feedforward for VR through
theoretical grounding, prototyping, and an expert evaluation. The outcome
of this research is a feedforward design space that embeds both practical and
theoretical concerns and may serve as a tool for developers of tutorial and
training VR applications of the future. Chapter 5 presents a research work
(pending peer review) that develops the concept of interacting through mul-
tiple avatars. This work develops a design space from brainstorming work-
shops where experts generated ideas for using this concept in the real world.
This work also instantiates a prototype, which includes a user-friendly in-
terface for recording interactions. This artifact may serve as an authoring
tool, making VR tutorials and feedforward development more accessible for
non-technical designers.

Chapter 6 takes the overarching conceptual perspective of these works
and provides additional context for how to generate and structure ideas,
how to build on existing concepts, and how to embed usefulness and de-
rive practical guidelines from concept-driven design through design-space-
making. Chapter 7 presents a critical reflection of this work and provides an
avenue to develop the works presented within this thesis further.

Lastly, in Chapter 8, I summarize the findings of this thesis and present
a set of implications derived from the discussion in previous chapters. This
work highlights the path from theory to artifact and from artifact to theory as
a design space-making process. This process, upon dutifully recorded, ul-
timately serves to systematize knowledge and inform the design of future
interfaces.
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D A N S K R E S U M É

Udnyttelse af begreber som embodiment, tilstedeværelse og fordybelse mu-
liggør nye virtual reality (VR) interaktionsmodeller. Mange nutidige VR-
artikler fremhæver deres konceptuelle bidrag og koncpetets konkrete in-
stansiering — prototypen — ved at beskrive, hvad prototypen kan opnå
i real-world scenarier. Denne afhandling benytter sig af en konceptuel vin-
kel af interaktionsdesign, der betragter koncepter som byggestenene i nye,
fremtidige brugergrænseflader og foreslår design spaces som deres standar-
drepræsentation. Etablering af en sådanne principiel måde at repræsentere
nye interaktioner på kan hjælpe designere med at placere deres arbejde og
hjælpe praktikere med at navigere mellem teori og praksis ved at give dem
et øjebliksbillede af interaktionsdesign.

Chapter 2 kombinerer flere frameworks, for at spore den historiske kon-
tekst for koncepter, designrum og prototyper og præsenterer designrum
som et udviklende konceptualiseringsværktøj inden for Menneske-Maskin
Interaction (engl. Human-Computer Interaction, HCI). Chapter 3 præsen-
terer en forskningsartikel, der indeholder en analyse af 233 YouTube VR-
failvideoer, udvikler konceptet fail ud fejl eller sammenbrud og foreslår de-
signimplikationer beregnet til at forhindre fejl og hvordan de kan designes.
Denne forskning fremlægger en klassificering af fails og deres årsager og
skitserer interaktionsteknikker for at informere det fremtidige design af VR
i hjemmet.

Chapter 4 udvikler det traditionelle koncept feedforward til VR ved teo-
retisk forankring, prototyping og en ekspertevaluering. Resultatet af denne
forskning er et feedforward-design space, der indlejrer både praktiske og
teoretiske aspekter og kan tjene som et værktøj for udviklere af fremtidens
tutorial- og trænings-VR-applikationer.

Chapter 5 præsenterer en forskningsartikel, (afventer peer review) som
udvikler konceptet om interaktion gennem flere avatarer. Dette arbejde udvik-
ler et design space ud fra brainstorming-workshops, hvor eksperter gene-
rerer ideer til at bruge dette koncept i den virkelige verden. Dette arbejde
instansierer også en prototype, som inkluderer en brugervenlig grænsefla-
de til optagelse af interaktioner. Dette artefakt kan tjene som et forfatter-
værktøj, der gør VR-tutorial og feedforward-udvikling mere tilgængelig for
ikke-tekniske designere.

Chapter 6 tager det overordnede konceptuelle perspektiv af disse værker
og giver yderligere kontekst for, hvordan man genererer og strukturerer ide-
er, hvordan man bygger videre på eksisterende koncepter, og hvordan man
indlejrer anvendelighed og udleder praktiske retningslinjer fra konceptdre-
vet design. Chapter 7 præsenterer en kritisk afspejling af dette arbejde og
giver en informeret diskussion om design af fremtidige grænseflader i VR.

Til sidst, i Chapter 8, opsummerer jeg resultaterne af denne afhandling og
præsenterer en opsummering af implikationerne afledt af den gennemtænk-
te diskussion i det foregående kapitel. Jeg fremhæver vejen fra teori til ar-
tefakt og fra artefakt til teori som designprocessen til at skabe rum. Denne
proces, efter pligtopfyldende registreret, tjener i sidste ende til at systemati-
sere viden og informere udformningen af fremtidige grænseflader.
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Ever the dull alchemist
I have before me all the necessary elements.

It is their combination that eludes me.

I Trawl the Megahertz — Paddy McAloon [69]
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P R E FA C E

In 2019, I attended my first CHI conference after publishing an extended ab-
stract as a Master’s project [226] and co-authoring a couple of papers while
working as a student worker [213, 228]. While I have conducted research for
some time, this thesis captures my research output since starting my Ph.D.
program in May 2020.

In 2020, the global COVID-19 pandemic started overtaking the world.
Soon after, in the fall of 2020, everyone would go remote, and onsite research
activities would stop. While I enjoyed digging into my research topics, every
day, the news from home and the world dragged my daily life into a kind
of global perspective that I did not need. Some struggles put other struggles
in perspective. On the one hand, the PhD required much research work and
implementation to determine exciting insights for prospective VR projects.
On the other hand, people were dying and losing their jobs en masse. In
this global context, researching virtual reality seemed prescient. There was
no other option. Virtual reality was the new reality, and going offline was
not an option. The VR headsets were a novel way to be online for some [255].

I started my PhD with a different topic than I ended the PhD with. My
colleagues and I were single-minded and focused on one concept —- body
ownership. It was the perfect opportunity to run remote studies with ev-
eryone stuck indoors. I implemented a robust VR application where peo-
ple sorted cubes with a green hand (low body ownership condition) and
a skin-matched hand (high body ownership condition). A pilot, 157 partic-
ipants, and 37 gigabytes later, the machine learning algorithms had poor
performance. People’s homes are messy, lighting conditions vary, and using
movements to determine body ownership levels was more complicated than
I thought. The outcome? Project successfully on hiatus. But wait, people’s
homes are messy? That sounds familiar.

Cue the abstract for Bad breakdowns, useful seams, and face slapping [263].
People’s homes did have some of these qualities, some of which made it
hard to run studies remotely. The pandemic might have kickstarted VR sales
according to some [255], and yet the most significant barrier to mass adop-
tion seemed to be user experience1. A timely topic emerged — how do
people use VR in the home, and what can we learn from that? The global
context and this research work changed my interests. There were still am-
ple opportunities to discover simple concepts that would lead to novel VR
design, the kind that, in hindsight, may elicit reactions of the type — “Of
course, that’s obvious! Why didn’t I come up with that?” — reaction. The videos
we analyzed gave us some clues, based on which we suggested a few de-
signs. This analysis and suggestions would shed light on why VR lacked in
user experience.

So, for the rest of my research, I embarked on a quest for clues. In par-
ticular, I searched for crucial information describing the building block of
a technique, an interface, and an interaction. The main problems tackled
within this thesis put forward solutions that are novel designs based on
different types of information or concepts. Each paper has the stand-alone
contribution of putting forward a technique that answers a need, fills a gap,

1 https://techjury.net/blog/virtual-reality-statistics
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or prevents a problem. In this thesis, I will take the opportunity to reflect
on the process of revealing these needs or concerns — a conceptual process.
Every researcher has done this type of work — looking for a gap to fill with
their work. However, reflecting on this process is critical to determining a
fruitful method. In my work, I used design spaces to formalize searching
for gaps. The research papers within this thesis —include novel VR inter-
action designs based on YouTube videos, — present a design space for VR
interactions that show people what to do and how to do it, and — generate
a design space for acting through multiple avatars in VR.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

In HCI (Human-Computer Interaction), concepts and artifacts often co-occur.
Once in a while, paradigm-shifting concepts emerge that are demonstrated
through smart artifacts. Dynabook [123] and Sketchpad [45] are great exam-
ples of visionary ideas within HCI. Alan Kay’s Dynabook vision and the
technological transformation that occurred after that culminated in the per- Maxwell [84] gives

an account of the
digital
transformation
started by Dynabook
in his thesis.

sonal computing revolution decades later [84]. Kay’s graduate supervisor
was Ivan Sutherland, famous for Sketchpad [45], considered the first instance
of interactive graphics. Kay referred to Sketchpad as “the first personal com-
puter” [84] and considered Sutherland highly influential to his object-oriented
thinking [84]. Both artifacts embody concepts that would later become fun-
damental for everyday life.

Sutherland later pondered on the “ultimate display”, a device that could
immerse users in the virtual world. This conceptual pondering resulted in
the “Sword of Damocles”, now considered the first head-mounted display, or
virtual reality (VR) display. Another significant VR development emerged
from Jaron Lanier and the team at JPL Research, who further modernized
the VR headset [183]. Recently, a critical year in VR development was the
Oculus Headset Launch in 2016, and its improved version in 2020 [183].
These developments popularized VR as a technology in the home, making
it vastly more accessible to practitioners and users alike, perhaps benefiting
from the context of the pandemic [255]

Within HCI, artifacts like prototypes are considered research contribu-
tions [184] and concrete manifestations or concepts [97]. Prototypes implic-
itly account for the concept-generation process. Recent VR works highlight
the conceptual contribution to VR design. The contribution of these works is
the concept and its instantiation — the prototype — which gives a scenario-
based account of what the concept may do in the real-world [282, 203, 298].
Their evaluations mostly involve expert interviews or feasibility studies [244,
245, 237], in some cases, evaluations of performance [291, 277].

To explicitly account for the concept generation process, some researchers
start by mapping the design space of interaction techniques from litera-
ture [261] or preliminary expert interviews [237]. Design spaces aid in idea
generation by enabling a systematic categorization of related works [220]
to reveal gaps [261]. The researchers typically fill these gaps by instan-
tiating parts of the design space as prototypes or interaction techniques.
This approach is meant to account for the novelty claims put forward by
researchers regarding their prototypes. In addition, design spaces provide
valuable abstracted overviews of artifacts and reveal different lenses of in-
teractions [220].

To help bridge the gap between the theoretical aspects of design spaces
and their practical applications as real-world design tools, we approach con- The theoretical

implication of the
thesis contribution.

cept generation systematically and anchor it to usefulness. This research
borrows the tenets of Stolterman and Wiberg [119]’s concept-driven design,
namely, a view that (1) interaction design evolves from futuristic use scenar-
ios, (2) reasons from theory, (3) and has an explorative nature, purposefully
manifesting visions in tangible designs. The work in this thesis presents

1
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design spaces not just as points in space but as representations of models
of generative interactions, following Beaudouin-Lafon, Bødker, and Mackay
[257]’s path from theory to artifact. This thesis attempts to instantiate design
spaces both as paths from theory to artifact and also as from artifact to theory.
This thesis aims to establish concept-driven design in virtual reality as a
design-space-making task, which reveals the underlying interaction models
of prototypes.

Currently, virtual reality is undergoing a reinvention of itself as the race
for the ultimate display continues. With the advent of so many novel sys-
tems, prototypes and interaction techniques, navigating this mountain ofThe practical

implication of the
thesis contribution.

knowledge requires substantial work. Researchers and practitioners must
understand the interaction models proposed to situate the work and build
on it with novel contributions. Design spaces offer semantic accounts of
systematic literature reviews and represent a research contribution them-
selves [261, 220]. To aid in comparing and structuring this mountain of
effort, we suggest using design spaces not just for idea generation but as
semantic tools for representing the parameters that bound the interaction
model underlying an interaction technique.

This systematic account would enable the designer to situate a prototype
in the sea of concepts. Accounting for the idea-generation process would
allow researchers to make more informed design decisions before prototyp-
ing without pursuing a systematic review themselves. VR is a far cry from
being prevalent as a consumer product, but the estimates are positive1. As
the VR finds its footing as a large-scale consumer product, researchers strive
more and more to tie VR use to real-world situations to hasten this process
of consumer VR adoption.

This thesis highlights another conceptual avenue for design spaces —-
not just as paths from theory to artifact, but from artifact to theory. This the-
sis proposes two design spaces that model whole classes of generative in-
teractions in VR. The design space dimensions serve as models of inter-
actions, whereas the parameters reveal practical design opportunities for
exploration. This work informs the future design of VR interactions by an-
alyzing VR in the home and proposing design implications through the
conceptual lens of seamful design. This work informs the design and imple-
mentation of future tutorial and training applications by revealing a model,
a design space, and an authoring tool for feedforward interactions in VR.
This thesis also gives a first systematic account of how to approach design-
ing interactions through multiple avatars and in which application scenarios
this might be useful.

1 https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/industry-reports/virtual-reality-market-
101378

https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/industry-reports/virtual-reality-market-101378
https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/industry-reports/virtual-reality-market-101378
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1.1 abstracts and outline

From the research work I have done during my Ph.D., this thesis covers
topics from three research papers. The papers are presented as published
or in manuscript, with their associated related work to help contextualize
their contribution. The research works cover the following topics, presented
as their respective abstracts:

1. Bad Breakdowns, Useful Seams, and Face Slapping: Analysis of VR Fails on
YouTube
Virtual reality (VR) is increasingly used in complex social and physi- When referring to

each paper, I will use
a shorthand, for this
one VRFails, which
is [Core1] or [263].

cal settings outside of the lab. However, not much is known about how
these settings influence use, nor how to design for them. We analyse
233 YouTube videos of VR Fails to: (1) understand when breakdowns
occur, and (2) reveal how the seams between VR use and the social
and physical setting emerge. The videos show a variety of fails, in-
cluding users flailing, colliding with surroundings, and hitting spec-
tators. They also suggest causes of the fails, including fear, sensori-
motor mismatches, and spectator participation. We use the videos as
inspiration to generate design ideas. For example, we discuss more
flexible boundaries between the real and virtual world, ways of involv-
ing spectators, and interaction designs to help overcome fear. Based
on the findings, we further discuss the ‘moment of breakdown’ as an
opportunity for designing engaging and enhanced VR experiences.

2. Using Feedforward to Reveal Interaction Possibilities in Virtual Reality In I will refer to this
work as Feedforward,
which is [Core2] or
[305].

virtual reality (VR), interactions may fail when users encounter new,
unknown, or unexpected objects. We propose using feedforward2 in
VR to help users interact with objects by revealing how such objects
work. Feedforward lets users know what to do and how to do it by
showing the available actions and outcomes before an interaction. In
this paper, we first chart the design space of feedforward in VR and
illustrate how to design feedforward for specific VR interactions. We
discuss starting the feedforward, previewing actions and outcomes,
and returning the virtual world to its state before the feedforward.
Second, we implement three real-world VR applications to show how
feedforward can be applied to multistep interactions, perceived inter-
activity, and discoverability. Third, we conduct an evaluation of the
design space with 14 VR experts to understand its usefulness. Finally,
we summarize the findings of our work on VR feedforward in 15

guidelines.

3. Why and How to Act Through Multiple Avatars in Virtual Reality
In virtual reality (VR), users typically control one virtual body — I will refer to this

work as
MultipleAvatars,
which is [Core3] or
[309], in
manuscript.

their avatar. Previous works enable users to act through multiple
avatars simultaneously. These works, though, lack a systematic ac-
count of why users want to interact with multiple avatars and do not
explain how users can manipulate and generate avatars. To address
this, we run six workshops with 12 VR experts and develop a design
space that captures four fundamental dimensions for acting through
multiple avatars in VR: Appearance, Context, Input/Output, and Control.

2 Feedforward is an HCI concept that involves showing people what to do before they
do it, like the iPhone unlock screen. Feedback shows the result of an action after
performing it.
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Researchers can use the design space to generate novel interaction op-
portunities involving multiple avatars or analyze existing work. We
then run a usability study with 17 participants to understand the prac-
ticalities of an interface that integrates parts of the design space, which
reveals conceptual and technical challenges that we address through
design recommendations.

Chapter 2 brings together several frameworks, tracing the historical con-
text for concepts, design spaces, and prototyping. The purpose of this chap-
ter is to present design spaces as an evolving conceptualization tool within
HCI. This chapter presents the design space as an implicit product of proto-
typing, which, upon being made explicit, may serve as the default concep-
tualization tool for scenario-based artifact contributions within HCI.

While the papers have their individual contribution, in this thesis, I will
reflect on the methods, implications, and contribution of each paper from
a conceptual lens. Section 1.2 gives an overview of the individual contri-
butions of the research work and the thesis contribution, which presents
design-space-making as semantic representations for concept generation in
VR.

Chapter 3 presents VRFails and is based on [263]. Chapter 4 presents
Feedforward and is based on [305]. Chapter 5 presents my latest work, sub-
mitted to a conference and pending a peer-review process.

In Chapter 6, I provide some additional context for the research work
and discuss implications for design, novelty, usefulness of concepts and de-
sign spaces. This chapter explains and draws theoretical implications for
approaching artifact creation in a more systematic manner through design
spaces and various types of knowledge that determine the design space.

In Chapter 7, I address the limitations of the research work and of design
spaces in general and provide an informed discussion about the future of
interaction design in virtual reality.

Lastly, in Chapter 8 I provide closing remarks, and present a summary of
this research work and its implications for the creation of the VR interfaces
and interactions of tomorrow.

1.2 contributions

The main purpose of this work has been to advance the design of virtual
reality interfaces by assuming a concept-driven lens. To this end, the thesis
has several HCI research contributions and implications [184, 295] in line
with the concept-driven interaction design framework [119].

1.2.1 Interaction design is explorative in nature, purposefully manifesting
visions in tangible designs

This thesis gives a systematic account of idea generation and how it may be
represented through design-space-making and prototyping. The research
works explore concepts and manifest artifacts that serve as an artifact contri-
bution and design implications.

1. VRFails analyzed 233 YouTube videos of VR fails using qualitative
content analysis and suggested a systematic classification for them.
This research presents design implications as comic figures that cap-
ture imagined scenarios of VR use.
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2. Feedforward developed the concept of feedforward systematically as
an interaction model, a design space, and a prototype which enables
the exploration of its design space. This research puts forward an
authoring tool prototype that generates feedforward interactions, in-
stantiating various parts of the design space.

3. MultipleAvatars developed the concept of acting through multiple
avatars by brainstorming use cases for it and systematically generat-
ing a design space that captures its key characteristics. This research
generated a prototype that instantiated aspects of the design space
and presented design implications and empirical findings from a user
study.

1.2.2 Interaction design evolves from futuristic use scenarios

To bridge the gap between concepts as abstractions and concepts as proto-
types in the real world, we embed usefulness in various stages of the inter-
action design. The work in this thesis highlights the paths of concepts not
only from theory to artifact, but from artifact to theory. The research con-
tributions are grounded in futuristic use cases as follows, involving method
contributions and implications:

1. VRFails imagines future use cases of VR in the home, and based on
an analysis of YouTube videos, presents design implications as low-
fidelity artifacts (sketches). This research informs the interaction de-
sign of future VR headset use in the home.

2. Feedforward develops a design space with experts who imagined con-
texts of use for feedforward interactions. Feedforward is evaluated
practically — as a prototype for generating feedforward interaction,
and theoretically — as a way of reasoning about the design of feed-
forward. This research informs the interaction design of tutorial and
training VR applications with theoretical and practical implications.

3. MultipleAvatars approaches the interaction modeling problem start-
ing from the why in an attempt to embed real-world usefulness in the
parameters of the interaction. During these workshops, the experts
imagined various real-world use cases for using multiple avatars in
virtual reality, some of them in the context of existing VR applica-
tions. This research offers a user-friendly interface for authoring feed-
forward interaction through motion capture, making it more accessi-
ble for non-technical designers.

1.2.3 Interaction design reasons from theory

This thesis builds on theoretical concepts to inform novel interaction de-
sign and propose new models of interaction, as theoretical contributions and
method implications:

1. VRFails introduces the concept of fail from a VR social perspective
and uses the conceptual lens of seamful design to generate novel inter-
action based on the concept of fail as breakdown, or fail as opportunity.

2. Feedforward builds on the theoretical concept of feedforward in HCI,
and further develops it for VR. The feedforward design space is a
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semantic or theoretical representation of feedforward in VR, but may
also be used as a practical tool to help practitioners generate novel
designs.

3. MultipleAvatars develops a model for using multiple avatars in vir-
tual reality using concepts from generative models of interaction [257],
semantically represented as a design space. This space is used to cat-
egorize related work, both in VR and then AR, showcasing its gener-
ative, comparative, and descriptive power. This research has shown that
extending the scope of related work has the potential to fill in design-
space gaps and, thus, has implications for methods to generate and
validate design spaces.

1.2.4 Summary

This thesis highlights the conceptual work needed to generate novel interac-
tion methods in VR. Apart from providing a path from theory to practice as
a design space, this thesis highlights another path — from artifact to theory.
For Feedforward, the expert study led to extending the feedforward design
space by embedded practical concerns, not just theoretical ones. VRFails in-
troduces the concept of VR fails and informs future design by analyzing the
landscape of VR interaction in the home, developing design implications
based around the concept of seamfulness. MultipleAvatars uses general mor-
phological analysis to obtain a design space that highlights its descriptive,
generative, and evaluative power by mapping related works beyond VR. Ta-
ble 1 shows an overview of the research contributions of each paper. This
thesis concludes with additional implications based on the related work
presented in Chapter 2, and a discussion in Chapter 6, which takes the over-
arching conceptual perspective of these works.

Research Contribution HCI Contribution

VRFails Classification theoretical contribution

published (defining VR fails concept),

Low-fi Artifacts artifact contribution, and

(Sketches) design implications

as design ideas

Feedforward Design Space theoretical and method implications

published Guidelines empirical and design implications

Artifact artifact implications

Model theoretical contribution

MultipleAvatars Design Space theoretical and method implications

pending review Guidelines empirical and design implications

Artifact artifact implications

Table 1: Overview of the contributions and implications of the research from
an HCI and practical perspective.
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1.3 other work

This section
contains excerpts of
my work in the
Event Lab, which is
pending an ethics
approval process.

At the beginning of my PhD, I researched body ownership with colleagues
from the Department of Psychology. An outcome of this research has been
Aske’s systematic review (Other1), which I co-authored. In another related
project, we ran an online study with a between-subjects setup where peo-
ple used green hands or skin-matched human hands to perform some hand
movements, sort blocks according to color, and fill in a follow-up embod-
iment questionnaire3.The accuracy and precision of the machine-learning
models were subpar, however. Pending improving the algorithm, a lab study
could have yielded more functional data.

In September 2022, I had the fantastic opportunity to visit Mel Slater’s
Event Lab at the University of Barcelona. I worked on a project there ex-
tending their work in realizing virtual reality concerts (Other2). My work in
the Event Lab combined my fondness for concerts and my interest in shared
VR experiences. More specifically, this study would use the same setup as
one of their current projects — a replica of Dire Straits performing “Sultans
of Swing” in 1983. In this follow-up study, we will concentrate on shared
versus individual experiences of a virtual rock concert. The qualitative out-
come from their previous research was interesting because it revealed that
people may conceptualize the same setup completely differently. For exam-
ple, research showed females showed more negative sentiments toward the
experience of virtually attending rock concerts than males within the same
virtual setup [307]. This perceptual difference of the same event reveals a
gap between what VR communicates versus what users perceive, which re-
lates to the plausibility aspect of presence. With this research, we aimed to
explore what causes this gap, specifically by looking at uncanny valley and
paranoia measures, together with past concert-going experiences of users.
To assess these measures, we gather responses to the modified Godspeed
uncanny valley questionnaire [116], the Green Paranoia scale [93], and other
demographic data and collect surveys about the participants’ experiences,
which will be analyzed through sentiment analysis.

This study would advance scientific understanding of the mechanism that
helps establish shared realities in virtual space and whether friends’ pres-
ence may alter such perceptions. Just as in [307], we expect that participants
observe behavior from virtual agents that were not implemented. This re-
search will reveal whether such observations are enhanced or lessened in a
shared environment. Establishing what enhances realism from events could
help to elicit realistic behavior for psychological training (e.g., treating pho-
bias, anxieties, and paranoia similar to [169, 185] to develop behavior change
mechanisms). This work remains ongoing.

1.4 methods

This section gives an account of the methods used for the research work pre-
sented in this thesis. Table 2 shows an overview. Each research work began
with source materials and involved a method to develop the concept and a
method to generate and/or evaluate artifacts. The outcome of the research
is a contribution that involves theoretical aspects — in terms of interaction
models or concepts, and practical aspects — in terms of prototypes, design

3 A video of this project may be found on YoutTube here if the reader is interested in
the implementation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeQcYW6UMDc
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guidelines, and design implications based on usability studies. This research
highlights the cyclical, iterative process of designing interaction in VR.

VRFails Feedforward MultipleAvatars

Methods Video content Design space Workshop

analysis Literature Affinity diagram

seamfulness review Design space

lens Prototyping User walkthrough

Sketching Expert usability study

usability study

Theoretical VR Fails Feedforward Multi-avatar

Contributions concept concept interactions

and VR Fails Design space concept

Implications classification Design space Design Space

Practical Design Design Design

Contributions implications implications implications

and Scenario-based Authoring tool Prototype

Implications sketches prototype

Table 2: Overview of the methods used across the three research papers.

Situated in the field of human-centered design, the works presented in
this thesis adopt a qualitative perspective [90] and a co-design, context-
situated approach. Qualitative methods are often used in design to highlight
experience and “reflections or intuitions about a design” [94]. ISO [221] de-
fines context of use as “the combination of users, goals and tasks, resources, and
environment”.

With this view, VRFails describes a qualitative content analysis of videos
of VR users to make informed recommendations about designing for VR at
home. Feedforward includes an expert study where a prototype instantiat-
ing various parts of a design space is evaluated from a theoretical model
and a usability perspective.

MultipleAvatars includes a workshop where experts brainstormed appli-
cation scenarios and technical requirements of a hypothetical system. A later
prototype of this design process was evaluated with users to gather quali-
tative data related to the usefulness and usability grounded by practical
tasks. In this study, Likert questions serve as tools for reflection and pre-
liminary results. Qualitative methods highlight experience and “reflections
or intuitions about a design” that reveal complexities and hypotheses beyond
subjective questionnaires [94].

Next, we present an overview of the methods used in this research work.
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1.4.1 Literature review

Each research paper presents its background and related work, which was
determined by a literature review. Xiao and Watson [234] give an overview
of the types of literature reviews, while the PRISMA guidelines have been
adopted by the HCI community, including VR [251], to report on system-
atic reviews and scoping reviews [110]. Literature reviews are commonly
performed to derive design spaces, but as discussed above, this research un-
derscores the importance of involving experts in the decision-making pro-
cess. For Feedforward, we relied heavily on literature and took a deductive
approach similar to Mayring [74]’s deductive (top-down) and inductive
(bottom-up) view of thematic analysis. We first derived the general model
from the literature for the concept, starting with Norman’s “stages of action
model” [144]. For MultipleAvatars, we performed a review to identify related
works and classify them using the design space obtained via a brainstorm-
ing exercise.

1.4.2 Workshops and Interview

We follow a co-design approach based on requirements elicitation and analy-
sis process [147, 44, 68, 73]. For MultipleAvatars, to tease out the concept,
we ran formative studies with expert users who were interviewed and then
performed a written brainstorming exercise [16]. We showed participants
a video mock-up as a concept demonstrator [44]. We conduct the study by
running workshops between pairs of VR experts, who are involved as po-
tential users and aid the design and development of a system. Open coding
was most often used to report on the interview and relate the findings to
the literature. Following a usability study evaluating a prototype of Mul-
tipleAvatars we interviewed participants using prompts or questions from
well-established qualitative surveys [200, 235, 102]. In this breadth-first anal-
ysis, we focused on meaning rather than the scores given by participants to
the questions and further asked them to explain themselves. This enabled
us to identify very broad use cases for the multiple avatar concepts based
on how participants related to the avatars.

Prototype evaluations with experts are common in VR and they usually
follow interviews where design guidelines are presented [237, 150, 275, 245].
Following a co-design approach, for Feedforward involves a walkthrough
usability study with experts, followed by an interview.

1.4.3 Open coding and thematic analysis

Open coding refers to the process of inductively forming categories Mayring
[74], which underlies the first step of grounded theory [107]. Thematic anal-
ysis is often used for grounded theory and concept generation and involves
six steps as put forward by Braun and Clarke [80]: getting an overview of
the data, generating codes, identifying and reviewing codes, defining the
themes and summarizing the process in terms of a report which relates
to the literature, the themes, the codes with examples. This procedure was
used to analyze interview data in Feedforward. We used open coding to
report on interview data and followed a process similar to thematic analysis
to derive the design space from the affinity diagram in MultipleAvatars.
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1.4.4 Affinity diagramming

Affinity diagramming helps instantiate, organize, and make sense of un-
structured, dissimilar qualitative data. We used the KJ method for affinity
diagramming [165]. This method involved making a diagram bottom-up
one by one, taking a note, labeling it, and placing it on the table until all
notes were labeled. During each labeling, “lone wolves” were placed on the
side to be re-coded or discarded. We iterated over the diagram to re-code,
rename, or collapse codes if necessary. In the end, we re-drew the diagram
and either coded or discarded the remaining lone wolves.

Affinity diagramming is often used to interpret and analyze prototypes [165].
In MultipleAvatars, we used an affinity diagram and a thematic analysis pro-
cess to generate the design space. The affinity diagram produced clusters of
ideas from the brainstorming workshop with the experts. We derived di-
mensions and parameters for a design space that could instantiate all ideas
using a thematic analysis process.

1.4.5 Video content analysis

YouTube videos have been used as a data source in HCI to provide insights
into user interaction with certain technologies [101, 223] as well as real-
world use of devices by specific groups of users [138, 163]. Anthony, Kim,
and Findlater [138] conducted a content analysis of 187 YouTube videos to
explore touchscreen use by people with motor impairments. As a resource
to examine a social internet phenomenon, however, online videos have not
been widely used, and we seek to do this in our paper. For VRFails, cod-
ing was then done in iterative steps, with all authors going over the videos
independently and discussing disagreements before updating the coding
scheme. We followed the steps of the qualitative content analysis to per-
form the video analysis, frequently used in mass-media studies [74]. The
procedure is as follows: problem formulation, assembling sample video, de-
termining category or coding scheme, defining the codes/categories, iden-
tifying the prototype of each category and defining its limits, and lastly,
coding the data, comparing and determining frequencies, and providing a
thoughtful interpretation of the results. This type of analysis results in a
classification. In the case of VRFails, we identified types of fails and types
of causes of fails.

Content analysis has specific quality criteria, according to [74]. The qual-
ity criteria involve semantic validity, sampling validity, correlational validity,
predictive validity, and construct validity. The inter-coder agreement con-
tributes to the reliability criteria of reproducibility, stability, and accuracy.
We ensured coding validity by calculating Fleiss’ kappa [4] to report agree-
ment across the raters following the inductive category procedure. The out-
come of the analyses represents frequency analyses.

1.4.6 Prototyping and sketching tools

Prototyping and sketching are common tools for obtaining artifacts in HCI [86]
and VR [241]. For this research work, I used Blender, Figma and ClipStudio
Paint were used for sketching and ideation, whereas the artifacts were imple-
mented with the Unity Engine and Oculus Quest headsets, later purchased
by Meta and rebranded as Meta Quest. Prototyping is often used in VR to

https://www.blender.org/
https://www.figma.com/
https://www.clipstudio.net/en/
https://unity.com/
https://www.meta.com/dk/en/
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evaluate and instantiate parts of the design space in the process of design
space filtering [237, 150]. To generate the affinity diagram notes for Multi-
pleAvatars from Excel, I used Figma and two plugins, Google Sheets Sync
and CopyDoc Text Kit.

1.4.7 Usability study

This research mostly involved walkthrough studies as the aim was to un-
derstand the user’s experience of the system. Walkthrough studies are a
particular type of usability studies [36], common to conceptual VR research
questions [266] and VR system with a wide array of interactions like in Space-
time [211], Poros, and VRSketchIn [237]. Tasks may be introduced in order of
complexity to aid in learning [241]. Following ethics guidelines from the
University of Copenhagen, we used an informed consent form specifying
the risks and the rewards of the experiments and anonymized and stored
data in accordance with GDPR rules.

1.4.8 Design spaces

Section 2.1 provides an in-depth overview of design spaces and the methods
to uncover them. Feedforward and MultipleAvatars both generated design
spaces assembled through different methods. Feedforward constructed a de-
sign space based on HCI theory, prototyping, and an expert evaluation. Mul-
tipleAvatars generated a design space based on brainstorming ideas from a
workshop with VR experts and users. Conversely, VRFails provides a classi-
fication of VR fails instead of a design space.

1.4.9 Ethics

To perform the studies, we followed the ethical guidelines of the University
of Copenhagen. The university follows Data protection legislation to prevent
abuse and maintain informed consent for data processing and storage. To
adhere to these principles, participants were given informed consent and ex-
plained the study beforehand. Participants were allowed to withdraw from
the study or take a break at any moment, and they were under the constant
supervision of the experimenter. We followed the data storage guidelines
from the university, which confirmed the GDPR standards. More informa-
tion can be found on the university’s website: here.

https://www.figma.com/
https://www.figma.com/community/plugin/735770583268406934/google-sheets-sync
https://www.figma.com/community/plugin/900893606648879767/copydoc-text-kit
https://informationssikkerhed.ku.dk/english/protection-of-information-privacy/


2
B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D W O R K

Concepts have a long-standing history in HCI — Dynabook predicted portable
computers, building upon notions from Sketchpad, which represented the
modern graphical user interface. “Concept-driven interaction” is a methodol-
ogy to draw out theoretically grounded advancements focused on the fu-
ture [119]. This method begins with theory, evolves with artifact develop-
ment, and results in a design that embodies a concept rather than answers
a problem. The concept-driven approach thus settles theory as a building
block that abstracts knowledge related to “fundamental entities at the core
of a discipline” [119]. The concept-driven approach incorporates “disciplined
imagination”[23] as a core tenant, a view that emphasizes imagination, map-
ping, conceptualizing, and speculating. These activities are conducive to
developing theories, which are seen as ordered “assertions about a generic
behavior” [23] that hold across instances [23, 119, 8]. Design spaces are a
type of HCI theoretical contribution that instantiates these characteristics
of concepts: they provide an ordered way to characterize the qualities of a
whole. This chapter gives an account of how concepts, prototypes and de-
sign spaces are related and a reasoning for why design spaces may be a
suitable representation for concepts in HCI.

2.1 concepts and knowledge in hci

Most researchers fundamentally agree that design spaces are “conceptual
spaces” [173, 86, 149, 97, 79]. However, concepts themselves are distinct from
design spaces and capture a different type of knowledge than theory. The
following section gives an overview of the types of knowledge produced
within HCI and how design spaces serve as a unifying representation.

HCI has been framed as problem-solving research[180], sometimes target-
ing wicked problems with speculative design approaches [278]. Oulasvirta and
Hornbæk [180] classified HCI research problems as empirical — real-world
descriptions of HCI phenomena, conceptual — explaining unrelated phenom-
ena, and constructive — understanding interactive artifacts. The researchers
highlight that “without conceptual ‘glue’ to anchor them, constructive contribu-
tions readily remain point designs and empirical studies point studies.”[180]. Gaver
[128] reflects on the “scientific” nature of theories under the research through
design umbrella and suggests having moderate expectations with respect
to the creation of verifiable theory. He stresses the value of exploring, spec-
ulating, and manifesting tangible results in terms of “conceptually rich arte-
facts” [128], as opposed to standardization. HCI design methods often tackle
wicked problems [128]. Coined by Horst Rittel, wicked problems [5] refers to
socially situated, complex problems that cannot be solved linearly — so-
lutions to these problems change their understanding. Tom Ritchey found
that wicked problems were particularly well-suited for morphological analy-
sis, having successfully applied it to complex policy issues. Morphological
analysis has been used as a method within HCI to generate design spaces,
such as for VR gaze interaction [220].

12
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In a paper report, Wobbrock and Kientz [184] identifies seven types of
research contribution for HCI: empirical, artifact, method, theory, dataset,
survey, and opinion. More recently, Berkel and Hornbæk [295] discuss seven
types of implications for HCI research, which serve to present a short sum-
mary of the research and highlight important parts. These implications in-
form various aspects of methodology, theory, design, practice, community,
policy, and society. Rogers [290] provides an overview of knowledge types
within HCI, which are not necessarily mutually exclusive and may overlap.
Relevant for this thesis, models serve as shorthands for actionable theory
basics, frameworks represent area-specific knowledge scoped into concepts,
questions, challenges, and principles related [290]. It is easier to exemplify
concepts in HCI rather than define them. Dynabook, affordances, and feed-
forward are some examples of concepts [290]. Fallman [64] presents the
romantic, pragmatic, and conservative way of idea generation and put for-
ward a distinction “between the knowledge-generating Design-oriented Research
and the artifact-generating conduct of Research-oriented Design.“

2.1.1 Concepts

Attempts to define concepts have led to two contradicting [67] schools of
thought. Outside of HCI, concepts are strongly related to semantics and
meaning and are highly debated in fields like psychology and philosophy.
In cognitive psychology, concepts refer to categories and describe mental
models, where membership is non-arbitrary [134]. Each field may have its
own view of concepts, with various degrees of similarity. For cognitive sci-
ence, “concepts are the building blocks of thought” [50] and represent the “mental
glue” [75] that underlies reasoning.

The main models explaining concepts refer to exemplars and prototypes
(for a detailed overview of concepts, refer to [67, 134]). Exemplar theories [15,
11] consider that categories are determined by exemplars, or remembered
instances. Prototype theory [7, 12] posits that common or typical features
rather than instances determine concepts. According to this model, proto-
types can emerge empirically by determining features of several category in-
stances [67]. Exemplars and prototypes are also concepts within HCI, which
perhaps best exemplify how domain-interdependent concept formation is.

Concept blending refers to constructing meaning from different sets of
knowledge. This process has been analyzed by cognitive semanticists from
the perspective of an integration model, whereby two inputs from differ-
ent knowledge domains are projected in a mental space called the blended
space [65, 56]. Metaphors are related to conceptual blends and may be de-
fined as referencing one domain with language from a distinct domain [56],
which have been used in HCI and VR. For example, the the virtual hand or
pointer metaphors refer to groups of similar interactions that may be instanti-
ated by different implementations [85].

2.1.2 Classification

Prototype and exemplar theories have implications regarding the process
of classification within HCI. Mayring [74] provided a six-step approach in
type-building content analysis, which results in a typology. The steps are:
defining the dimensions, logic i.e., extreme types and frequent types, induc-
tively developing categories from types, revising, choosing type represen-
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tatives (exemplars), and describing results. For inductive category develop-
ment, Mayring [74] added a coder agreement check as an empirical reliabil-
ity validity measure.

In semantics and social science, categories are represented by typologies
and taxonomies1. Typologies, seen as conceptual classifications, are multi-Another related field
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rules in
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resulted in fuzzy
logic.

dimensional, non-hierarchical structures that are fully overlapping. Com-
bining 2x2 conceptually non-overlapping category dimensions results in a
typology that often has names or types in its cells [31]. Taxonomies are
strictly hierarchical and non-overlapping structures (think of a tree struc-
ture) that classify empirical entities [31]. Typologies begin from concep-
tualization, whereas taxonomies classify empirical cases by observed phe-
nomena. These definitions have been given for the sake of rigour, however,
in practice, these semantic structures are often interchanged and may re-
sult in intermediary structures [31] —- like design spaces in HCI. Design
spaces began initially as non-heirarchical classifications, introduced as tax-
onomies [24]. However, in time, they developed hierarchies, like dimensions,
and have been defined as typologies. Typologies seem to be a more accurate
description, as the process of generating design spaces involves morpholog-
ical analysis [2], which results in a typology.

2.1.3 Concepts in HCI

Concepts are strongly related to categories and pattern identification, which
represent a fundamental aspect of HCI. Categorization spans various method-
ologies, from qualitative analysis to systematic surveys and usability studies
reporting. Researchers are often explicit with the outcomes of this research,
defining taxonomies or typologies [13].

In HCI, Höök and Löwgren [129] introduced strong concepts as intermediate-
level knowledge, as a type of knowledge that “carries a core design idea which
has the potential to cut across particular use situations and perhaps even appli-
cation domains.” Strong concepts abstract instances and behave like genera-
tive designs (think of interaction metaphors)2. Dalsgaard and Dindler [152]
introduce bridging concepts as a different form of intermediate knowledge
that brings together both theory and practice. Bridging concepts explain the
theory, practical exemplars parameters of the concept, and theoretical back-
ground. Exemplars here refer to artifacts that illustrate critical or salient
aspects of a concept.Exemplar and

prototype theories
have influenced

many faces of HCI
design.

2.2 design spaces

Design spaces are highly debated within HCI, but generally refer to struc-
tures obtained by way of deriving categories from different types of data to
inform future generations of applications. Eriksson et al. [265] highlight that
design spaces define intermediate-level knowledge hook1012strong. Clas-
sification, conceptualization, and conception blending are operations per-
formed by HCI researchers when exploring design spaces. The outcome
of design space is a semantic structure — a design space schema (in the
design-thinking view) or a morphological field (in the semanticists view).

1 The reader may refer to Tom Ritchey’s ongoing work for the epistemology of these
structures, which have been overly simplified in this thesis: here

2 Höök and Löwgren [129] give the touch-as-slingshot interaction from the game An-
gry Birds as given as an example of how to abstract design.

http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/21237/
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Some research uses the term design space to refer to the hypothetical space
of design and not the semantic structure, like, for example, Kim et al. [285]’s
work with VR and autism.

2.2.1 A brief historical context for design spaces

The late 80s and early 90s marked a turn towards design as a way, a process,
or a methodology. Researchers sought to understand and formalize design
rationale during this time — which essentially meant revealing the design
decisions, design options, and how these influenced design [22]. An account
of this research is given by [247]. Various frameworks were produced to
aid in explicitly representing the design rationale like Lee and Lai [243]’s
Decision Representation Language, and MacLean et al. [29]’s Questions, Options,
and Criteria, the latter of which formalized representing design rationale
through a process called design space analysis (shown in Figure 1, C). For
design space analysis, the authors viewed an artifact’s features as options
within a set, posing questions about the options in design it determined.

In 1990, Mackinlay, Card, and Robertson [25] published work instantiat-
ing The Design Space of Input Devices, an effort towards “systematizing knowl-
edge about input devices” [24]. This initial iteration of the work used Baecker
and Buxton [18]’s semantic analysis to build a parametrized space based
on existing taxonomies, comparing “the design of human-machine interfaces”
to the design of artificial languages for communicating between human and ma-
chine3.” This work argued that such taxonomies may be analyzed in terms
of expressiveness — abilities to describe a device’s semantics referring to the Or descriptive

power.formal language theory in computer science at the time [25]; — and effectiveness
of deductive reasoning, which relates the result of taxonomy to theories of
human performance (footprint, bandwidth) as points of the design space,
and not the whole [24]. The design space was represented as a multidimen-
sional Cartesian matrix with connected graphs that marked the properties
of an input device.

In the following year, Card et al. [26] (design space shown in Figure 1, A)
formalized the methodology in terms of morphological design space analysis
following Zwicky’s morphological approach to idea generation [2] (shown
in Figure 1, B). The purpose of this analysis was to provide an understand-
ing of input devices as points in a space that was parametrically defined,
leading to generating designs to be further tested. This work moves toward
using the term design space to refer to the space of parameters. The param-
eters and values themselves were derived from taxonomies in the previous
work [24]. The design space remained as a multidimensional matrix that
represented points in the design space as connected graphs, between val-
ues of parameters. Later, in 1993, Nigay and Coutaz [30] put forward a
design space for multimodal systems, which captured three dimensions4

(vision, levels of abstraction, and use of modalities) and continued with a
representation similar to Card’s [26] mentioning it as a typology. Later, this
representation would be known as a Zwicky box.

3 As a branch of linguistics, semantics deals with investigating the meaning of lan-
guage, and, more recently, semantic analysis refers to the process of establishing
meaning in natural language processing, e.g., sentiment analysis; [249] provides a
review.

4 These works use dimensions and parameters interchangeably.
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Figure 1: Subfigure A shows Figure 3 from Card, Mackinlay, and Robertson
[26]’s representation of the design space of input devices. B shows
Table 1 from Zwicky [136] original representation of the morpho-
logical box. C shows part of Figure 3 from MacLean et al. [29],
showing the questions, options, criteria representation of the de-
sign space.

The work underlying the design space of input devices is based on Mackin-
lay [17]’s graphical representations of relational data. He later applied the
problem of generating and encoding such designs to graphical user interface
generation [19]. He introduced the view that underlies the design space in-
ception — that graphical language may be expressed as sentences encoding
semantic meaning. He formalized this into criteria for expressiveness and
effectiveness within a composition algebra to make alternative designs. This
particular work is very influential in the field of information visualization.
Mackinlay [19] concludes: “Perhaps the ultimate lesson of this research should be
that creativity and theory go hand in hand, one to inspire and initiate and the other
to refine, test, and extend.”[19]

2.2.2 Morphological Analysis

In New Methods of Thought and Procedure [137] Fritz Zwicky introduced the
morphological approach to invention [2]. This approach involved creating
a morphological box containing all parameters of a given problem, later
known as Zwicky Box [159] (shown in Figure 1 B). Zwicky, an astronomer
and physicist himself [83], received various patents for discovering jet en-
gines and propulsion mechanisms using this method. The morphological
approach (later morphological analysis) was essentially an extended typol-
ogy analysis [124] and provided an effective way to generalize ideas, bound
problems, which could have resulted in “systematic field coverage”[2]. Zwicky
considered the morphological approach to be a significant contribution to
epistemology [6], enabling a paradigm which “consisted in the replacement of
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Figure 2: Subfigure A shows the morphological field (Figure 1 from [159])
and B shows the corresponding cross-consistency matrix (Figure 2
from [159]).

one solution by all solutions, one path by all paths, one system by all systems”[6].
He describes the following steps to arrive at a morphological box:

1. First Step. Set the goal and problem.

2. Second Step. Find and describe the parameters of the problem.

3. Third Step. Make the morphological box/ multidimensional matrix of
all solutions.

4. Fourth Step. Evaluate and analyze all solutions relating to the goal.

5. Sixth Step. Select and execute the best solution; this may require fur-
ther morphological study.

Presently, the morphological approach has been formalized into modern
General Morphological Analysis by Tom Ritchey [159, 124] as “a general
method for non-quantified modelling.” General morphological analysis results
in a morphological field that categorizes the values of a given problem. Pa- The morphological

field is virtually the
design space schema
in HCI terms.

rameters capture qualitative and quantitative faces of the problems (not al-
ways mathematically), broadly within systems science nomenclature, like
factors determining a system’s variable behavior [124, 159]. General Mor-
phological Analysis introduces a method to validate the field called a cross-
consistency assessment. Its outcome, the cross-consistency matrix, approaches
the modern design space representation (Figure 2 shows the matrix and the
field). While the cross-consistency matrix cells contain types, design spaces
cells map prototypes, systems, related work, etc. The parameters/values
indicate the constraints of the mapped applications. With successful appli-
cations for wicked problems [124], Álvarez and Ritchey [159] describe general-
morphological analysis as follows (paraphrased from their work):

1. First Step. Identify and define crucial parameters of the problem

2. Second Step. In natural language, assign each parameter conditions or
ranges of relevant values.

3. Third Step. Construct the morphological field: create an n-dimensional
matrix by putting all parameter values against each other on an X and
Y axis (shown in Figure 2. Solutions are defined as a combination of
values of each parameter.

4. Fourth Step. Examine all combinations of the parameter values to es-
tablish whether they are possible or not. This means analyzing their
viability and assessing whether they are practical and, optionally, in-
teresting. This viable combination of parameters represents the solu-
tion space of the problem within the morphological field.
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5. Fifth Step. Perform cross-consistency assessment: all relationships be-
tween parameters are examined, and the contradictory relationships
are removed. The idea here is to determine whether the pair of pa-
rameters can coexist and under which conditions. This reduced the
problem space and the morphological field. The cross-impact or cross-
consistency matrix captures this process, shown in Figure 2 B.

6. Sixth Step. Identify and mark the logical contradictions, empirical con-
straints, and normative constraints revealed by the assessment.

2.2.3 From concept to prototype

Prototypes are defined as “a tangible artifact, not an abstract description that
requires interpretation” [86]. Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay [86] explain de-
sign spaces as a set of ideas and constraints, which a designer may alter
by changing the ideas based on the constraints or changing the constraints.
Prototyping makes this process tangible and involves approaches like hori-
zontal, vertical, task-oriented, and scenario-based, the last of which follows
real-world scenarios. Particular to early prototyping stages, “the goal is to
generate a wide range of ideas and expand the design space, not determine the final
solution”[86]. Higher fidelity prototyping has a different goal “video brain-
storming expands the design space, by creating a number of unconnected collec-
tions of individual ideas, whereas video prototyping contracts the design space, by
showing how a specific collection of design choices work together” [86].

Fallman [64] discuss the limit of using design and prototyping tools and
argue that design should be a dialogue rather than a series of events, whereby
sketching, and by extension prototyping, hide a complexity. Lim, Stolter-
man, and Tenenberg [97] introduce a framework for conceptualizing proto-
types and remark that prototypes go beyond enabling evaluations towards
idea generation, particularly when exploring design spaces. They remark
that prototypes may be used as filters to traverse design spaces to manifest
concrete conceptual ideas. As filters, prototypes serve to generate and eval-
uate ideas to ultimately make better choices in design, grounded in dimen-
sions like appearance, data, functionality, interactivity, and spatial structure.
Lim, Stolterman, and Tenenberg [97] view design spaces as infinite and refer
to their manifestations in terms of material, resolution, and scope.

Dove, Hansen, and Halskov [173] remark that the power of prototypes
can be revealed by design-space thinking. Prototypes may instantiate a sub-
set of dimensions or parameters for further evaluation. Keeping a writen
record of these prototype changes in terms of a design space enables novel
ways of reflecting on the design process [173].

2.2.4 Design spaces in HCI

Following a research-through-design approach, Halskov and Lundqvist [269]
give an overview of the types of design spaces and the various knowledge
they are based on. They propose design-space thinking to understand the
creative evolution of the design process in time, refocused on the artifact
and the primordial soup of knowledge that enables it. They categorize design
spaces as representing a class of technologies, accumulated knowledge, or
a set of ideas, designs, or sketches. They categorize the physical manifesta-
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tions of these representations as a Cartesian space, a networked graph, or a
conceptual space.

Biskjaer, Dalsgaard, and Halskov [149] define design spaces from the
point of view of creative constraints, “that govern what the outcome of the
design process might (and might not) be.” The researchers propose a design
space schema containing options nested within aspects to represent design
spaces. The design space schema is the design-thinking nomenclature for the
morphological field; it refers to the various dimensions, parameters, and
values the design space contains. Design spaces are conducive to reason-
ing because they reflect the reasoning process [29]. As idea-generation tools,
design spaces are facilitated by brainstorming, a common component of
participatory design and group-work [86].

In HCI, design spaces have two main functions: (1) they have a theoretical
and conceptual function, since design spaces aid in generating new ideas by
identifying gaps in knowledge and proposing ways to fill them [261, 220,
196]; (2) design space have practical function because they reveal options nec-
essary to by implementing and conceptualize novel applications, which are
then typically evaluated for performance [146, 39] and usability [237, 150].
The process of using design spaces to classify related work and uncover gaps
is sometimes referred to as design space exploration. For example, Danyluk
et al. [261] generate a design space of worlds-in-miniature for VR based on
open coding from 25 papers. Drey et al. [237] create a design space to ex-
plore the combinations of 2D and 3D sketching, categorizing related work
and generating novel interaction metaphors. Eriksson et al. [265] generate
a design space based on the collaborative efforts of 50 developers that im-
plemented 4in1 games. Eriksson et al. [265] generated the design space in
four phases: horizontal analysis (concept synthesis and generation), vertical
analysis (relating to theory), inductive analysis where independent coders
clustered concepts, and testing the generated design space by re-coding and
re-generating designs from the initial games. MultipleAvatars and Feedfor-
ward apply similar steps to design space generation, namely theory triangu-
lation and re-coding.

Note that design space exploration is also a term used in systems design
and architecture to synthesize model solutions based on an algorithm for
further prototyping and testing [42]. These works contribute with novel al-
gorithms that optimize the design space and involve mathematical concepts
like automated theory proving and combinatorial optimization [122]. In this
field, design spaces have mathematical constraints that can be specified in
arithmetic or boolean operations.

In HCI, however, design spaces capture concepts. The exploration of the
design space is more often understood as an inherent process of design-
space-making. For example, Hirzle et al. [220] generates a design space for
3D gaze interaction for head-mounted displays and argues for its feasibility
by using it as an idea generation tool and to classify various applications and
interaction techniques. Halskov and Fischel [217] specify other methods for
design space analysis in six broad steps:

1. Step one. Defining the scope.

2. Step two. Getting the data from the empirical materials.

3. Step three. Making a coding schema and coding the data.

4. Step four. Analyzing the data.

5. Step five. Reporting on the result.
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2.2.5 Generative interactions

Many of these works borrow from Beaudouin-Lafon [70]’s framework for
generative interactions. In his initial work describing this model, Beaudouin-
Lafon [52] proposes that post-WIMP5 interfaces should be expressed in
terms of interaction models represented as design spaces that reveal their
properties for further analysis and comparison. Revealing this design space
enables other designers to “make an informed choice”. To inform these novel
interfaces, the models should be descriptive, generative, comparative or evalua-
tive. These models should (1) incorporate both novel and existing techniques,
(2) reveal properties to compare alternatives, and (3) enable the generation
of novel interaction techniques. He provides temporal and spatial offset and
examples of properties that enable comparing different techniques. In later
work, Beaudouin-Lafon [70] reframes this research as a call to arms to de-
sign for interaction. He adds the caveat that good interaction models may
still evoke “terrible interfaces”, and design spaces do “not guarantee” quality
in the resulting design [70].

Later, Beaudouin-Lafon, Bødker, and Mackay [257] propose generative the-
ories of interaction to analyze and generate novel technological artifacts, defin-
ing concepts and actionable principles. The main purpose of such theories
would be to spark innovation, guide novel designs to meet users’ needs. Gen-
erative theories underlie a design space and provide “a path from theory to
artifact and a principled method for exploring the research design space.” [257]. The
researchers define generative theories as follows:

1. Underlying human activity and technology theories,

2. Grounded in critical, constructive, and analytical lenses,

3. Actionable by way of the concepts and generative principles that spec-
ify the theories.

While the discussion refers to models and theories, design-space makers
have adopted the evaluation framework because design spaces represent
the parameters of the model underlying a generative interaction. Therefore,
interaction generation evaluative criteria apply. Beaudouin-Lafon [70] pro-
poses three criteria for generative interactions: descriptive, evaluative, and
generative. Some works refer to the evaluative criteria as comparative [261] to
prevent confusion. Beaudouin-Lafon [70] does not refer to implementation,
technical view of evaluation (e.g., usability study), rather this criteria refers
to the theoretical comparative power of interaction models.

2.3 conceptualizing in virtual reality

Several central concepts border the virtual reality part of HCI: embodiment,
immersion, and presence. A large body of work incrementally builds on
these concepts and blends them unexpectedly. Exploring the boundaries
of these concepts has given rise to novel interaction metaphors, like virtual
hand metaphor for manipulation [46], virtual pointer metaphor [85], or com-
binations of gaze and gesture metaphors like gaze and pinch [192]. These
interactions leverage embodiment — sense that another body (e.g., avatar) is
processed as if it is the user’s real body [131]. Presence refers to the illu-
sion of being there in the virtual environment, while immersion refers to the

5 WIMP: windows, icons, menus, pointer.
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technical qualities of a system [292]. Expanding the limits of these concepts,
researchers have studied how people may embody animals in VR [224], or
blend real and virtual spaces for physical meetings [298].

Even in the 90s, researchers found VR useful as a concept design tool.
The ’unconstructive’ capabilities of VR were more appealing than Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) tools at the time because of the lack of design restric-
tions (see CORVIDS [40]). VR served as a test-bed for interactions by enhanc-
ing conceptualization through prototyping. Authoring tools are a type of
prototype to enable quick design deployment for testing before production.
Despite this, Nebeling and Speicher [205] remark that VR and AR develop-
ment poses many technical challenges, particularly from tools that are not
suitable for non-technical designers. Researchers have developed friendlier
authoring tools for XR to close this technical knowledge gap and create
faster prototypes in VR. For example, Jetter et al. [241] implemented and
evaluated a prototyping environment where designers may interact with
digital twins before making tangible prototypes. Other XR works enabled
video prototyping with sketching and generated animations that prototype
interactions and real-world scenarios [244, 270]. In a recent review of how
VR aids in design-thinking, Lyu et al. [303] highlights that defining design-
thinking would leverage the full potential of VR as a creativity tool.

Concepts are also relevant for VR design. Following the path of related
work reveals how concept blending generates novel designs and prototypes
in VR. For example, building sense-making through video recordings in
VR [245] and the concept of worlds-in-minuiature [37] resulted in spatial
design queries with direct manipulation [304]. Since design spaces serve to
generate and categorize concepts, they are suitable as the default semantic
representation for prototyping in VR. Design spaces have enabled concept
generation and exploration for tangible devices and XR [308], supported
visualization tasks with multiple displays in AR and VR [299], generated
designs for 3D sketching with pen and tablet interactions in XR [237], en-
abled exploring data transformation in mixed reality [288].

Recent research has introduced various conceptually-driven interaction
techniques and interfaces like asynchronous reality [282], blended reality [298],
and remixed reality [203]. Among these, some works highlight their novelty
while building on WIMP6 interface concepts. For example, OVRLap [291]
prototypes interacting from multiple places using multiplexing viewpoints
derived from CHI’95’ Transparent Layered User Interfaces [34]. Danyluk et al.
[261] generate the design space of the worlds-in-miniature in VR to uncover
novel interaction possibilities and designs. First introduced at CHI’95 [37],
the world-in-miniature metaphor is an immersive technique that augments
the user with a miniature version of the virtual environment.

2.4 conclusion

In this chapter, we traced the origins of concepts and design spaces. We pre-
sented the prototype and exemplar models of concepts from cognitive psy-
chology and tied them to HCI prototypes. Design space filtering [97] bridges
the gap between the disciplined imagination and tangible artifacts — proto-
types are developed to investigate particular concepts as dimensions of de-
sign. In this context, the design process refers to instantiating the prototype,

6 WIMP: windows, icons, menus, pointer.
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and, as Fallman [64] decries, the process “seems often obliterated from descrip-
tions of research projects; research prototypes just seem to happen.” In this work,
we formalize this process in terms of design spaces and further explore the
design space schema’s usefulness as a model for generative interactions, fol-
lowing Beaudouin-Lafon et al.’s path from theory to artifact [257]. Together,
design spaces and prototypes define a feedback loop of design: “what the
prototype states is subject to evaluation; what the prototype leaves open is subject
to more discussion and design space exploration”[86].

While the process of prototyping nests a design space itself, the tangible
artifact instantiates the unique dimensions, parameters, and values of the
design space. Prototyping as a process allows for concept exploration. How-
ever, authoring tools enable design space exploration in practice. Design
spaces tell a story of how prototypes happen because they reveal the bound-
aries of design and the concepts underlying it. Authoring tools reveal design
spaces in practice. Prototypes enable the exploration of concepts by filtering
and informing design spaces to manifest design ideas concretely [269]. De-
sign spaces also allow researchers and practitioners to record their design
process and communicate the basic blocks of their interaction designs at a
glance [dove].
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A N A LY S I S O F V R FA I L S O N Y O U T U B E

This chapter is based on and reproduced from VRFails, entitled Bad Break-
downs, Useful Seams, and Face Slapping, published as [262]: Andreea Muresan*,
Emily Dao*, Kasper Hornbæk, and Jarrod Knibbe. “Bad Breakdowns, Useful Seams,
and Face Slapping: Analysis of VR Fails on YouTube.” In: Proceedings of the 2021
CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’21: CHI Confer-
ence on Human Factors in Computing Systems. New York, NY, USA: ACM, May
6, 2021, pp. 1–14. isbn: 978-1-4503-8096-6. doi: 10 . 1145/3411764.3445435. url:
https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.34454351.

Emily and I worked together wonderfully on this research paper, which,
for me, serves as a model for how to conduct successful research. This paper
received a Honourable Mention Award, given to the top 5% of papers2. This
work reveals the social lens of conceptualizing.

Figure 3: Figure showcasing key moments in three VR fails clips. In comic
strip (a), the VR player loses balance while playing a rollercoaster
game in a shopping mall (ID157). A spectator tries to hold the
player up. In comic (b), a user is strapped into a wired vest that
is held by a metal bar from the ceiling (ID104). They are playing
a VR shooter game and scream finding themselves overwhelmed
by their virtual opponents. The attendee notices their distress and
tries to take the headset off. However, the player responds with
more screaming and backs away, afraid and surprised by the un-
expected touch. In comic (c), a user is playing a VR game at home
and throws their controller across the room to reach a virtual ob-
ject of interest (ID65).

3.1 abstract

Virtual reality (VR) is increasingly used in complex social and physical set-
tings outside of the lab. However, not much is known about how these
settings influence use, nor how to design for them. We analyse 233 YouTube

1 * = Shared first authorship
2 The process for selecting and awarding papers is explained here:

https://chi2021.acm.org/for-attendees/highlights/awards
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videos of VR Fails to: (1) understand when breakdowns occur, and (2) reveal
how the seams between VR use and the social and physical setting emerge.
The videos show a variety of fails, including users flailing, colliding with
surroundings, and hitting spectators. They also suggest causes of the fails,
including fear, sensorimotor mismatches, and spectator participation. We
use the videos as inspiration to generate design ideas. For example, we dis-
cuss more flexible boundaries between the real and virtual world, ways of
involving spectators, and interaction designs to help overcome fear. Based
on the findings, we further discuss the ‘moment of breakdown’ as an oppor-
tunity for designing engaging and enhanced VR experiences.

3.2 introduction

As Virtual Reality’s popularity grows, we need to better understand and
design for its use outside of VR laboratories. In contrast to research labs
which can be easily controlled with specific furniture or layout configura-
tions [202], domestic spaces are messy, busy, and dynamic. How VR plays
out in those spaces and the seams and breakdowns within those interactions
remain poorly understood.

With VR’s increasing adoption, we are also seeing the rise of community
content showcasing its use. YouTube is rife with popular VR gamers com-
pleting difficult levels in BeatSaber3, playing haunted-house style games, or
showcasing gameplay fails. Prior research has examined YouTube content
for insights into technology adoption and interaction design [138, 223]. From
this, we suggest YouTube VR videos may provide one lens through which
we can better understand how people engage with VR beyond the lab.

We examine VR fails on YouTube, as one of the popular emerging themes
of videos. These videos capture people in VR colliding with furniture, falling
over, hitting spectators, and experiencing fear, joy, nausea, surprise, and
more. The videos also capture spectator reactions and participation.

We analyze the VR fails corpus from two perspectives. On the one hand,
we think about VR fails as breakdowns [33] - moments of stark disruption in
the experience. We seek to understand where and why these breakdowns
occur, to reveal design opportunities for addressing and solving them. On
the other hand, we consider VR fails as Seamful Design [63] - exploring how
the technical, experiential, and social aspects of VR are stitched together, and
how resulting ’fails’ may become a positive feature of this shared experience.

We begin with a thematic analysis of 233 VR fails clips, revealing themes
across types of fails – such as excessive reaction, colliding, hitting, and cov-
ering, causes of fails – such as fear, sensorimotor mismatch, and spectator
participation, and spectator reactions – such as laughter, concern, and sup-
port behaviours. We discuss each theme in depth, present examples, and
highlight how they co-occur. Based on our analysis, and motivated by the
examination of VR fails as both breakdowns and an exposé of seamful de-
sign, we describe new design opportunities that VR fails inspire. For ex-
ample, we speculate about how head-mounted pico-projectors may enable
shared play and reduce collisions, and how ’natural’ gestures may enable
novel peak-through dynamics for scary experiences.

VR fails provides a lens through which we can better understand the im-
plications and opportunities of VR use beyond the lab. We highlight what

3 BeatSaber, BeatGames, May 2019
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this media shows and how we may incorporate these insights into our inter-
action design process in HCI.

3.3 related work

As VR emerges commercially, research explores how to further develop the
experience. Recent research, for example, has looked at novel controller op-
portunities to enhance haptic feedback [210, 225], new techniques to im-
prove locomotion through virtual spaces [178, 209], and new opportunities
for shared virtual experiences [186, 208]. Simultaneously, research seeks to
better understand the existing experience of VR. We draw from several
strands of prior work on presence and the moment of exit, spectator en-
gagement, and VR in the real world and YouTube as a data source.

3.3.1 Presence and Breakdowns in VR

Prior work has highlighted the central challenges associated with VR, such
as the effects of simulator sickness [51], ocular fatigue [219], social anxi-
ety and awareness [202], and collisions [218]. Slater et al. [53] sought to
understand the breakdowns in experience that occur as a result of these
challenges. They counted moments of breakdown as an inverse measure
of presence4. This clearly positions breakdowns as something to be min-
imised and avoided, so as to maximise presence. Conversely, despite the
many challenges VR breakdowns may pose, studies have shown that they
do not necessarily diminish the player’s experience, but may instead enrich
it [60]. The popularity of the VR fails phenomena on YouTube may support
this finding, highlighting the entertainment generated by the breakdowns.

Knibbe et al. [202] explored the variety of factors that impact the transi-
tion between virtual and real environments that may result from a break-
down, with a focus on the final ‘moment of exit’. They explored four exam-
ple applications and found that participants experienced spatial and tempo-
ral disorientation, control confusion, and heightened social awareness upon
exit. Their work suggested the existence of a social contract of VR play,
where players discussed the need to feel safe during play and were espe-
cially socially-aware at the moment of exit. Kappen et al. [155] echoed the
sentiment around social contracts in play, highlighting how the interaction
between players and spectators can increase engagement. This motivates a
desire for VR to support awareness of ‘others’ and their relative ‘proximity’
during play [166]. While research is exploring ways of including passers-by
in the VR single-player experience, [e.g., 233], we expect VR fails to reveal
more nuance around the social contract of interactions between players and
spectators.

3.3.2 Spectator Engagement with Play

Adding to existing work on social contracts of play, research has also sought
to reveal the different ways in which spectators can engage with play in
general [195, 78]. Tekin and Reeves [195] outlined different kinds of spec-
tating in Kinect Play: (1) ‘scaffolding’ play to seek to display continuous

4 where presence and immersion are a typical goal in VR; providing a technical foun-
dation and experience such that the player believes they are there in the virtual world
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engagement with the player, such as by providing timely instructions, or en-
couragements, (2) critiquing play technique and gaming movements by the
player, (3) recognising and complimenting ’good play’, and (4) reflecting on
past play (as a former player).

But spectator engagement not only impacts the player’s experience, it also
directly impacts gameplay. For example, Reeves et al. identified a performa-
tive aspect to co-located gaming, where players perform extra gestures that
do not directly impact the interface, but instead are for the audience [78].
They present four design approaches to designing public interfaces: (1) ‘se-
cretive’, where manipulations and effects are mostly hidden, (2) ‘expressive’,
where the performer’s actions are revealed to spectators, allowing them to
appreciate the performer’s interaction, (3) ‘magical’, where spectators see
the effects but not the manipulations that caused them, and (4) ‘suspense-
ful’, where spectators only understand the manipulations behind the visible
effects when they become the performer themselves. According to this, VR
fails sit across different scales of manipulation. The videos are expressive
when players perform extra movements to be visible. VR fails are entertain-
ing when they result in players failing or losing balance, and they are magical,
as is the case when players fall over despite not making clear movements.

This performative aspect of co-located gaming is mirrored by the staging
effect, which occurs when technology use in public spaces creates a perfor-
mance stage for the user [1]. Dalton et al. [161] echoed Reeves’ findings that
in the presence of onlookers (e.g., at a shopping centre) some users interact
with technology for the sole purpose of being noticed by others. However,
the public stage can also result in a negative experience, where users may
avoid interactions altogether to prevent social embarrassment [171].

While this body of work undoubtedly deepens our knowledge of virtual
reality, it is still early days for VR research outside of the lab [190], and we
have only limited understanding of how VR experiences come to be enacted
between players, spectators, and their environment.

3.3.3 VR in the Real World

Recent work has investigated head-mounted display (HMD) use in public
settings and the validity of in-the-wild VR studies.

In an in-the-wild deployment of HMDs in a public setting, Mai and
Khamis [204] investigated the parallels between interacting with public HMDs
and more traditional public displays. They found that recognition of the
HMD as an available public display was a challenge. This is partly due to
the visual clutter of real spaces, but also the black-box, enclosed, nature of
the headset (even while coupled to glowing controllers). Some participants
were unclear on the connection between the separate display screen and
the HMD, while others searched the demo space for an official authority to
allow them to interact with the HMD. Mai and Khamis put forward sugges-
tions for future solutions for accompanying displays to communicate HMD
usage and functionality, and invite passers-by to interact without the need
for an authority present.

As seen within the context of public settings, HMD use is not only in-
fluenced by known VR factors, such as immersion, but also by real-world
factors such as perceived boundaries around permission of use. George et al.
[216] explored non-experts’ mental models and future expectations towards
mobile virtual reality (MVR) through a field study using drawing tasks, a
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storytelling exercise, and the technology acceptance model (TAM). Their
work revealed participants’ struggle to balance wanting to be immersed in
the experience and their concern over possible dangers in the real world,
such as falling over cables, etc. Furthermore, participants stated their pref-
erence for VR use in the home, rather than in a public setting, due to fear
of being observed by strangers and bystanders. However, the public setting
was more desirable if participants are accompanied by friends and family.
These findings highlight the need to consider factors beyond technical capa-
bility when considering designing public HMD experiences.

Mottelson and Hornbæk sought to validate the potential of conducting
VR studies in the wild [190], comparing in-lab to out-of-lab VR experiments
over three canonical tasks. Their results show that the effects found in the
laboratory were comparable to those found in the wild, suggesting that con-
ducting VR studies outside the laboratory is feasible and ecologically valid.
Steed et al. [182] pursued a similar angle, running an out-of-lab experiment
for mobile app-based VR devices, such as Google Cardboard and Samsung
Gear VR, to study presence and embodiment. While their experimental re-
sults supported their hypotheses and validated their methodology, they re-
flect on the additional challenges and work involved in conducting this style
of study, such as the required level of polish, ease of use, completeness of
experience, etc. As VR headsets become increasingly common-place, these
in-the-wild studies will become increasingly practicable.

3.3.4 Understanding the User on YouTube

Recently, YouTube has also been used for insights into the real-world use of
emerging devices [101, 163] and specific user contexts with technology [223,
138, 139]. Prior work has highlighted the value of publicly available, user
generated content in informing input and interaction design in HCI [101,
138]. For example, Anthony et al. [138] conducted a content analysis of 187

YouTube videos to explore touchscreen use by people with motor impair-
ments.

More recently, Komkaite et al. [223] analysed 122 YouTube videos to gain
insight into users’ interaction with common non-medical insertable tech-
nologies. We argue that such a methodology, applied to the growing corpus
of online user-generated VR videos, may also provide real-world insights for
VR research, and contribute to the ongoing discussion of VR in-the-wild.

3.4 exploring vr fails

VR fails videos capture momentary transitions between the virtual and real
worlds, and the associated reactions of spectators. These momentary tran-
sitions occur as players collide with objects in the real world, interact with
non-VR spectators, and experience strong emotions, such as fear. Previously,
these momentary transitions have been treated akin to breakdowns [53]. In
breakdowns, technology becomes visible to us in a new way, failing to func-
tion as we anticipate [33]. Seen as VR breakdowns, fails may indicate usabil-
ity problems; representing mismatches at an interaction level, which cause
the user to express surprise or uncertainty of how to engage with the tech-
nology. Thus, fails may reveal errors in the VR experience that should be
addressed.
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Figure 4: Illustrations of key fails clips. Comic strip a) illustrates the video
(ID38) in which a young player is slowly rotating their controller to
manipulate a virtual object in front of them. Eventually, the player
leans far enough to fall forward and, as they fall, the headset par-
tially arrests their fall, but releases just in time for their face to
collide with a wall. Comic b) shows a fail (ID20) in which the
player moves a controller around themselves, eventually hitting
the person next to them. The spectator was not paying attention to
the controllers. In comic c) we capture the fail (ID55) in which the
player screams, seemingly scared by something from the VR game.
They take off their headset and notice that the child behind them
was scared by their yelling and has started crying.

However, even a brief exploration of VR fails highlights that these mo-
ments are not solely problematic and that they may provide an insight
into the motivation and enjoyment of VR use. As such, we also explore
the VR fails corpus as an insight into Seamful Design, whereby breakdowns
are seen as a ‘resource’ rather than a ‘system failure’ [63]. From this view,
we aim to understand how the complex interactions between personal VR,
shared spectator experiences and physical settings play out as enjoyable
events within a VR experience. By understanding these moments, VR de-
signers and technologists may come to add them to their repertoire as de-
sign opportunities and elements for engagement.

From these two perspectives, we conduct a video content analysis of the
most popular VR fails clips on YouTube. We do not attempt to create the
’fails’ classification, nor reconsider whether videos within the corpus are
’fails’ per se. Instead, we accept the fails as a community-driven label and
instead seek to understand what we may learn from these videos.

3.4.1 Methodology

Our study includes two phases: (1) video searching - finding user-generated
VR fails videos on YouTube, and (2) performing video content analysis
(VCA) [74] on the final set of videos.

3.4.1.1 Phase 1: Video searching

We used YouTube’s search to identify relevant videos. We initially defined
our search term as ‘VR fails’, the accepted community-driven term.

We explored synonyms of ‘fails’ such as ‘break’, ‘failure’, ‘crash’, ‘mal-
function’ and ‘stop’. However, these returned results that are not within our
scope, such as scenes from various VR games or troubleshooting videos,
and as such were not included. Furthermore, we tried to expand our search
by including augmented reality (‘AR’), another technology close to VR, and
searched for ‘hilarious’ to capture funny moments caused by fails. However,
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we yielded no additional, nor relevant results. Thus, our final search term
remained at ‘VR fails’.

Initially, all the videos were screened by one of the researchers. We recorded
the basic information about the videos, including the title of the video, the
webpage link, frequency of viewing (the number of times a video had been
watched) and length of the video. We sorted the search results in descend-
ing order by the number of views. The majority of the videos in question
are compilations. We treated each clip within a compilation as its own video
for analysis. If a clip with identical content appeared multiple times across
different compilations, we only included it once.

At the time of searching5, the most popular video had 3.067 million views.
We looked at all returned results above 27,000 views, as the high number of
views demonstrates sufficient community acceptance of the video. Addition-
ally, as the number of views decreased, we observed higher frequencies of
duplicate videos in the compilations. We excluded clips of streamed game-
play (such as on Twitch), where the VR player is not in view, and one ‘prank’
clip in which someone watched pornography in VR on a subway.

We also excluded videos that are less than 2 seconds in duration, as it
is difficult to understand the fail within that short time frame. In total, we
found 382 video clips, across 32 compilations, that depicted users experienc-
ing VR and failing. After removing duplicates across the videos, our final
data set is 233 videos. This number is similar to the upper range of other
YouTube analyses [138, 101, 223, 139, 163]. The clips are 15.83 seconds long
on average (std. dev. 10.2s).

3.4.1.2 Phase 2: Video content analysis

Video content analysis is a well-known methodological procedure for study-
ing qualitative data and is frequently used in studies of mass media [74].
First, we developed a coding scheme that focused on user interaction with
VR and the specifics behind the fails. This was an iterative process, in which
all authors viewed the same subset of 16 video clips and refined the coding
scheme through discussion. Next, we analysed a further 20 video clips per
our coding manual and ensured inter-rater reliability (Fleiss Kappa [4] of
.816 for Types of Fails and .610 for Cause of Fails, indicating high-agreement
across four coders [10]). Finally, we coded all video clips in our data set
along the coding dimensions (3), as inspired by Anthony et al. [138] and
Komkaite et al. [223], with each clip coded by at least two authors. Disagree-
ments were discussed and resolved.

3.5 what do we see in vr fails videos?

This section provides an overview of how we think about fails and the types
of fails we see in our data set. We also highlight the interaction styles that
we observed between the user-in-VR and their spectators.

From the videos, we interpret fails as a clash at the intersection between
the virtual and real worlds. This may include physical clashes between the
player and real-world objects, or social clashes between the players’ actions
and spectator expectations. Importantly, fails are determined through the
spectator’s perspective, and may not always be experienced as a fail by the
player. We identify the moment of failure as either (1) the point of greatest

5 We conducted our Youtube search on 15th May 2020
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Video characteristics

Type of VR application

Physical context: e.g., home, store

User’s interaction with VR: head-track, hand-track or body-track

Fail characteristics

Point of failure (timestamp)

Type of fail

Cause of fail

Spectator involvement

Spectator visible/audible: yes or no

Secondary display for spectators: yes or no

Spectator interaction before fail

Spectator reaction in response to fail

Table 3: The final 10 dimensions used to code the VR fails videos (inspired
by Antony et al.[138])

reaction by the audience, or (2) the moment of intersection between the
player and their physical surrounds.

We analysed 233 clips of VR fails. The majority of the clips (61%) were
filmed in a private setting, featuring sofas, dining tables, bookshelves, and
daily clutter. The other 39% were in public spaces such as in conference
booths, in the central walkway of a shopping centre, anchored to a sales cab-
inet in an electronics store, or in a workplace surrounded by colleagues. The
vast majority of videos include one or more spectators (including those cap-
turing the video). These spectators are typically stood or sat around actively
watching the player and sharing in the experience. The camera is typically
focused primarily on the player, but sometimes also includes a VR view
(through an additional display - 53%) for the spectators.

The most common headsets were head-tracked only (53%), where the
engagement is primarily visual and not embodied, such as with a Google
Cardboard or Samsung Gear VR. The second most common type of headsets
were full-featured (35%), such as the HTC Vive, followed by hand-tracked
(12%), such as the Playstation VR.

One of the fails clips had an educational purpose (a car mechanics train-
ing setting), whereas all others focused on game mechanics. The most com-
mon types of games were experiential, making the most of VR’s immersive
nature, such as walk-the-plank and rollercoaster experiences (23%), followed
by horror games (18%). We also see other types of games such as action
(12%), sport (11%), and others (like racing and puzzle games, 4%). In many
of the cases (30%), it is unclear which application is being used due to the
camera angle of filming or lack of additional display.
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3.5.1 Types of Fails

Through our analysis, we identified six types of fail: Colliding (9% of clips),
Hitting (10%), Falling Over (18%), Excessive Reaction (53%), Covering (7%),
and Other (3%). Some clips result in players ‘exiting’ the virtual reality expe-
rience (i.e., removing the headset), while others demonstrate players recov-
ering or continuing with their experience. In the following, we present the
six types of fail, together with highlights of the content that we see across
these types and their relation to exiting. We provide example clip IDs as we
go, the links for which can be found in the supplementary material.

3.5.1.1 Colliding

Twenty videos show people Colliding in VR. These videos include people
walking into walls (ID179) or furniture (ID177). In one clip, we see the player
quickly walk into an upright mattress (ID11), as they dash to interact with a
virtual game element. This mattress was positioned as a protective barrier in
the space (a room in a home), perhaps suggesting that running towards that
position was a common occurrence. In another example, a player stands on
the end of a virtual and physical plank (i.e., present in reality and in their
game), before taking a large step off the plank and straight into a glass door
(ID144) (Figure 5b). Notably here, the player is being encouraged on by a
spectator, telling them "...you should just jump off. Just jump.", who surely
should have preempted the collision with the door. This is indicative of
many clips, where the spectator appears more knowledgeable of the experi-
ence.

Only a small portion (3/20) of collisions result in players exiting the vir-
tual experience (e.g., ID62, where damage to the headset necessitates exit-
ing). In most cases, players seemingly recover and continue (e.g., ID177), or,
at the very least, the video does not show exiting (i.e., ID148).

3.5.1.2 Hitting

Twenty-three videos show VR players actively hitting things in their envi-
ronments. (This is different to passively colliding their hands with objects in
the environment). Players hit walls (e.g., ID21), furniture (ID13), and spec-
tators (ID20). In clip ID218, we see a man in a school hall walk forward
approximately 5 meters and hit a wall with his controller - breaking his con-
troller in half. This clip is notable as few commercial VR applications require
that range of locomotion, yet players often interpret virtual spaces as fully
explorable (i.e., walkable). Further, in this example, the game itself is music-
based (possibly BeatSaber), and the crowd are participating by singing along.
This is a rare example of indirect participation in the data set, where the
spectators are deriving enjoyment from a feature of the game, rather than
from the player’s experience.

In clips ID220 and ID20 (Figure 4b), the VR player inadvertently hits
(punches) a nearby spectator. In both of these cases, the spectator is watching
a display of the VR players’ view. Even with this shared view, the spectators
do not preempt the movements the VR player is likely to perform. In ID220,
this has quite serious consequences, as the spectator is knocked out by the
VR player. Unaware, despite the commotion from the other spectators, the
immersed user continues playing. This unawareness of spectators in the
shared physical environment is consistent with Mai et al.’s [204] findings,
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Figure 5: Illustrations of key VR fails. Comic a) shows the clip (ID73) in
which a spectator suddenly touches the player’s waist in an at-
tempt to scare them. In response, the player turns around immedi-
ately and slaps the spectator. In comic strip b) we capture the fail
(ID144) in which a player is standing on a plank in what appears
to be the middle of their living room. The player is looking down
and a spectator instructs them to just jump. The player takes a step
and makes the jump but hits the glass door in front of them. In
comic c) we illustrate the fail (ID230) in which a user is playing a
VR game holding their arms up. As they reach further in the vir-
tual game, they hit the ceiling fan light. Comic strip d) illustrates
the fail (ID12) in which the player is surprised and scared by a
virtual element in the game and steps backwards, colliding with a
painting that causes it to fall off the wall. A spectator notices the
falling object and scolds the player for damaging it, adding that it
is an expensive painting.

where all participants forgot about their real-world surroundings, including
spectators, after some period of immersion.

In 6/23 cases, the player exits VR after hitting something.

3.5.1.3 Falling Over

In forty-three of the VR fails clips players fall over. This primarily occurs
during locomotion (e.g., 58) or because the game does not fully support an
intended action (e.g., 40). In 13 of these cases (30%), this results in the player
exiting VR.

In clip ID22, ID222, and ID229, the player is performing the required
action (playing snooker, climbing, and inspecting an engine, respectively)
as they would in the real world. While the applications encourage that ac-
tion, they do not fully support their execution. For example, in real-world
snooker a player will often lean on the table; a climber will use the wall
to counterbalance; and a mechanic will lean on the edge of a vehicle for
support. In these clips, we see the players attempt to execute this standard
co-action in the virtual space, resulting in them losing their balance. We de-
scribe this as a False Signifier (which we will refer back to when discussing
Causes of Fails: 3.5.2.5).

Clips ID38 and ID29, show the player falling over during locomotion.
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In ID38, the VR headset is anchored to the ceiling. As the player falls, the
headset partially arrests their fall, but releases just in time for their face to
collide with a wall (figure 4a).

3.5.1.4 Excessive Reaction

The most numerous type of fail we see is ‘excessive reaction’ (123 clips).
These clips involved players experiencing heightened reactions to VR, in-
cluding physical reactions (38 clips) such as flailing (throwing their arms
and legs around, e.g., ID77) and falling into an observer for physical sup-
port (ID94); vocal reactions (31 clips) such as screaming (through fear, ID142,
or joy, ID75), and combinations of these (54 clips)(e.g.,ID46). We also saw 11

instances of players fully engaging with the experience (e.g., fast sprinting
on an omni-directional treadmill - ID113, or boxing very enthusiastically -
ID89), in a manner that is simultaneously very entertaining for spectators.
We suggest these excessive reactions are frequently fails because they fall
outside of expected social norms of behaviour and are unexpected by the
spectators (including participants’ pets, for whom the behaviour is espe-
cially bizarre - e.g., ID54). This is described by Simon [111] as gestural excess,
a form of movement often seen in body-based gaming that would cause
ridicule and shame outside of the envelope of gaming, but create its kinaes-
thetic pleasure to the player in-game. Notable here, these gestural excesses
are not usually experienced as fails or breakdowns by the players, but occur
as fails only for the spectators.

In 15% of clips, this results in the player exiting VR. This is most fre-
quently a result of fear. We will return to a discussion of this below, in
Causes of Fails: 3.5.2.1.

3.5.1.5 Covering

Our dataset includes 17 examples of people Covering. In these clips, players
adopt protective poses, whether tucking into a ball (ID103) or covering their
face (in ID51, the player covers her head with a blanket and in ID211, the
player uses a blanket to constantly hide behind), in response to the in-game
content. Again, as a result of fear, three clips result in players exiting VR.

3.5.1.6 Other

Our VR fails dataset contains six outlier clips, which do not fit easily into
our other categories or are not sufficiently numerous to warrant their own
category. These clips include two instances of players accidentally throwing
their controller at a wall (ID65 (Figure 3c) and ID153), three clips of spectator
fails (ID130 - where a spectator tries to hide in the corner so to not get hit by
the player, see Figure 7), and one clip where the VR headset falls off (ID72 -
resulting in exiting).

3.5.2 Causes of Fails

From a design perspective, we are interested in understanding both how
VR players fail and why players fail. Across our six types of fails, we found
seven corresponding causes of fails: Fear (40%), Sensori-motor mismatch
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Falling over: 43

Excessive Reaction: 123

 Fear: 96

 Sensori-motor mismatch: 61

Hitting (hands): 23

Other: 6

Covering: 18

Colliding: 20

 No Cause: 12

 False signifiers: 10

 Setup failure: 8

 Obstacles in real world: 33

 Crowd participation: 13

Figure 6: Relationships between Types of VR fails (left) and Causes of VR
fails (right).

(26%), Obstacles in the Real World (14%), Crowd Participation (6%), False
Signifiers (4%), Setup Failure (3%), and No Cause (6%) (Figure 6).

3.5.2.1 Fear

Many VR example applications take advantage of the players’ immersion to
induce fear, whether jump scares (ID59), collision fear (i.e., objects coming
at you, as in ID209), or motion-based fear (as experienced on a rollercoaster,
e.g., ID120, ID232). As a result of this, in 94 of the clips fear caused the fail.

Clip ID55, for example, shows someone screaming as a result of a jump
scare in virtual reality. Their loud and alarming reaction causes two spectat-
ing children to start crying (Figure 4c). In clip ID99, we see a player in an
underwater shark cage, experiencing fear as the shark suddenly approaches.
In many introductory VR experiences (i.e., experiences that are not intended
to be complete games, rather short experiences to demonstrate the capabil-
ity of VR), such as shark cages, haunted houses, and un-real rollercoasters,
fear is targeted as a quick win within an immersive experience.

Fear causes a complete range of VR fails; including Excessive Reactions
(ID69, ID74, ID138), Covering (ID25), Falling Over (ID199), and even Collid-
ing (ID9, where the player attempts to run away from their fear, straight into
a wall).
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3.5.2.2 Sensori-motor Mismatch

Sixty-one clips result in fails caused by sensori-motor mismatch, where sen-
sory (primarily visual and proprioceptive) cues are temporally decoupled
from movement. This predominantly results in Falling Over and Excessive
Reactions. Across these clips, we suggest there are two dominant forms of
mismatch; (a) latency in the headset, and (b) visual-only feedback. These
two forms of mismatch are challenging to precisely identify, and require
our interpretation as VR experience designers.

A set of clips demonstrate players beginning to lean, stumbling to recover,
and then falling over (ID44 and ID210). We would expect the players to
take a step as they begin to lean, and so counteract their shifting weight.
However, we instead see the players attempting to take this step too late.
We suggest this is likely a culmination of latency in both the headset and
our sensorimotor (especially proprioceptive) loop.

Another set of clips demonstrate players participating in fast-motion expe-
riences, such as rollercoasters (ID157, ID188, ID224), where the visual-only
feedback leads to balance issues (through a lack of vestibular cues, as op-
posed to proprioceptive cues).

3.5.2.3 Obstacles in the Real World

Obstacles in the Real World are the primary causes of Colliding and Hitting
fails. Important here, these real world objects do not have a virtual counter-
part. We see players make contact with televisions, tables, walls, mattresses,
toys, and stairs, for example. In clip ID230, the player hits a lamp above
their head (Figure 5c). This is notable as VR devices require the user to spec-
ify their play area prior to starting a game, however, no game requires the
player to specify the ceiling boundary.

3.5.2.4 Crowd Participation

In 13 clips we see fails as a result of crowd participation. On the one hand,
these fails stem from spectators interfering with the player. For example,
in clip ID73, we see a spectator tickle the VR player, causing the player to
turn around and hit them (Figure 5a). In clip ID45, a spectator attempts to
interrupt a player, causing them to scream.

On the other hand, we see spectators being the cause of the fail. For exam-
ple, in clip ID189, the spectator attempts to retreat and hide from the player
in the corner of the room, to prevent getting hit accidentally. As the player
nears, their concern grows.

3.5.2.5 False Signifiers

False Signifiers cause 4% of the fails. These are opportunities and actions
within the game, that cannot fully support the associated real-world action.
We have previously discussed climbing, snooker, and engine bay examples
of this (3.5.1.3). ID22 shows another such example, where a child attempts
to skydive from a plane. They stand gazing out of the door in VR, before
throwing themselves out of the door, as they would from a real plane. They
quickly exit the camera’s view, as they collide with the solid floor.
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3.5.2.6 Setup Failure

In eight clips, we see people fail as a result of setup failure. Primarily,
this stems from players accidentally throwing the controllers (ID65, ID173,
ID153), because they are not sufficiently strapped to their hands. Across
all clips, we also see the emergence of a range of additional physical sim-
ulators to support the VR experience (such as treadmills - ID113, spinning
chairs - ID124, and rodeo-style horses - ID116). We also see players breaking
or falling out of these simulators (ID116 and ID3).

3.5.2.7 No Cause

There is a subset of 14 videos that contain no obvious cause of fail. The
majority of these clips relate to the Excessive Reaction type, specifically those
where the players’ actions are odd from a social-spectator perspective. The
only possible cause here, for a subset, could be ‘enthusiastic participation’.

3.5.3 Spectator Interaction

Our corpus showcases a wide range of how spectators engage with players.
We define spectators as nearby onlookers who actively follow the in-game
experience, but are not wearing the VR headset. We typically see spectators
crowded in a group of two or more, such as at home parties or in shopping
malls, gathered close and focused solely on the player. In some clips we
see multiple people sat around on sofas watching, in others a crowd stands
nearby watching over the player’s shoulder. We also see clips with only a
single spectator filming. In some videos, the observers simply walk past
the shared environment and only become spectators at the moment of fail-
ure, which is often indicated by a scream from the player, or the loud noise
of a collision. In response to these fails, we see an overwhelming amount
of laughter and mockery from spectators. These reactions are consistent
with Harper and Mentis’ work [141] on the social organisation of Kinect
play, which emphasise accounts of "fostering [of] laughter" and "ridicule
and mockery". Even when the fails result in unfortunate accidents in the
home (i.e., to furniture or other persons), the spectators and players are still
able to jointly laugh and find shared enjoyment in the absurdity of the VR
experience. In more serious accidents, spectators are also seen running to
the player to check if "[they] are okay," expressing a grave amount of con-
cern as they help the player recover from the fails.

In 53% of videos, the VR view is made available to spectators through an
additional display, such as the living room TV, a monitor or projections on
the wall. This enables the spectators to share in the virtual experience and
facilitates impromptu participation (ID23, ID190, ID208). We see a range of
interaction between the player and spectators before the moment of failure.
These interactions include (a) providing gameplay instructions to the player
(ID6, ID16), (b) providing contextual cues about the real environment (ID26),
(c) general chatter between the player and the spectator(s) (ID11, ID59) , and
(d) physical support (such as holding the players to prevent them falling
over - ID24, ID156).

In observing spectator reactions to the moment of failure, we see three
prominent reactions: laughing and screaming, active help and support, and
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Figure 7: Illustrations of key VR fails clips. In comic a) we show a video
(ID130) in which a VR player nears a spectator. As the player gets
closer and closer, the spectator backs into a corner and holds his
arms close to their body to avoid being hit. Comic strip b) shows a
clip (ID131) that captures an example of co-play between a player
and a spectator. Here, the user plays a VR skiing game and the
spectator is holding their hands, taking control of the player’s
movements. During this, the player is scared by a cliff that appears
in the virtual environment and jumps up and screams, leaning on
the spectator for support and making them laugh.

expressing concern. The spectator reactions are not mutually exclusive to
each other.

3.5.3.1 Laughing and screaming

The most common form of spectator reaction we see is laughing or scream-
ing (59%). We see laughing and screaming occur most with Excessive Reaction
fails, followed by Falling over. These reactions range anywhere from slightly
chuckling (ID141) to full hysterics (ID7, ID40, ID95). In clip ID53, a spectator
closeby waves his hand as if to say ‘hello’ to the approaching VR player. Un-
aware of the spectator’s whereabouts, the player slaps the spectator in the
face. The oddness of the player’s behaviour, and perhaps the contrasting re-
sponse to the ‘hello’, results in fits of laughter from the group of spectators,
including the spectator who has just been slapped.

We also see spectators screaming and experiencing fear themselves by
watching the VR player. In clip ID136, the player’s scream in response to
losing her balance on a rollercoaster game caused an infant to cry in the
background.

3.5.4 Expressing empathy and concern

Spectators also expressed empathy and concern in 12% of the videos. This
is most frequently seen in the Falling over category. We often see Active help
and support co-occurring with empathy and concern. In clip ID41, the VR
player loses balance on his chair and falls backwards, hitting the staircase
behind him before falling to the ground. The filming spectator remarks in
shock "Oh...no!", while another spectator rushes to help the player up, and
we can see others in the background covering their mouth with a concerned
expression.

Interestingly, there are some instances where the spectator expresses con-
cern towards the headset or furniture, and not the VR player. In clip ID12,
the spectator remarks and expresses frustration that the player collides with
a painting that is "really worth some money" (Figure 5d). Meanwhile, in clip
ID215, the spectator runs towards the headset that was dropped on the floor.
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In these videos, the spectators’ concerns revolve around damages to objects
in the real world rather than the player.

3.5.4.1 Active help and support

In many videos where we see an expression of sympathy and concern from
spectators, this concern often leads to an offer of help and support to the
player during or after a fail (29%). We suggest that this occurs when specta-
tors perceive that the fail has caused damage (to the player or the environ-
ment). We see this most prevalent with Excessive Reaction fails, followed by
Falling over. In many of the excessive reaction fails where the player physi-
cally flails (ID94, ID157 (Figure 3a), and ID166), the spectator provides sup-
port by holding the VR player to provide balance (ID18, ID90, ID163), or
attempts to catch the player before they fall over (ID81, ID93). When the VR
player falls over, spectators are often seen rushing towards the player and
checking if they have hurt themselves. We see this in clip ID29 when the
spectator drops the camera to run to the player who has fallen over to offer
help. In some instances, the spectator facilitates the exit on behalf of the
player, as seen in clip ID104. Here, a spectator nearby attempts to approach
the player to take the headset off (despite not being asked to) upon hearing
screams from the player and interpreting that as a call for help (Figure 3b).

3.6 discussion

The VR fails clips reveal interesting insights into the use of virtual reality
for HCI. First, VR as a technology is designed to be immersive and support
full-body, lifelike (or ‘natural’) interaction. As a result of this, the clips re-
veal players treating the environment as a fully-supported real-world space.
For example, we see players seeking to walk long distances (ID62 , ID218 ),
use un-tracked body-parts (such as kicking whilst boxing, ID89), and lean
on virtual-only objects (ID222). These actions all fall outside of the design
of the game, but yet could be considered ‘expected’ behaviours. These fails
could be interpreted as failures in game design and, from a breakdowns per-
spective, perhaps game designers need to go further to differentiate between
supported and virtual-only objects and stimuli. From an alternate perspec-
tive, however, perhaps these fails are part of developing an understanding
and expertise in VR, and in turn facilitate some of the joy and entertainment
that we witness.

Second, previous work has hinted at the existence of a social contract as-
sociated with VR-play [202]. Placing yourself in VR requires a certain level
of trust in the people and spaces around you, as you are sensorily decoupled
from the space in which you play. This social contract plays out in numer-
ous different ways across the VR fails clips. On the one hand, we see clips
of spectators attempting to move out of the way of the player, to not im-
pede their play (ID130). This is a clear instance of prioritising the player. On
the other hand, we see the player physically striking spectators (ID171), be-
ing reprimanded for risking damaging their environment (ID12), and being
interrupted for being too loud (ID45).

These are all instances of play needing to fit within the lived environment,
potentially at the expense of the play experience. While in a lab setting, VR
participants are ‘protected’ and ‘prioritised’ by the researchers-as-spectators,
this relationship perhaps has greater equity outside of the lab.
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Next, the clips reveal different ways in which fails are experienced. Some
fails, such as collisions and hitting, are experienced and/or enjoyed by both
the player and the spectators. Other clips, however, such as excessive reac-
tions (whether physical or emotional), are experienced as fails only by the
spectators. To the player, these reactions may form a natural part of the inter-
action or experience. Following Reeves et al. [78], we also see clear instances
of players performing for spectators, purposefully overacting their experi-
ence for the joy of those around them. We believe that novelty bias is one
driver for this type of fail, notably where players participate in scripted VR
experiences (e.g., roller coasters, shark cages, etc.). However, for the com-
pleteness of our analysis, it is important to understand these fails as a con-
tributor to VR Fails, and the design implications in Section 5 are not directly
derived from the novelty fails (i.e., flailing, screaming, etc.). Further, if we
view these interactions as breakdowns, we could solve them by revealing
more of the player’s environment and experience to the spectators. This
would serve to create a better-shared understanding between the immersed
users and the spectators. However, these unexpected reactions play a role in
creating part of the excitement and enjoyment for the spectator, at the seams
of the player and spectator experience, and could be further emphasised.

Most VR experiences require the player to specify a boundary grid prior
to starting a game. This acts as a virtual wall, revealing itself when you are
a short distance from it and preventing you from colliding with the real
environment. However, our analysis of VR fails revealed that play spaces
are rarely as neat, static, or well-specified as headset manufacturers and re-
searchers design for. For example, people and pets wander in and out, and
play occurs in the middle of non-uniform cluttered environments. This intro-
duces many opportunities for collisions and hitting, as the fails clips show.
Further, many games require fast movements for interaction (such as swing-
ing lightsabers in BeatSaber), that interact poorly with this visual boundary
grid metaphor, leaving the player little time to respond and alter their ac-
tions. VR experiences reveal many opportunities that the play space cannot
fully support, e.g., allowing players to swing a bat when near a boundary
and revealing non-player-characters for interaction who are outside the play
space. So, while it may be reasonable to require a clear play space for VR,
game designers need a more dynamic approach to space configurations,
taking on some of the area awareness burdens that are currently placed on
players.

Across the fails clips we see spectators observing and interacting in differ-
ent ways. They offer encouragement and advice, observe quietly, sing along
to the background music, and provide physical support. A subset of this
interaction directly echoes the sentiment of work by Cheng and colleagues,
such as the physical haptics provided by spectators in HapticTurk [151]. In
one instance, we see a spectator puppeting the player to perform the neces-
sary skiing actions (ID88). Further, in the out-of-home clips, we see instances
of other approaches to additional haptic input, such as tickling players’ legs
with a feather duster (ID115). In this particular clip, the player is mounted
into a spinning cage-like seat, so it is difficult to imagine that the feather
duster contributes much to the overall experience.

Many of the spectator interactions, however, do not include physical par-
ticipation. Instead, the spectators act as an additional expert ‘eye’, offering
advice and instructions to the players. It is rare, however, to see instructions
being interpreted correctly, and this is a frequent cause of fails. For exam-
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ple, we see one player throwing their VR controller in response to hearing
the spectator saying "throw the racket", or another player attempting to per-
form the spectator’s instruction of "just jump" and end up colliding with the
wall (ID144 - Figure 5b). To encourage and enhance participation, designers
could provide a set of language specific to the game, to create a purposeful
inclusion dynamic for spectators to provide information from the real world
to players. This is currently performed well in the multi-player, co-located
VR game Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes6.

3.7 design implications

Having examined the diverse range of fail experiences, we depart from our
findings to uncover new design opportunities for VR experiences. We group
these design opportunities into categories: (1) Preventing Collisions, (2) New
Interactions, and (3) Spectator Engagement.

3.7.1 Preventing Collisions

If we consider VR fails as breakdowns, then we should explore opportunities
to address or prevent them, especially if the implications are more serious,
such as with collisions (e.g., ID144) and hitting (ID220).

Changing the Play Space

The fails, especially those caused by Obstacles in the Real World, highlight a
need to explore more nuanced approaches to play areas and virtual bound-
aries (or ’guardians’). On the one hand, this could be as simple as allowing
users to specify more complex play area shapes, for example by enabling
players to specify boundaries around fixed obstacles within the space (such
as with the co-worker sat at their desk within the play area - ID172), and
around the ceiling and overhead obstacles (e.g., in ID230). This would serve
to reduce collision and hitting fails. Additionally, by reimagining the bound-
ary grid, we may both reduce the chance of fails and present new gameplay
opportunities.

Currently, in many commercial headsets (such as the Oculus Quest), as
the player passes through the boundary grid, the front-facing cameras turn
on, revealing the real world. We suggest expanding this technique as a game-
play opportunity: a mixed-reality boundary play space (Figure 8).

Departing from clip ID220: The boxing game loads, revealing a gloved-up op-
ponent. The player starts jumping from side to side, and throwing punches. As the
player approaches the boundary, a virtual grid marks the edge of the virtual play
space. Passing through this boundary, the player can ‘see-through’ the headset to
the real world. This ‘mixed-reality’ space, however, is not necessarily beyond the
game - the boxing opponent could follow the player through into this space. This
space could also support novel game ‘abilities’, such as enabling communication
with other players, map views, health regeneration, etc. Depending on the expe-
rience, this area could also enable the player to ‘step out’ of the virtual space to
interact with spectators. Looking back, the player can still see into the virtual world,
and simply steps back in to re-enter the ring and continue play.

6 Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes, Steel Crate Games, 2015.
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Figure 8: Illustration showing the mixed-reality boundary play space, where
the space outside the boundary grid can be used for novel inter-
actions. In this instance, without removing the headset, the player
steps out of the virtual game world to regenerate health and inter-
act with the spectator, before stepping back in to the game.

3.7.1.1 Changing the Game

A number of clips show players colliding with walls (e.g., ID144), televisions
(ID13), and picture frames (ID12). Current VR experiences place the burden
of spatial positioning on the player; the player needs to keep track of play
boundaries, repositioning themselves as they approach walls, etc. While we
previously considered changing the boundary behaviour, there also exist
opportunities to change the mechanics of these games to account for player
positioning and context (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Illustration of changing game elements in order to prevent the
player from stepping beyond the boundary grid of their play area.
Here, the game switches the player’s sword for a shield, to prevent
them swinging their arm beyond their play area.

In clip ID11, the player stands in the middle of their play space, sword in
hand. During play, the user walks forward, nearing the boundary of their
space. To prevent large swinging actions and potential collisions, the game changes
their sword to a shield, constraining the motion the player is likely to perform. At all
times, pre-empting larger movements the player might make, the game highlights
objects and enemies that are available for interaction vs. approaching but not yet
available.
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3.7.2 New Interactions

Alongside considering VR fails as breakdowns to be avoided, we can also
consider them a constructive lens through which to reveal new interaction
opportunities. Across the corpus, we see players performing actions that
arise instinctively, for example curling into a ball (ID103), kicking (ID77),
covering their face (ID211) and so on. We can incorporate these actions into
controls themselves, for example enabling ‘peek-through’ or ‘scaredy-cat’
mode (Figure 10). These controls can further be context-dependent. In a
horror VR game, the screen can go dark once the user covers their face in
order to make the fear stimuli disappear. For an action game where users
might cover their face because of incoming objects, the game could provide
them with a shield once it detects covering.

Figure 10: VR could offer new headset interaction opportunities. For exam-
ple, this illustrations shows a peek-through mode, in which the
player covers the headset to disable the display, and parting their
fingers reveals thin slithers of view.

The player walks through a haunted house, full of dark shadows and eerie music.
Scared, the player hides their head behind their hands. The screen goes dark. The
player slowly parts their fingers, enabling peek-through mode - revealing only small
slithers of the virtual view.

3.7.3 Spectator Engagement

3.7.3.1 Increasing Spectator Awareness

VR fails clips reveal a range of techniques for sharing visual insights into the
virtual world with the spectator. For example, we see a variety of co-located
screens, whether desktop displays (e.g., ID223, ID224), televisions (ID9) or
wall-scale projections (ID81).

While this supports a level of understanding of the experience, it does not
appear to support spatial understanding of the play area. As a result of this,
it can be hard for the spectator to predict the space requirements or likely
actions of the player. In ID20, for instance, we see the spectator getting hit
by the player though they are simultaneously watching the game view on
television.

Current work on shared VR experiences [e.g., 252, 240, 238] use projectors
to share a spatially co-located view. These explorations examine only mod-
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estly dynamic settings, where revealing objects and environment details en-
able the spectator to understand the space. As the applications become more
dynamic and the view angle changes more frequently, these projections will
become increasingly hard to interpret and render. In these scenarios, these
projectors could be re-purposed to project simple visual movement predic-
tions (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Illustration demonstrating a head-mounted projector, to notify
onlookers about the likelihood of the player’s movements. This
abstract display supports spectator participation by enabling
them to move furniture and people to prevent collisions.

The player loads their favorite song in Beatsaber - a game requiring the player
to slash flying cubes with a lightsaber in time with the music. Their head-mounted
pico-projector projects red polygons onto the ground in front, showing spectators
where the player is likely to swing their arms next. Seeing their legs light up red,
one of the spectators quickly moves out of the area.

3.7.3.2 Increasing Spectator Participation

Our analysis reveals that the most prevalent spectator reaction in fail videos
are laughter (e.g., ID172) and screaming (ID136). More recently, games such
as that Acron: Attack of the Squirrels!7 and Ruckus Ridge VR Party8 enable
collocated spectator engagement through asymmetrical gaming, whereby
spectators can join the gaming experience on non-HMD devices such as
mobile phones and PC. Given the prevalence of spectating VR, we expect
many more such participatory experiences to emerge.

One such opportunity could be to enable spectators to simply impact the
game using non-digital modalities, such as through spectator power-ups.

The player is in the midst of a fighting game and is becoming quickly over-
whelmed. The game recognises specific forms of vocal encouragement from the spec-
tators, and gives the player more ’health’ points. As encouragement, the spectators
could make specific hand gestures towards the immersed user that are then dis-
played in the game. Additionally, they could interact with objects found in the
mixed-reality space which they can see through the player’s view of the game on a
separate screen.

7 Acron: Attack of the Squirrels!, Resolution Games, 2019

8 Ruckus Ridge VR Party, ForeignVR, 2016
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3.8 discussion

VR is increasingly used in complex social and physical settings. We investi-
gated how such environments influence VR use by analysing 233 YouTube
videos of fails. We have identified typical failures and the reasons they oc-
cur. Further, we have identified design opportunities from the fails. Next, we
discuss the main findings as well as concerns about validity when working
with video as data.

3.8.1 VR Outside the Lab

Although we have focused on breakdowns and seams, it is worth reflect-
ing on the videos as a source of data on VR outside the lab. The videos
showcased a variety of positive, engaged experiences. Immersion appears
to work for users, even in very social settings and cluttered spaces, very dif-
ferent from most VR laboratories. The videos also highlighted the important
role of spectators, showing how varied social contracts about spectating play
out in VR in front of an audience. In that way, our analysis is more detailed
than typical crowdsourced VR studies [e.g., 190, 182] and more large-scale
than typical studies of spectator experiences [e.g., 78].

The number and popularity of VR fails videos may be due to the novelty
of immersive technology. This will likely change as the technology matures
and more people play VR games. Currently, however, videos of VR fails
seems to capture both first-time and returning users, alone and together.
Fails themselves (beyond just VR fails) are a popular video type with a
rich history, emerging from television shows such as Jackass and Takeshi’s
Castle, and then broadening to unscripted self-captured moments with the
emergence of personal video capture devices and smartphones. This genre,
of course, does not cover all VR experiences outside of the lab. Nevertheless,
the clips in general rarely seem acted or scripted; some fails, then, should
be considered an opportunity for VR designers and developers to hold on
to, promote, and design for.

3.8.2 Avoiding Breakdowns

We see a range of fails within the VR fails clips. Some of these fails are dan-
gerous, causing harm to spectators (ID220) and players (ID38) alike. As de-
signers, it is our responsibility to prevent people from hurting themselves or
others, or unwittingly breaking things within their environment. We should
look to design opportunities that prevent some of these dangers. Motivated
by the fails that we see, we have presented some initial ideas, such as reimag-
ining the VR boundary grid, as techniques for preventing further collision
and hitting type fails.

The specific types of breakdowns that we identified are useful to re-
searchers and designers because they separate some key mechanisms, for
instance, between the categories of sensorimotor mismatch and false signi-
fiers. This extends earlier categories of broad breakdowns [53].
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3.8.3 Designing from Fails

Many of the fails that we analyse result in a shared joyful experience: we
see players and spectators laughing together; people deciding to capture
these moments on video and sharing them with a wider audience; and these
shared video clips receiving millions of views. Consequently, we should
not look to replace or fix the aspects of VR design that lead to these fails
(i.e., jump scares, vertigo-experiences, fast motion embodied play, spectator
engagement and involvement), as they appear to be a central tenet of VR
play and its intersection with the real world. Instead, we should design to
further promote these features of VR, and some research is actively doing
so [e.g., 151, 160]. Following this approach, we further present design ideas,
such as providing contextual motion predictions to spectators in order to
prevent them becoming unwitting obstacles.

Video gaming itself is often a shared experience, where player and specta-
tor engagement drive and promote enjoyment. VR fails reveal similar traits
in VR gaming, albeit with different interaction dynamics. VR, by design, is a
private experience within a world hidden in a headset. In turn, it reveals lit-
tle of the visual cues to the spectator. While some clips feature additional dis-
plays for spectators, we see onlookers finding other ways to participate and
enjoy the shared gaming experience (e.g., singing along to the soundtrack,
physically interacting with the player, or simply enjoying their reactions).
The secret elements of the VR players’ experience (their visual cues, and
spatial understanding and affordances), reveal new kinds of participation
and enjoyment that should be harnessed and exploited further. Anecdotally,
we have observed this type of enjoyment occur in some popular BeatSaber
songs, which have been perfectly choreographed to make the player per-
form the famous associated dance for any spectator (for example, Gangnam
Style by Psy). This is an example of Reeves et al.’s expressive spectator expe-
rience [78], where the player becomes a performer for the audience.

3.8.4 Limitations

We analyse VR fails to begin to understand how VR is played in-the-wild,
and its interplays with spectators and the lived environment. We believe VR
fails provides a good starting point for this kind of analysis. That said, how-
ever, the corpus is not representative of broader real-world use as it is specif-
ically collated by the community to showcase clashes at the intersection of
VR and the real world. As such, it excludes the mundane, everyday, private
play that may yet constitute a large part of VR use. Future research should
approach this from various perspectives and incorporate many views in
order to accurately capture the breadth of experiences of consumers with
virtual reality. For example, Twitch or other gameplay streaming platforms
may provide another insightful source of data.

Further, analysing the clips is difficult. The home-video nature of the clips
can introduce uncertainty to the coding. For example, some clips end very
quickly after a fail (making it hard to determine if it resulted in exiting
or how the spectators supported the player), some provide no insight into
specifics of the VR experience (i.e., what game they are playing), and some
have no single moment of failure. Thus, a part of our coding relied on our
own expertise as VR designers and researchers.
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The primary use case of virtual reality is currently gaming; most clips
concerned gaming. While other application areas are emerging, these are
not prevalent across the VR fails corpus. Future work should explore the
breakdowns and useful seams in other application areas.

3.9 conclusion

Empirically describing the use of VR remains an important research chal-
lenge. In particular, the social and physical factors that shape VR remain
underexplored. We have used clips of breakdowns in VR as a source of data
to understand those factors and how they may inform design. Through our
findings, we propose a range of design ideas that aim towards involving
spectators and the physical environment, in order to enhance the VR expe-
rience.
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D E V E L O P I N G F E E D F O RWA R D F O R V I RT U A L R E A L I T Y

To be an observer exclusively in VR is to be a phantom, a subordinate ghost who
cannot even haunt.

Dawn of the new everything: Encounters with reality and virtual reality — Jaron
Lanier [188]

This chapter is based on and reproduced from Feedforward, published as
Using Feedforward to Reveal Interaction Possibilities in VR [305]: Andreea Mure-
san, Jess McIntosh, and Kasper Hornbæk. “Using Feedforward to Reveal Interaction
Possibilities in Virtual Reality.” In: ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact. (2023).
issn: 1073-0516. doi: 10.1145/3603623. url: https://doi.org/10.1145/3603623.

This work encapsulates the effort towards introducing the notion of feed-
forward (showing people what to do and how to do it) in VR!. This work
highlights the path from concept to artifact through a design space and the
feedback loops of prototyping and interaction modeling.

4.1 abstract

In virtual reality, interactions may fail when users encounter new, unknown,
or unexpected objects. We propose using feedforward in VR to help users
interact with objects by revealing how such objects work. Feedforward lets
users know what to do and how to do it by showing the available actions
and outcomes before an interaction. In this paper, we first chart the design
space of feedforward in VR and illustrate how to design feedforward for
specific VR interactions. We discuss starting the feedforward, previewing
actions and outcomes, and returning the virtual world to its state before
the feedforward. Second, we implement three real-world VR applications to
show how feedforward can be applied to multistep interactions, perceived
interactivity, and discoverability. Third, we conduct an evaluation of the de-
sign space with 14 VR experts to understand its usefulness. Finally, we sum-
marize the findings of our work on VR feedforward in 15 guidelines.

4.2 introduction

A fundamental aspect of interacting in virtual reality (VR) is knowing how
to manipulate objects, what interactions are available, and where to navi-
gate. Designers often help users understand this by relying on real-world
knowledge. Virtual objects can mimic real-world objects in appearance and
functionality. For example, if the user sees a virtual door, they may turn its
handle to open the door. If the user sees a virtual button, they may press it
to perform a certain action.

Despite its convenience, mimicking real-world interaction brings new chal-
lenges to VR. For instance, users may expect that they can act in the same
way in VR as in the real world. However, the point of some VR experiences
is to provide excitement by going beyond mundane life. Interactions can be
purposely different or novel to users.
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Figure 12: Feedforward helps users understand how to act in virtual real-
ity (VR). The user moves towards the door and, upon proximity,
triggers a feedforward in Panel B, Moment 1. Then, the user sees
a preview of the actions and outcomes involved in opening the
door (Panel B, Moments 1, 2, 3). The preview is made up of a
ghosted hand that moves a ghosted copy of the door, thus show-
ing the user how to interact with it. By Moment 3, the feedfor-
ward has revealed to the user how to open the door.

Such VR interactions add value by contributing to immersion, presence,
and fulfilling experiences. To do so, they need to differ from their real-world
counterparts. Thus, mimicking the real world is not always a viable option.
In such cases, designers cannot meet some users’ expectations of interactiv-
ity.

We propose using feedforward to show users what they can do in VR and
how to do it. Unlike feedback, feedforward shows actions and their results
before the user performs them. A canonical example of feedforward in 2D
interfaces is the preview of swiping the iPhone lock screen to unlock the
phone. Vermeulen et al. discussed feedforward at length for 2D interfaces
and as a general concept, and gave examples of real-life use [148]. Although
feedforward has been developed and tested successfully for 2D environ-
ments, many questions remain about using feedforward within VR. Why
would feedforward be useful for VR?

On the one hand, feedforward offers similar benefits as feedforward for
non-VR user interfaces [e.g., 148]. This includes bridging Norman’s gulf of
execution and improving discoverability, helping users plan and execute ac-
tions [144]. On the other hand, VR differs from traditional user interfaces.
In virtual environments, any object can have many manipulations available,
and others may be available for the rest of the environment. Given that ex-
amples of feedforward mainly contain one action (e.g., the iPhone’s “slide
to unlock” function), how can we cater to the higher complexity of VR? Fur-
thermore, actions in VR may vary in granularity, from a single movement to
a long sequence of actions. How does feedforward apply to such situations?

We answer these questions by defining feedforward for VR and detailing
its design space. Throughout the paper, we focus on physics-based interac-
tions using hand-tracking to exemplify the feedforward design space. We
develop the design space as an idea-generation tool for designing and de-
scribing VR feedforward aimed at researchers and designers. For example,
a feedforward may show users a preview of opening a door with a mislead-
ing opening mechanism (see Figure 12). We can design this feedforward by
showing users a ghosted version of their avatar performing the movements
required to open the door. Ultimately, the feedforward design space may
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Figure 13: This figure illustrates the three key stages of feedforward in VR.
The user starts in some initial state in the virtual environment
(VE). Then, the user executes a (1) trigger, in this case, by turn-
ing around and gazing at the virtual door. That leads to (2) pre-
viewing the actions involved in opening the door (operating the
slider) and their outcomes (opening the door). After the preview
is shown once, the feedforward (3) exits from the preview. Finally,
the door is returned to its initial state. This hopefully leaves the
user better informed about what to do and how to do it.

aid practitioners in solving challenges related to discoverability and under-
standing of VR interactions.

While VR can easily mimic 2D feedforward, the design space goes be-
yond traditional feedforward to include VR-specific dimensions. We explore
different ways of triggering feedforward in VR, previewing actions and out-
comes using virtual objects and avatars, and returning the world to its initial
state. We test the feasibility of VR feedforward by implementing a VR feed-
forward system that enables a subset of the design space. We then create
three demos consisting of feedforward variations for three real-world ap-
plication scenarios using the system. We evaluate the feedforward design
space with 14 VR experts focusing on both theoretical and practical aspects
of feedforward. Finally, we summarize our observations in 15 general guide-
lines for applying feedforward in VR.

Morphological analysis results in a multidimensional matrix that consists
of problem-defining qualitative or quantitative parameters. This matrix de-
fines the Zwicky box. While initially used in engineering and astrophysics
to identify rocket propulsion systems, the Zwicky box has evolved into a
useful problem-solving tool for many fields. Researchers have also used this
methodology to arrive at design spaces in HCI [196], for example, for input
devices [26], and in VR for gaze interaction [220], 3D sketching [237], and,
more recently, a design space for worlds-in-miniature [261].

4.3 overview of feedforward in vr

We introduce feedforward to VR to help designers generate ideas for show-
ing users how to act. Feedforward shows users a preview of what they can
do in a VR environment. In such an environment, the user needs to (1)
trigger the preview, for instance, by being in a particular place or looking
at a particular object. When triggered, the feedforward shows the user a
(2) preview of the actions and their outcomes available in a particular place for
a particular object. For instance, the preview could show how to grab the
wheel of a car and steer it. The user may then (3) exit the preview to perform
the actions themselves. A preview may be shown only once or in a loop,
or the user may interrupt a preview if they wish. One of the main goals of
feedforward is to reveal information when the user needs it. Taken together,
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triggering, previewing, and exiting constitute the three stages of feedforward
in VR.

Figure 13 shows an example of applying the stages of feedforward to a
VR interaction. Here, the user triggers a preview by gazing at a door from
a distance. In the preview, a ghosted hand shows the user how to operate
a nearby slider and open the door. Here, moving the slider represents the
action, and opening the door is the outcome. The feedforward continues to
the third stage, exiting, after which the door slides back to its initial position,
and the ghost hand disappears. The states of the environment before and
after feedforward are the same because changes during feedforward do not
persist. However, the user now has more knowledge about the interaction
with the door.

Feedforward in VR is intended as a bridging concept [152], which is more
general than a particular design but less general than a theory. Bridging
concepts describe theory and practical applications that may reveal potential
design opportunities and novel theories. For the theoretical part, we develop
a design space for feedforward in VR and a working model for feedforward
interactions containing the three stages. For the practical side, we implement
a feedforward system and evaluate it with experts to uncover new design
ideas and reshape the theory.

4.4 background

Both VR and non-VR applications rely on a large body of work within HCI
that informs design and helps maintain usability standards. Here, interac-
tions play a key role in the communication between the user and the system.
Norman has argued that the goal of interaction design “is to enhance peo-
ple’s understanding of what can be done, what is happening, and what has
just occurred” [144]. Thus, when the technology aims to benefit the user, it
should explain itself and its purpose to the user. In this section, we present
various human-centered strategies to either reveal purpose or embed pur-
pose into design.

Hornbæk and Oulasvirta [187] considered the types of interaction promi-
nent in HCI, defining them as a “mutual determination” between humans
and computers. They identified seven ways to conceptualize interaction: di-
alogue, transmission, tool use, optimal behavior, embodiment, experience,
and control. The authors emphasized the teleological nature of interaction,
in which the users navigate technology as a means to an end. The embod-
iment dimension of interaction highlights this view of intention regarding
action and context. For example, moving a cursor toward a target captures
the intent of navigating to a specific web page to acquire specific informa-
tion.

A more general model of system use is Norman’s stages of interaction [144].
The model covers the steps of interaction, beginning with the user’s goal
and covering all actions that lead to accomplishing that goal. The stages can
be grouped according to whether they concern execution or evaluation. Ex-
ecution refers to planning, specifying, and performing the actions required
to achieve this goal. Evaluation refers to observing the outcomes of these
actions, interpreting them, and comparing them to the desired outcomes.
The stages-of-action model offers a simplified but useful look at the chain
of actions within an interaction.
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Once users engage with the system, they might expect some confirmation
of their engagement. Feedback is a fundamental HCI concept that describes
such confirmations. Essentially, feedback communicates to users the out-
come of an action. This, in turn, helps users understand the state of the
system after they engage with it and helps them inform future interactions.

The ability to provide users with “understanding” and “discoverability”
represents one way in which systems reveal their purpose [144]. Norman
gives a door with a misleading design as an example of poor discoverability
in the real world. This design communicates to users that pushing the doors
will open them. However, the doors do not work as expected, and users of-
ten struggle to find the proper way to open them. Discoverability refers to
how a system can reveal its available actions to users and how to perform
them [144]. Understanding reveals to users the meaning of the system’s con-
trols and actions [144]. Together, these are the two most essential qualities
of good design in Norman’s view. However, design itself cannot always pro-
vide an answer to complexity. The author also suggests using manuals or
instructions for complex devices. VR regularly includes such complexity.

A related notion is suggested interactivity, which concerns how users
discover which elements of the UI are interactive [170]. Boy et al. investi-
gated what makes people engage with information visualizations on the
web [170]. They also presented a design space for suggested interactivity
consisting of 45 cues split into animation, attractor, trigger, visual attributes,
and persistence, as well as intended interaction and feedforward. In a study,
the researchers evaluated three of the designs of suggested interaction. A
particular cue with feedforward was the most successful in attracting users
to interact with a figure. The authors hypothesized that feedforward helped
users to understand the potential benefits of engaging with the figure. From
a theoretical perspective, Sundar et al. presented a framework for interactiv-
ity that covers source, medium, and message [120]. They conclude that as
society becomes increasingly involved with interactivity, understanding its
consequences is crucial. Feedforward has proven to be useful in revealing
the outcomes of interactivity.

Apart from explicit attention-getting cues, researchers can use people’s
knowledge of the real world to suggest interactions. Originating with J. J.
Gibson [153], affordances capture relationships between agents and objects.
Affordances refer to the information conveyed by objects about how to in-
teract with them. Norman further categorized affordances as perceived affor-
dances, capturing perceived action possibilities, and real affordances, which re-
late to the physical attributes of objects [47, 20]. Usage and purpose can also
be nested within the design to implicitly signal interactions. Later, Norman
suggested that the term signifiers would be a more appropriate formulation
for perceived affordances [98].

For instance, Affordance++ is a useful concept that builds on affordance
by suggesting interactions with real objects [164]. The authors argue about
how, instead of changing objects, we can change bodies to communicate
action possibilities. Affordance++ uses electrical muscle stimulation to give
users suggestions about how they can act. The simulations are triggered
when the user’s hands are in certain positions relative to objects. This tech-
nique expands the classical notion of affordance by communicating dynamic
use that can be seen during multistep actions and behaviors involving mo-
tion or dependent on time. The authors tested the technique for objects with
poor natural affordances and found that it helps users interact with them.
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These notions underlie our design of feedforward for virtual reality and
are carefully considered during the development of the feedforward design
space. We emphasize the teleological aspects of interaction by first breaking
down interactions in VR in terms of Norman’s interaction model and, fur-
ther, in terms of actions and outcomes. Such a teleological approach allows
us to focus on the user goal by designing a system to achieve this goal as a
means to an end.

4.5 related work

To use any interactive system, you need to know what to do and how to do
it. Our paper draws on the body of HCI concepts aimed at helping users
interact, such as feedforward, feedback, and affordance. Next, we discuss
those concepts and how they have been used in VR.

4.5.1 Feedforward

While feedback is widely used and remains a key design principle of HCI,
its twin concept of feedforward has not gained the same attention. Feed-
forward informs the user what must be done to achieve a certain outcome,
whereas feedback helps the user understand what has occurred or is occur-
ring. One key difference between the two is user action. In feedforward, the
action is hypothetical or is to be executed, whereas, in feedback, the action
has already happened or is in progress. Simply put, feedforward tells the
user “what the result of their action will be” [148], and feedback tells the user
what the result of their action is. Both of these techniques are closely related to
setting user expectations and goals for an interaction [144].

Vermeulen et al. discussed feedforward at great length, both conceptually
— by relating it to affordance — and practically —– by describing 2D appli-
cations [148]. First, they described Wensveen’s framework on coupling ac-
tions and reactions on time, location, direction, dynamics, modality, and expres-
sion [77]. Wensveen et al. also named inherent feedforward, which shows what
action is available and how to execute it; functional feedforward, which gives
information about certain features or some purpose; and augmented feedfor-
ward, which refers to messages, labels, or pictograms that supplement exist-
ing action possibilities. Vermeulen et al. remarked that feedforward can be
expressed in other modalities besides the visual, such as the tactile. Second,
borrowing from Gaver’s notion of affordances [27], Vermeulen et al. came
up with hidden feedforward, false feedforward, and nested feedforward. Feedfor-
ward can also be shown at certain points in time or updated continuously
in what they call static or sequential feedforward.

An application that uses feedforward is Bau and Mackay’s dynamic guide
called OctoPocus [91]. It applies feedback and feedforward techniques to ges-
ture learning with cursors. Here, feedforward is described as being a “cheat
sheet” accompanying gestural commands. Bau and Mackay presented two
dimensions of feedforward: the level of detail and the update rate. The level
of detail captures how much of the gesture is displayed to the user. Update
rate refers to the frequency of this display. Building on dynamic guides,
Shadowguides uses Microsoft Surface to help users learn gestures using their
prints or shadows left on the tabletop [106]. These shadows are presented
through feedback and annotated through feedforward. As annotations, they
use arrows, highlighted keyframes of print deformations, and dynamic mark-
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ers, which are text labels that surround the prints only when relevant. Shad-
owguides emphasizes how to prevent occlusion by showing the user’s hand-
prints at a different location, while dynamic guides introduce the concept of
level of detail to capture the sequence of actions within a feedforward. Both
concepts are useful for our discussion of feedforward in VR, where many
objects often overlap and the user’s range of motion is increasingly complex.

Using feedforward to improve existing GUI techniques has a positive im-
pact on user experience. For example, in Fortunettes GUI widgets may show
their future states to users [215]. As a proof of concept, the authors imple-
ment these functionalities in a commercial airline application, adding feed-
forward to a weather radar’s widgets. In a subsequent online study of these
enhanced widgets, researchers compared their use in a variety of demo ap-
plications with traditional non-feedforward widgets. While participants had
fewer clicks with enhanced widgets, the results showed that the completion
time was longer. Some participants mentioned that the annotations of the
feedforward took longer to process, but most agreed that these were help-
ful to perform quicker despite the results. In the study, the participants
reported using trial-and-error strategies whenever feedforward was absent,
with most agreeing that Fortunettes would be useful when faced with unfa-
miliar interfaces.

While researchers agree that feedforward fits emerging technologies, no
attempt at introducing a design space for this technique to a specific field
has been made. We address this by developing a design space for feedfor-
ward in VR. The design space mostly deals with inherent feedforward because
we aim to show people what they can do in VR and how to do it. Some
concepts just described are part of the design space, such as the level of detail.
Other concepts are new, describing what it means to preview actions and
outcomes within VR. Using feedforward in VR contributes to setting the
user’s expectations and goals for the interaction, complementing existing
feedback techniques [144]. For possible applications in VR where interfaces
are unfamiliar, feedforward has the potential to similarly increase perceived
performance and aid in navigating the UI.

Of course, existing VR systems use some way of showing users what they
can do. Next, we analyze such systems to determine how they differ from
the concepts discussed so far.

4.5.2 Showing What to Do in VR

Some emerging interaction techniques within VR display feedforward-like
qualities, especially in the field of enhancing motor control. Here, researchers
show people what to do through guidance cues or other types of feedback.
For example, ghosted hands are an additional pair of hands rendered dif-
ferently from the user’s own, commonly translucent. Researchers have often
used ghosted hands when demonstrating to users how to move their tracked
hands [271]. In the work of Lilija et al., the objective was to teach users how
to move their hands to perform mid-air gestures. While this work focused
on hand guidance with ghosted hands, there is also research on how to
teach motor skills with objects. For instance, other researchers have used a
ghosted brush to teach calligraphy [62]. Apart from ghosting, external ren-
derings and visualizations on the body, such as arrows on the hands, can
also guide movement [135].
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Recently, Fennedy et al. introduced a VR version of OctoPocus for mid-
air gestures that builds on Bau and Mackay’s design of feedforward [267].
This implementation uses colored pathways and text labels to help users
complete mid-air gestures. Some degree of ghosting is used by making less
likely gesture pathways transparent. We have also seen variations of feed-
forward used in commercially available apps. For example, the game Elixir
shows an additional floating pair of ghosted hands coupled with audio in-
structions to teach the user how to teleport using hand gestures. For VR ex-
ergames, Barathi et al. used the term “feedforward” as a training technique
in which users see previous versions of their avatar performing [197]. The
authors implemented a VR system wherein the participants see themselves
cycling under different conditions to study performance and motivation dur-
ing workouts. In this case, feedforward describes a form of playback. While
feedforward is used across fields with different meanings, in this paper, we
present a VR design space for the HCI concept of feedforward. The work of
Barathi et al. is similar in that it also involves recording and playing back
the avatar. The difference is that the VR feedforward system captures inter-
actions and introduces levels of abstraction, such as ghosting. The purpose
of the VR feedforward system is to show users what to do in VR and how
to do it, not to motivate the user to continue their current action.

Dillman et al. presented a framework consisting of interaction cues after
analyzing 49 video games, some of which are immersive [199]. The frame-
work contained three dimensions, purpose, markedness, and trigger. The pur-
pose dimension categorizes cues by how they are intended to help players.
Markedness describes the visual characteristics of the cues (such as subtle or
emphasized). The trigger dimension describes how these cues are revealed
to users. While Dillman et al. showed how their framework can be used to
generate visualizations for augmented reality, we suggest that some of these
cues are also suitable for VR and warrant further research. For example, Hu
et al. compared delayed and immediate interaction cues in their research
and found that immediate cues are more efficient in VR applications [239].
In this paper, we adopt some of these notions within the feedforward design
space and show how they can help users in VR.

Feedforward also relates to the emerging AR field of situated visualization,
where the key concept is that interactions are “visualized in situ, where it
is relevant to people [259].” In a review, the researchers identify five compo-
nents of situatedness: space, time, activity, community, and place. Feedfor-
ward may instantiate situated visualizations because it connects outcomes
to actions within the environment. Considering its physical and temporal
aspects, feedforward may be particularly suited to augmented reality. Apart
from embodiment, hand-tracking is a unique feature of immersive medi-
ums. For this reason, we have chosen to instantiate feedforward with hand-
tracking in practice.

Because of the situatedness of VR feedforward, proxemic interaction prin-
ciples may be leveraged for feedforward in practice. Within ubiquitous com-
puting, Ballendat et al. propose exploiting the knowledge between devices
and people to inform the design of proxemic interactions [113]. Later, Mar-
quardt and Greenberg further describe location, movement, orientation, and
distance as dimensions that define proxemic interactions, and identify six
challenges concerning seamless and embodied design [132]. Vogel and Bal-
akrishnan provide an interaction framework to describe interactive pub-
lic displays, from close—explicit to distant—implicit [76]. The researchers

https://www.oculus.com/experiences/quest/3793077684043441/?locale=en_US
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present self-revealing help techniques to help users interact, similar to the feed-
forward concept. In their implementation, when users do not perform ac-
tions in a particular state for some time, they receive a video that loops with
the actions available for the display.

4.5.3 Challenges for VR Interactivity

Even with the interaction techniques discussed so far, fundamental chal-
lenges remain for VR. In particular, VR may share similar challenges with
ubiquitous computing, such as revealing interaction possibilities and direct-
ing actions, as described by Marquardt and Greenberg who propose prox-
emic interactions as a way to solve such challenges [132]. This section briefly
reviews challenges to VR interactivity.

In general, designers may draw on two types of knowledge when bring-
ing users’ expectations of interactivity from the real world. This type of
knowledge is related to real-world objects and processes that convey the ev-
eryday know-how of how the world operates. First, this knowledge includes
people’s experience of their bodies interacting with the world and with oth-
ers. The reality-based computing framework further exemplifies how to use
this knowledge to build emerging interfaces [96]. For VR, an example of
this is the virtual hand metaphor, which allows users to manipulate nearby
objects from a first-person perspective, just like in their day-to-day lives [49].

Second, designers also build on people’s experiences with technology.
This means that we can find established ways to interact with the tech-
nology nested within VR. For example, VR applications can provide users
with elements from traditional graphical user interfaces: virtual keyboards,
cursors, pointers, scroll bars, labels, drop-down menus, and many other
familiar interface elements. These elements are sometimes adjusted to the
VR experience, resulting in novel interaction techniques such as the flexible
pointer [66].

A type of knowledge specific to VR users is the awareness of the outside
world while immersed in the virtual world. McGill et al. looked at usability
challenges faced by immersive VR and found that interacting with the real
world posed a significant challenge [166]. While bringing real-world objects
in virtual environments could negatively impact presence, the same was
not true for renderings of non-immersed users. The researchers suggested
that this difference emerged from people’s expectations. The participants
expected other users in the virtual environment, whereas objects like key-
boards were “unnatural” for that scene.

In VR, both real-world and GUI knowledge is largely conveyed to users
through affordances, relying on their previous knowledge of the world [e.g.,
193]. However, nesting real-world affordances within VR and mimicking
classical UIs can prove problematic. Some of these downsides relate to VR
hardware, such as the resolution and other graphics capabilities [253]. Other
downsides concern the way users interact within VR, namely how embodied
interaction may hide discoverability [175], similar to Norman’s criticism of
gestural interfaces [118]. While most common in AR, situated visualizations
may overcome the ambiguity of affordances by making interactions explicit,
tying usage to context [259]. However, guidelines on how to represent these
visualizations lag behind, particularly concerning layout design, cognitive
limitations, and complex interactions [264].
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Moreover, VR does not provide the same haptic feedback as the real
world. This can cause problems for users when they encounter false signi-
fiers, which means that the virtual objects are treated as real objects. For
example, users can lean on a virtual pool table and fall because they in-
terpret the object as providing this type of interaction as in the real world.
Furthermore, users may have different expectations of what they can see
in the virtual scene based on the context with which they interact [166]. In
VR, where the lines between the virtual and the real are especially blurred,
setting expectations about interaction is essential.

4.5.4 Summary

A key challenge in designing human-computer interactions is to help users
understand what they can do and how they can do it. Existing concepts for
doing so (e.g., suggested interactivity and feedforward), have been explored
mainly for 2D graphical user interfaces. We propose using feedforward to
address these challenges and improve discoverability and understanding in
VR systems.

We identify several applications for feedforward within VR whose com-
mon thread is that they cause confusion for the user:

1. Interacting with objects that have low perceived interactivity [164];

2. Performing interactions that require a specific sequence of actions,
possibly involving multiple controls [259, 264];

3. Setting expectations for interactivity, e.g., for unfamiliar or different
types of objects [166, 164, 262];

4. Discovering action possibilities within a VR [175, 118, 132].

In VR, the strategies used to help people act have different strengths and
drawbacks. For possible applications in VR where interfaces are unfamiliar
or work differently from the real world, feedforward can be the answer. This
is because feedforward can increase perceived performance by helping users
navigate the UI. Once the users understand the available interactions, they
can be more likely to engage with them. While feedforward is a concept that
informs design, its usefulness for VR has yet to be spelled out.

4.6 feedforward in theory

In this section, we define and illustrate the concept of feedforward in VR.
VR allows many actions on a single object, and even more for the entire
environment. Moreover, actions in VR may vary greatly in the level of detail,
from a single movement to a long sequence of actions. We discuss these
aspects by spelling out the options and considerations associated with each
of the stages and parameters of feedforward within the design space. We
illustrate these concepts with figures showing how to apply feedforward
parameters to specific VR interactions and the design changes it enables.

4.6.1 Methodology

The concept of feedforward was initially created to help generate novel inter-
actions for 2D interfaces. In this paper, we have specifically tied feedforward
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Figure 14: This figure shows Norman’s “stages of action model” and the
position of VR feedforward within the model. This figure is based
on Figure 1 from [148] and [20].

to VR and imagined a context for its use. For that reason, we call VR feed-
forward a bridging concept [152]. Although feedforward is a broadly appli-
cable concept, by constraining it to VR, it gets what Beaudouin-Lafon [70]
calls generative power, “the ability to help designers create new designs”.
We developed the design space for feedforward in virtual reality in several
phases, which often informed each other:

1. In the first phase, we performed a morphological analysis starting from
the phases of feedforward (shown in Figure 14) and three different
VR interactions;

2. In the second phase, we aligned the new parameters with the existing
literature on feedforward and interaction cueing.

3. In the third phase, we implemented feedforward for virtual reality
and developed three VR demo applications with varying feedforward
designs. New considerations with respect to practice emerged.

4. In the fourth phase, we performed an expert evaluation of the de-
sign space by running 14 one-on-one workshops with HCI researchers
with a background in VR. The experts also reacted to the demo appli-
cations and helped formalize design guidelines for using feedforward
in VR.

4.6.1.1 Morphological analysis

We started with a breadth-first exploration of feedforward parameters in VR
using Zwicky’s “morphological approach” [2] applied to Norman’s stages
of action model [144] for the case of VR. We show the first part of this
process in Figure 14, where we adjust Vermeulen et al.’s figure to include
VR feedforward and the stages (Figure 1 from [148]). The figure illustrates
how feedforward can cross the gulf of execution and reveal the purpose
of a system to the user. From Norman’s model, we derive a model of a
feedforward interaction, which denotes the dimensions of the design space:
triggering, previewing, and exiting the preview. We begin the morphological
analysis by identifying parameters within these three dimensions.

While the starting point of the morphological analysis is grounded in 2D
feedforward and interaction design, VR differs from 2D interfaces because
actions may happen at a distance (e.g., through raycasting) and because
the scale of the environment is larger than the typical user interface. To
account for these VR-specific interaction features, all authors met during
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three workshops to perform morphological analysis [159]. The design space
represents a mapping from an interaction to a feedforward design for that
interaction. Therefore, the triggering, previewing, and exiting lie on one side
of the Zwicky box. And on the other side, we represented an interaction split
by level of detail and targets (action, outcomes, or the avatar).

During the morphological analysis, we designed three Zwicky boxes for
interacting with a spray can, operating a forklift, and using the Go-go tech-
nique [38] in VR. Combining morphological analysis with real-world inter-
actions helped us ground the process in “concrete reality” [147]. We chose
these interactions because they each pose unique problems for the immersed
VR user:

1. the spray can has low perceived affordance and requires manipulating
before interaction with an occluded object part1;

2. operating the forklift requires expert knowledge and performing com-
plex operations in a specific order2;

3. the Go-Go long-arm technique [38, 39] is a VR-specific interaction
that combines immersion and embodiment and therefore may reveal
specific VR dimensions. Furthermore, generating it does not depend
on any existing objects in the environment.

We iterated over each interaction, generating different types of feedforward
within the Zwicky boxes, collapsing similar parameters, adding new values
for parameters, and adding new parameters if necessary until all authors
reached a consensus on the final parameter space.

4.6.1.2 Theory alignment

In the second phase of the design space development, we aligned emerging
parameters with related work on 2D feedforward research and 3D design
spaces. In this phase, we added new parameters from related work or re-
named parameters we obtained from the morphological analysis that had
a counterpart in the existing literature. For example, at this phase, we in-
cluded signifiers in the design space to allow users to explicitly engage with
feedforward. Signifiers are directly derived from Norman’s work on per-
ceived affordances [144]. On the other hand, we identified “granularity,” to
mean the scope of interaction and renamed it to “level of detail”, which ap-
peared with a similar meaning in Bau and Mackay’s work on OctoPocus [91].
We aimed to maintain a consistent methodology across the feedforward liter-
ature with this process. In addition, we also formalized the definition of VR
feedforward, using concepts that underlie feedforward from the literature,
such as actions and outcomes [148]. We continue discussing the theoretical
background of the feedforward parameters in section 4.6.5. In Figure 15 we
show an overview of the background for each parameter and value of the
feedforward design.

4.6.1.3 Feedforward in practice

In the third phase, we implemented a feedforward authoring system and
designed three simple demos to illustrate the concept in practice. The im-
plementation process helped us ground the research in practice [157] and

1 Kingspray Graffiti VR
2 Forklift Simulator 2019, Best Forklift Operator

https://store.steampowered.com/app/471660/Kingspray_Graffiti_VR
https://store.steampowered.com/app/939450/Forklift_Simulator_2019/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1684670/Best_Forklift_Operator/
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Figure 15: This figure shows the background for the design space of feed-
forward in VR. The X-axis contains the stages or dimensions of
feedforward, the corresponding parameters, and the parameter
values. The Y axis contains the development phases of the feedfor-
ward design space and the literature that informed it. Parameters
marked with (M) denote multi-triggers, which may nest condi-
tions.

move from a general concept towards a bridging concept [152]. The feedfor-
ward demos and implementation serve to “demonstrate the scope and po-
tential of” the feedforward concept in VR. Dalsgaard and Dindler intro-
duce the notion of bridging concept that captures intermediate knowledge,
grounded in theory but “reflecting the span from theory and practice” to re-
veal “untried design opportunities and potential theoretical advancements”.
They differ from strong concepts [hook1012strong] that derive only from the-
oretical grounding and observation to aid design practices and relate more
closely with “concept-driven approaches” to advance theory [119]. The de-
sign space of feedforward aims to support designers in generating ideas to
show people what to do and how to do it in VR. Thus, the design space
can be used as an artifact to aid designers in brainstorming feedforward
interaction techniques.

The implementation process yielded new design considerations and re-
vealed potential issues with occlusion and visual clutter. Thus, a gap emerged
between the theoretical parameters of feedforward and its practical applica-
tions. At this stage, we added the Exit Transition parameter to the design
space. We also identified ways of dealing with clutter, such as offsetting the
targets or designing a feedforward lens.

4.6.1.4 Expert evaluation

We performed an expert evaluation of the model proposed above. The aim
was to (1) validate the generative power [70] of the feedforward in theory,
(2) identify potential issues of the feedforward in practice, and (3) adjust the
design space based on the interplay of theory and practice. We ran 14 one-
on-one workshops in which an HCI researcher with VR experience used
the model to generate ideas, identify potential implementation issues, and
specify how to improve the design space. Based on the workshops, we made
final adjustments to the design space, identified design guidelines, and fu-
ture work to successfully integrate feedforward in practical VR applications.
We discuss the expert evaluation methodology and analysis at length and
present the results in Section 4.9.
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Figure 16: This figure shows different ways to design VR feedforward trig-
gers. In panel A, the user triggers a preview with their gaze. They
look around the room to preview possible interactions with ob-
jects in their sight. Panel B shows a location-based trigger. When
the user is close to the front seat, they trigger a preview that
reveals how to start the car. In panel C, the user triggers a pre-
view by doing an action. Once the user bolts in the leg of a table
in moment 1, they see the next step in the assembly in moment
2. Panel D shows an example of an event trigger. Once the rain
starts in moment 1, an event triggers the preview in moment 2. A
ghost hand shows the user how to flip the switch to activate the
windshield wipers. The wipers preview after the switch turns in
moment 3.

Since this work is informed by theory and practice, to make it easier for
the reader, we first provide the theoretical definitions of the feedforward
design space in its final iteration. Then, we describe feedforward in practice,
the analysis, and the result of the expert evaluation, which yielded changes
to the design space. Throughout the paper, we exemplify the concept us-
ing two types of demonstrators — the examples of feedforward within the
comic strip figures and the screenshots of the implemented feedforward
examples.

4.6.2 Triggering Feedforward

The trigger represents the mechanism of starting the preview of actions and
outcomes in the virtual environment. These triggers represent conditions
dependent on the user, on certain objects, or both.

4.6.2.1 Trigger types

We identified different types of triggers that vary according to the conditions
they must fulfill. Triggers can have more than one type and may require
multiple conditions to start feedforward. In such a case, we refer to the
trigger as multi-trigger and provide a particular graphical representation for
it in the design space. Thus, triggers may have a and/or relationship. Next,
we describe the trigger types we identified, some of which are illustrated in
Figure 16:
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• Gaze triggers – Users may trigger previews by looking at objects or
locations. Triggering by gaze is useful when the user’s gaze (or es-
timated gaze, i.e., headset) is enough to signal the user’s intent to
interact with objects. For example, a user can simply gaze around the
room and preview ways of interacting with the objects they have in
focus. In Figure 16, panel A, the user sees a preview of how to open
cupboards and doors upon gazing at them.

• Location triggers – Users may trigger previews by their proximity to
objects or by being in certain locations. Location-determined triggers
show what actions users can do once they are close to an object (i.e.,
through proximity). For example, in Figure 16, panel B, the user is
shown how to start a car. First, the user is heading toward the car,
which has a trigger near the chair. Once the user sits on the chair,
the preview starts. The teaser (Figure 12) also shows an example of a
location trigger.

• Actions triggers – Users may trigger previews after performing par-
ticular actions. For instance, if users have to follow instructions that
contain many sequences of steps, completing a step can trigger a pre-
view of the next step. We exemplify this in Figure 16, panel C, for the
case of assembling a VR table. Once the user bolts one leg of the table,
they see how to do the next step (i.e., assembling the next leg). Action
triggers represent a group of object conditions that need to be fulfilled
in some order by the user explicitly.

• Event triggers – Events or states within the virtual environment that
do not depend directly on the user may trigger previews. The system
fulfills the conditions necessary for events and not the user. For ex-
ample, the VR environment’s weather variables are considered events.
We can use an event trigger to show users how to activate windshield
wipers during rain, illustrated in Figure 16, panel D. The previews are
triggered only when there is rain in the environment. The user has no
control over the weather in the system. Event triggers may also nest
temporal requirements. For example, an event may trigger a preview
ten seconds after starting an application. Thus, context and timing are
nested within this type of trigger.

• Persistent triggers – Feedforward may already exist in the environment
and may not need triggering. Persistent triggers refer to a preexisting
feedforward in the environment. The iPhone’s “slide to unlock” func-
tion is an example of this.

Event triggers combined with other trigger types may create multi-triggers.
Multi-triggers allow the designer to add conditions that do not explicitly de-
pend on the user. For example, a cup must be empty to preview itself being
filled. An event trigger can add the condition of the cup being empty to a
location trigger, resulting in a multi-trigger with an and relationship.

4.6.2.2 Signifiers

In situations where triggers are optional or need to be made explicit, design-
ers may leave signifiers. Signifiers are visual cues in the environment that sig-
nal the presence of a feedforward and make triggering explicit. These cues
may be text labels or images with additional details about the feedforward,
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Figure 17: This figure shows how to design different types of feedforwards
with varying levels of detail. In panel A, the user approaches a
car containing a location trigger on the front seat. In panel B, the
user triggers a preview showing how to start the car. In panel C,
the feedforward continuously previews all the actions involved
in starting the car one after another. In moment 1, the ghost hand
starts the engine by pressing the button. In moment 2, the hand
puts the car in gear, and in moment 3, both ghost hands steer
the wheel. However, each action in panel C can constitute its own
feedforward. By varying the level of detail, we could alternatively
design a feedforward that shows the user how to start the car in
moment 1 and then exits. In panel D, the user triggers the next
step with an action trigger after pressing the button in moment 1.
Moment 2 shows the new preview, which contains a ghost hand
setting the car in gear. Using multiple feedforwards in this way
means the users can follow instructions step by step.

such as the type, status of the previewing, or options to pause or interrupt
it. The signifiers allow users to choose whether to engage with the feedfor-
ward. In the figures from this section, the blue circles are an example of a
trigger signifier for the reader. The blue circles convey that a trigger exists
relative to specific objects. This rendition is purely for the reader.

4.6.3 Previewing Actions and Outcomes

Once the preview is triggered, the next step is to show the users a preview
of some actions and their outcomes. The design space for previewing ac-
tions overlaps with previewing outcomes, so in our discussion, whenever
we mention actions, the same considerations apply to outcomes.

4.6.3.1 Level of detail

In VR, interactions may be highly complex, stretching over time and space,
and involving many objects and actions. The level of detail refers to the order,
grouping, and granularity of these actions in one feedforward instance. This
parameter allows the designer to select the scope of the interaction to be
previewed. The designer may preview the interaction fully, select only the
necessary actions to preview, or iterate over specific key static steps. For
example, showing users how to operate a virtual car involves actions such
as starting it, steering it, stopping it, speeding up, and slowing down. Panels
A to D from Figure 17 contain different types of previews involving different
steps.

From an interaction design perspective, the levels of detail refer to show-
ing interactions step by step or continuously. Instead of having one long feed-
forward previewing all actions, we may split it into smaller feedforward
instances, each with a separate trigger, previewing a distinct action. In this
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Figure 18: This figure shows how to design different feedforwards using tar-
get and representation. We illustrate this using the interaction of
turning on a light in VR. Panel A shows a location trigger relative
to a light switch. In panel B, the feedforward has non-duplicated
direct action and outcome targets. Moment 1 shows the action,
namely pressing the switch, whereas moment 2 shows the out-
come, the light turned on. In panel C, the feedforward targets all
visual elements, the avatar, the outcome, and the action. In panel
C, moment 1, a ghosted copy of the avatar presses the button
and turns on the light, as illustrated in moment 2. We illustrate
embodied feedforward in panel D, where the feedforward con-
trols the original avatar from a first-person perspective. Here, the
user’s virtual hand (i.e., their un-ghosted avatar) moves toward
the light switch and presses it. The intermittent lines denote the
user’s real-world position outside of the preview. This example
also targets all visual elements involved, but in addition, the pre-
view includes the original avatar, which is not duplicated.

way, instead of a sequence of previews within a feedforward, we have a
sequence of individual feedforwards.

4.6.3.2 Targets

Interactions contain certain visual elements. These can be the avatar that
performs the action, the visual elements involved in the action, and the vi-
sual elements involved in the outcomes. These visual elements can be inter-
actable 3D objects, text, labels, or other 2D images. When the feedforward
includes a preview of the user’s avatar, we say that the avatar is a target
of the feedforward. This avatar may be targeted as a copy or as the orig-
inal user-driven avatar. The feedforward can target outcomes and actions
in the same way, by either previewing them on the original or duplicating
the corresponding visual elements. The duplication parameter captures this
distinction. We illustrate how to design feedforward by changing the tar-
gets in Figure 18, panels A to D. Embodied feedforward is a particular instance
of feedforward when the previews show the user’s own avatar acting out
the interaction. We illustrate this in Figure 18, panel D. The feedforward
may have any combination of the targets mentioned previously (actions,
outcomes, and avatars) at any level of detail.

4.6.3.3 Duplication

When duplication is selected in the design space, the feedforward shows
previews with copies, instead of changing the original objects to preview
interactions. This parameter helps distinguish which virtual entities change
during previewing: the original visual elements or the copies. The copies
can either be ghosted or retain their original material, a distinction captured
with the rendering parameter discussed below. In Figure 18, panel C, the
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Figure 19: This figure shows how to design different feedforwards by chang-
ing the representations of targets. In panel A, the user triggers
a preview by gazing at a portal, which would teleport the user
inside the house. In panel B, the feedforward previews the inter-
action using direct targets. In panel C, the feedforward previews
the interaction using both direct and indirect targets. In panel
C, moment 1, an abstract rendition of steps reveals the action in-
directly. In panel C, moment 2, the user is teleported inside the
house, which is a direct representation. In panel D, both the ac-
tions and the outcomes are indirect. In moment 1, the user sees
the abstract footsteps meant to convey walking to the portal. In
moment 2, a text label with the portal’s function appears upon
reaching the portal.

user triggers a preview of the action required to turn the light on. This pre-
view shows a ghosted copy of the avatar pressing the switch, which means
duplication was selected for the avatar. The visual elements of the action
and outcome change to a ghosted appearance, but do not duplicate. The
duplication parameter may be applied to any target. This means a feedfor-
ward may contain different levels of duplication, for example by showing
previews with copies of the avatar and original objects. When the targets
are not duplicated, the original objects and the user’s avatar preview these
interactions.

4.6.3.4 Perspective

So far, we have assumed that previews are shown from the user’s tracked
perspective; again, VR offers other design options. Rather than using ghosts,
designers can let users embody the feedforward and experience it from a first-
person perspective. In these cases, the user’s own hands perform the actions.
Here, the avatar also moves to a place suited to perform these actions. For
example, in Figure 18, panel D, the user may trigger a preview only near
the light switch. To design this feedforward with an embodied perspective, we
could trigger previews from a distance with gaze. The avatar would then
move near the light switch during the embodied feedforward as if the user
were walking there. Once in proximity, the user’s virtual hands would start
performing the previewing actions. Conversely, the third-person perspective
does not change the user’s position during the preview.

4.6.3.5 Representation

We say the previews contain directly represented targets when they simu-
late the actions and outcomes involved in the previewing interaction. In this
case, the visual elements involved move as if the user is interacting with
them. Indirect representations refer to visual or audio cues that communi-
cate what to do instead of showing what to do during a preview. Indirect
representations involve some level of abstraction. For example, the iPhone
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unlock screen contains indirect outcomes and actions in the form of a text
label (“slide to unlock”). Upon seeing this message, the user knows that per-
forming the “sliding” action will unlock the phone. A direct action would
involve the slider moving. Figure 19 shows some examples of direct and
indirect representations in VR.

4.6.3.6 Rendering

As part of previewing VR interactions, feedforward targets may be rendered
in different ways with different consequences. For example, Figure 19, panel
B, shows a blue ghostly avatar performing the appropriate actions within a
preview. The user’s original avatar remains unchanged. The different ren-
derings serve to distinguish the previewing avatar from the user’s tracked
avatar. We refer to this type of target rendering as ghosted, which is tradi-
tionally translucent and blue. The design space, however, does not specify
rendering particularities. As such, the designer may opt for coloring and
opacity suited to their context of use. Alternatively, the targets may be ren-
dered in their original form. This rendering applies to the previewing targets
and may change the original targets if duplication is not selected.

4.6.3.7 Playback

Since feedforwards show previews of actions and outcomes, they share
some properties of video playbacks. For example, previews can be played
at different speeds, repeated, paused, or interrupted (stopped), as we dis-
cussed previously. Thus, we can repeat the same previews several times
until the user understands what movements to perform. To communicate
that the previews are static instead of animations, the designer may select
the value none for the playback parameter.

4.6.3.8 Avatar type

The avatar type parameter describes the avatar that performs the previews. It
refers to the duplicated avatar if duplication is selected, or the user’s avatar
if duplication is not selected. This parameter serves to accommodate inter-
actions without a direct mapping between the user’s movements and their
avatar. Hand-tracked avatars represent direct mappings, whereas controller-
based interactions rely on animations that do not reflect the user’s tracked
movements. For example, pressing a button on the controller may gener-
ate an animation of the avatar that reloads a sling and shoots it. Here, the
movements to generate the actions differ from the ones visually performing
the action. Therefore, it is important to reveal the correct real-world action
to support the intended virtual action to have the desired outcome. In such
cases, the designer may choose to visualize both the avatar and the real user’s
hands with the real handheld device. If none is selected for the avatar type pa-
rameter, the previews do not contain the avatar and only show action and
outcome visual elements. This parameter also supports the visualization of
a partial avatar, for example, to allow showing only the user’s hands during
previews instead of the full avatar.
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4.6.3.9 Modifier

During previews, targets may change more than their rendering. The modi-
fier parameter reflects which target modalities change during previews. For
example, a target may change its transform, which describes its location, ro-
tation, and position parameters. For example, a feedforward may preview
an action at a different place than where the objects are. A target may also
change its audio during a preview in terms of pitch or speed. Also, in cases
where VR is accompanied by haptic feedback, such as controllers vibrating,
the design space enables haptic modifications during previews. For example,
the designer may wish to decrease the intensity of the vibrations or remove
them completely to signal to users the action did not take place. If none is
selected for the modifier, no such changes are applied to targets.

4.6.4 Exiting the Preview

Seeing previews aims to help users discover what they can do and how.
After learning from the feedforward, users may want to exit the preview to
explore other feedforwards or interact with the environment. By definition,
previews are transient. As such, to maintain a consistent user experience,
the virtual world must return to its initial state before feedforward. When
designing the moment of exit from previews, we identify two key aspects:
when to stop the previews and how to stop them. Figure 21 illustrates a
feedforward from triggering to rewinding.

4.6.4.1 Untrigger

Starting and stopping a preview are similar concepts. We can stop preview-
ing if the user acts, gazes elsewhere, or moves someplace else. These are
the same parameters for triggering the feedforward. However, since we use
these conditions to stop the previews, we call them untriggers. However, in-
stead of using events, we can stop previewing through playback, such as
ending a preview after repeating it a few times.

4.6.4.2 Exit transition

After stopping the preview, the virtual world must return to its initial state.
We identified several ways of transitioning the virtual space before feedfor-
ward. First, we can simply play back the previews. This means the interac-
tion is rewinded like a video as the user sees the feedforward clock turning
back. This sends a clear signal that outcomes do not persist and that the
feedforward ends. Second, objects can return to their initial states without
any transition. Third, we can signal exiting with visual effects at the preview-
ing locations, like blacking out the user’s view.

4.6.5 Theoretical background

The VR feedforward design space integrates knowledge from 2D feedfor-
ward and various other frameworks/models and design spaces. In what
follows, we describe the theoretical notions that relate to the feedforward
design space.
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The concept of feedforward is related to Boy et al.’s suggested interac-
tivity and Dillman et al.’s interaction cues [170, 199]. Targets are similar to
Boy’s attractors because they serve to attract the user to the location of the
feedforward. Previewing is similar to animations as it describes the targets
over time. Yassien et al. in their design space for social presence in VR [254]
discuss a parameter similar to feedforward’s partial avatar type. Yassien et
al.identify the parameter of completeness within the self-embodiment dimen-
sion to describe how much of the avatar is represented in social VR.

Dillman et al. provide a framework describing interaction cues from 49

video games and showcase the usefulness of their framework to generate
cues for interacting in augmented reality [199]. They also identify triggering
as a dimension and identify four potential values. Thus, in their framework
cues may be triggered by a player, by context, or by some other agent, or
simply persists in the environment. These triggers map to the feedforward
design space, namely to the trigger type parameter. Here, action triggers are
determined by the player, while the event triggers are determined by the sys-
tem through context and timing. Persistent triggers map to Dillman et al’s
persistent cues. In addition, during the morphological analysis, we identi-
fied location and gaze and included them in the design space as immersive
parameters particular to VR. Dillman et al.’s markedness relates to render-
ing and duplication aspects of feedforward duplication. Ghosted copies can
be integrated and emphasized within the VR scene. In addition, both feedfor-
ward and interaction cues encode the distinction between user-driven and
system-driven activation.

The models are similar because 2D feedforward techniques are nested
within the VR feedforward design space. While Dillman et al. do not men-
tion feedforward explicitly, they discuss labels that tell users what to do.
The feedforward design space further builds on these dimensions with de-
tails for immersive feedforward such as avatar type, trigger type, rendering,
and perspective. It also encodes VR-specific concepts like agency and body
ownership.

Delmare et al. develop a design space for designing guiding systems for
3D and 2D gestures that involves feedforward and feedback-specific param-
eters [162]. Despite being focused on gestures, their feedforward model in-
cludes similar parameters like trigger initiative, which maps to trigger type,
and execution, which is similar to the level of detail parameter. The similarities
between the design spaces emerge from the hand-tracking modality of inter-
action in VR. However, we do not use gesture recognition in the examples
discussed in this work.

In this work, the level of detail is a combination of Bau and Mackay’s work
on OctoPocus [91] and Vermeulen et al.’s static or sequential feedforward. If
the level of detail is sufficiently small to capture a frame, then feedforward
can be represented as a static visualization (e.g., a 3D gesture in VR space).
Increasing the level of detail to actions, or even multiple actions can describe
a sequential type of feedforward that may span whole interactions. The
playback parameter together with the level of detail makes it explicit whether
the preview is static or dynamic, like an animation. When none is selected
for playback, the design space describes a static feedforward.
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Figure 20: This figure shows an example of a filled-in VR feedforward de-
sign space and the corresponding interaction that it generates.
The X-axis contains the stages or dimensions of feedforward, the
corresponding parameters, and the values each parameter can
take. The Y axis contains an interaction split by levels of detail and
split by targets actions, outcomes, and the previewing avatar. Pa-
rameters marked with (M) denote multi-triggers, which may nest
conditions. Values marked with an asterisk may not be combined
with other parameter values. Panels A to D capture an implemen-
tation of the feedforward designed by this example. Panels A and
B show the actions and outcomes 1 and 2, whereas panels C and
D showcase the rewinding and exiting moments.
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4.6.6 Using the design space

The examples of feedforward that we discussed here are non-exhaustive. In
practice, values can be combined to generate feedforwards with different de-
grees of duplication, ghosted rendering, and embodiment. Figure 20 shows
an example of a feedforward design space layout that enables this multi-
tude of combinations. For example, most of the previewing parameters may
be selected per target, thus enabling unique combinations, such as show-
ing targets ghosted during one action and showing them enlarged during
the outcome. Within this design space layout, the fields that are highlighted
gray and crossed out are invalid and cannot be filled in. On the right side
of Figure 20, panels A to D, we show an example from the feedforward im-
plementation that corresponds to the particular feedforward design space
instance. The layout is an artifact resulting from the expert evaluation and
serves to accommodate the various design choices the experts wanted to
make.

The values annotated with an asterisk (*) may be the sole selection if cho-
sen for that parameter, for a particular target. For example, duplication can
either be selected or not, and when none is selected for avatar type, it can-
not be combined with any other values. The rest of the parameters can be
combined in two different ways. For example, the designer may select to pre-
view several avatar types per action or outcome. In such a case, they would
place a dot for whichever avatar type they desired. The fields can either de-
scribe an or relationship, or an and relationship, as shown in Figure 20. We
adopt a notation similar to that in the original Zwicky box [159], namely a
connected graph notation to denote an instance where multiple conditions
need to be met within the same instance. In this particular example, the user
may trigger previews when they are close to the car or when they look at
the car for a certain amount of time. The gaze and event trigger connect to
denote the multi-trigger condition. The disconnected graph notation refers
to a single instance.

We make the design space available as a tool for designers using Figma3.
The Figma template contains several ways of filling in the design space, from
bullets that denote yes and no, to expanding on numerical and qualitative
values of dimensions (e.g., speed and action descriptions).

While various types of feedforwards can emerge from the design space,
successful implementation requires application-specific considerations. Next,
we further develop the notion of feedforward in VR by prototyping it within
a VR system and implementing three real-world demo applications.

4.7 feedforward in practice

In this section, we describe the feedforward system and particularities re-
lated to its implementation, such as the parameters it instantiates from the
design space and the underlying logic behind the parameters. A video of the
feedforward concept and the implementation is shown on YouTube here4.

3 The Figma design space may be viewed here.
4 This video is for the benefit of the thesis reader.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxIEEGyMNo0
https://www.figma.com/file/yv1141eCG65nBfacXDcrxb/Feedforward-Design-Space-in-VR-Template?node-id=0%3A1&t=vGMWdDt6iaofxKIs-1
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Figure 21: This figure contains an example of feedforward from the imple-
mentation. We show the user how to open a virtual door. Its han-
dle suggests pulling, whereas the door opens by rotating the han-
dle and pulling right. In panel A, the user triggers the preview
when their hand is close to the handle. Next, the user sees a ghost
hand previewing the movements to open the door — the actions
in panels B, C, and D. Since feedforward is a preview, the move-
ments are rewinded in panel E. After, the door returns to its initial
state in panel F. After the feedforward ends, the user may interact
with the door.

4.7.1 Setup

The prototype is implemented using the Unity game engine and uses the
Oculus Quest 1 headset for tracking. Instead of controllers, we used hand
tracking for three reasons. First, it removes the tool between the user and
their avatar. This allowed us to capture a broader range of hand movements
and use the virtual hand metaphor. Second, we used hand-tracking to bet-
ter visualize feedforward in-game. When using controllers, the device can
occlude the user’s hands, and the finger movements on the controller are
generally too minute to clearly display in a video or screenshot. Third, using
hand-tracking generates an increased feeling of body ownership, allowing
us to implement feedforward that is truly embodied [177].

4.7.2 Pilot

We arrived at our current feedforward system through an iterative process.
First, we implemented the recording of interactions, interpolating the hands
to the interaction spot and showing the recorded previews relative to objects.
The first implementation only had the user’s avatar as a feedforward target,
with duplicated and embodied hands. We had a short informal evaluation
of our prototype with four members of the Human-Centred Computing sec-
tion (1 female). The researchers tried to interact with objects of different
shapes on a table and triggered previews under two conditions: embodied
and duplicated hands. The researchers were encouraged to talk aloud. We
found that seeing multiple pairs of similar-looking hands confused the re-
searchers during the informal study. Some thought embodied feedforward
was “weird”, but they mentioned it was easier to focus without the extra
hands. Some researchers found the hand movements ambiguous without
the corresponding object movements. We changed the feedforward proto-
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type according to this feedback arriving at the current iteration of the feed-
forward system. We detail the current feedforward system and other aspects
of the implementation below.

4.7.3 Feedforward implementation

The implementation contains a few key decisions that we will now describe.
For hand-tracking, we used the HPTK library 5 to allow the virtual hands
to have realistic, physics-based interactions.

4.7.3.1 Trigger

We implemented distance and gaze triggering. The triggers can be placed
on any object and reference interactions they can preview. In practice, any
object can start the feedforward. Design-wise, the trigger objects should be
related to the feedforward. Objects can also have multiple triggers, allow-
ing users to start different types of feedforwards. Triggers also deal with
playback management by repeating the previews, either continuously or on
trigger. The system keeps track of the state of all triggers, interactions, and
hands: if they are active, during feedforward, finished, and so on.

4.7.3.2 Previewing actions and outcomes

We implemented interactions by manually recording the user’s actions within
the virtual space. Interactions are recordings of the user’s virtual hands and
the objects they interact with. During previews, we simply play back these
recordings and adjust the speed as desired. We made the recordings relative
to a chosen object in the environment during runtime. This means the sys-
tem calculates the location and rotation of the hands and objects through a
transformation from local space to world space relative to a reference object
that does not move. This transformation allows offsetting and rotating the
interaction playbacks. If interrupts are disabled, by moving an object dur-
ing previewing, the playback moves relative to the object. We needed this
feature to play interactions accurately if the boundary of the headset is re-
drawn or if there are changes in the location or orientation of the play area.
Scripts that alter targets are disabled when previewing. This prevents any
alteration in the movements during feedforward.

4.7.3.3 Ghosts and targets

The implementation contains ghosted hands, ghosted objects, target du-
plication, and embodied feedforward. We can change the material of the
non-duplicated targets to make them ghosted, use the non-duplicated non-
ghosted targets, or use ghosted copies of these targets. The ghosts are copies
of the original objects in the scene, with ghosted materials and no associated
scripts. When feedforward is triggered, the ghosted hands appear at the lo-
cation of the user’s tracked hands and then move to the first recorded ges-
ture in the preview (as seen in Figure 21). During embodied feedforward,
the tracked hands move to the location of the previews instead. To allow
ghosts to appear from the avatar, we keep an invisible ghost hand pool

5 https://github.com/jorgejgnz/HPTK

https://github.com/jorgejgnz/HPTK
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that continuously tracks the user’s hands. After the preview ends, the feed-
forward hand, whether ghosted or embodied, returns to the pool through
linear interpolation to the tracked hands.

4.7.3.4 Exiting previewing

In the implementation, we can exit the feedforward after some repetitions or
through an interruption. If the interrupt feature is enabled, users can inter-
rupt feedforward by touching the targets. During the preview, users cannot
interact with the previewing targets. If duplicated, users can only interact
with the original objects. If interrupted, the objects return to their initial
states without any transition. The exit transition is implemented either by
rewinding or by simply returning objects to their initial state. We rewind
the interactions by reversing the recorded previews. Also, the rewinding is
done at a higher speed than the previewing.

4.7.3.5 Line of sight and perspective

We implemented a few strategies to improve the user’s feedforward line of
sight, by adjusting modifier, rendering, and perspective parameters. We can off-
set targets during feedforward to prevent overlap with the original objects.
We can trigger feedforward from a distance and bring the user to the feedfor-
ward location. In addition, we also prototype a technique called feedforward
lens, which overlays a sphere over the feedforward location. This represents
a particular case of the ghosted rendering value. The lens only shows the
ghosts previewing within the sphere, while the original objects remain un-
changed outside of the sphere. The feedforward lens is implemented using
the Amazing World Fading asset, which can be found on the Unity Asset Store
website6. We cannot make this part of our code freely available as the asset
is not open-source. Instead, the GitHub VR feedforward repository contains
an APK file with a lens demo, which developers may install on the Oculus
Quest headset.

Having described the implementation and design space, we move on to the
practical applications of the feedforward concept. We implemented some in-
teractions that would benefit from having feedforward. Then we designed
and implemented feedforward for those scenarios.

4.8 example applications of feedforward

This section contains lessons from applying feedforward in real-world con-
texts. First, we implemented some interactions that mimicked usability prob-
lems presented in Section 4.5.4. Then, we used feedforward to solve them.
During this process, we iteratively generated various previews of interac-
tions. After each iteration, we tried the application, noted its effect on user
experience, and improved where possible. The aim was to arrive at a feed-
forward that would benefit the user and minimize any additional cognitive
load from the virtual environment. The practical applications here serve as
“exemplars” to ground the feedforward concept in practice and reveal new
design considerations [152].

6 https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/shaders/

amazing-world-fading-51172

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/shaders/amazing-world-fading-51172
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/shaders/amazing-world-fading-51172
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Figure 22: Panel A shows a preview after triggering a feedforward as the
ghosted hand starts moving to the handle. This panel does not
capture the entire feedforward. The leftmost panels capture the
moment after the feedforward ends when the user interacts with
the door. In panel B, the door is back to its initial state. The user
rotates the handle in panels C and D, and opens the door in panel
E by sliding it right.

4.8.1 Improving perceived interactivity

Sometimes virtual objects within VR are new to the user. Other times, vir-
tual objects mimic real-world things without operating similarly. When ob-
jects do not clearly communicate their use, poorly perceived affordances
or wrong signifiers may lead to a breakdown of the user experience. The
HCI community often uses Norman doors as an example of bad design (de-
scribed in The Design of Everyday Things [144]). These doors have misleading
signifiers that lead onlookers to push instead of pull7.

We implemented a VR Norman door to show how feedforward can solve
issues of incorrectly perceived interactivity. Feedforward can let users know
how the door works and prevent possible struggles. We note that Norman
doors are merely a placeholder for objects with these usability problems. Of-
ten, simply changing the design of these objects is not feasible. For example,
objects in VR training applications must be faithful replicas of those in the
real world. These are the cases that can benefit from feedforward the most.

The implemented Norman door signals pushing; however, it is opened
by turning the handle to the right (Figure 22, C, D) and sliding it (Figure 22,
E). We showcase the main phases of the feedforward for the Norman door
in Figure 21. For this example, the user triggers the previews when they are
close to the handle (Figure 22, A). After triggering, a ghosted hand reaches
for the handle and opens the door.

Figure 23 shows selected feedforward variations with different levels of
duplication, targets, and ghosting: A — non-duplicated action/outcome
targets; B — non-duplicated avatar and action/outcome targets, i.e., em-
bodied feedforward; C — duplicated ghosted avatar target, non-duplicated
action/outcome targets; D — ghosted duplicated avatar target; E — non-
duplicated ghosted avatar and action/outcome targets; F — duplicated ghosted
avatar and action/outcome targets; G - duplicated ghosted action/outcome
targets; H — duplicated ghosted avatar and action/outcome targets, with
transform modifier offsetting location; I — the user interrupts a preview
with ghosted lens rendering; J — the user grabs the handle after inter-
rupt in I; K — the user interrupts a preview with non-duplicated ghosted

7 An example of a Norman door can be found here:
https://99percentinvisible.org/app/uploads/2016/02/pulldoors.jpg.

https://99percentinvisible.org/app/uploads/2016/02/pulldoors.jpg
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Figure 23: This figure shows variations of feedforward for the door demo,
explained below.

action/outcome and duplicated ghosted avatar targets; L — the interrupt
shifts the door to its original position; M — the user performs movements
at the same time with the preview when interrupts are disabled; and N and
O — two different types of feedforward lens. For example, Figure 23, panel
A, shows a feedforward that targets the original unghosted objects, while
Figure 23, panel G, shows an example in which the targets are ghosted and
duplicated.

In practice, we have found varying trade-offs related to ghosted rendering.
Mainly, ghosting makes feedforward more salient to the user. In contrast,
previews with non-ghosted objects may generate confusion. First, the user
may miss subtle movements during feedforward. We observed this when
previewing the door. Since the handle is small and fades into the door color,
the user may miss the preview if they gaze elsewhere. Second, the user
may be unaware a preview is taking place, believing instead that an inter-
action is occurring. Except for embodied feedforward, we suggest ghosting
objects during feedforward whenever possible. Ghosting can help distin-
guish between interactions and previews and bring the user’s attention to
the preview.

During embodied feedforward, the user’s avatar draws attention to the
previews instead of the ghosted rendering. The momentary loss of control
over the avatar lets the user know they did not start the interaction. Users
can interpret this as the system communicating through the avatar. We show
an example of embodied feedforward in Figure 23, panel B. The users can-
not act in the environment during embodied feedforward. As a drawback,
it can be very jarring for the user to lose control of their avatar. This sudden
loss of agency could potentially lower presence and the feeling of body own-
ership. Despite this, embodied feedforward has one main benefit: focusing
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the user toward the preview. Keeping track of only one pair of hands and
preventing any other interactions could lessen the cognitive load of the feed-
forward. Thus, using embodied feedforward when the preview requires a
high degree of focus could be beneficial.

While embodied feedforward highly focuses the user’s attention, dupli-
cating targets enables the user to multitask by repeating the movements
during the preview. We exemplify this in Figure 23, panel M, where the
targets are duplicated and ghosted, and the user moves the original door
during the preview. Especially for long and complex feedforwards, allow-
ing the user to perform the actions simultaneously with the preview could
lessen the cognitive load. The number of objects involved and the precision
of the avatar’s movements represent other factors that could increase cog-
nitive load and add complexity. The feedforward model enables handling
such complexity by changing the level of detail or splitting the previews
into smaller action-triggered feedforward.

One of the main drawbacks of duplication relates to visual clutter. While
transparency is a VR standard for ghosts, we noticed that overlapping more
than three transparent objects made them hard to distinguish. Thus as the
number of overlapped objects grows, rendering becomes a technical and
perceptual challenge. To overcome this, designers may consider adjusting
opacity, transparency, and material properties. In Figure 23, panels N and O,
we showcase the feedforward lens, which resulted from an adjustment of the
ghosted material properties. In this example, the lens follows the hand and
differs in color and opacity from the ghosted avatar. The different materials
prevent the ghosted targets from causing visibility issues and allow the user
to understand the preview.

Ghosts overlapping generate only one kind of visual clutter. Another is-
sue arose from the original objects overlapping with the ghost copies. We
solved this by offsetting the duplicates to a different position. Thus, for du-
plicated targets, the designer may consider moving ghosts someplace the
user can easily see the preview. We exemplify this in Figure 23, panel H,
where the ghosted door is offset slightly in front of the original door. How-
ever, when previews contain complex objects with a high degree of overlap,
we suggest removing duplication and ghosting the original targets to avoid
this issue altogether.

During the implementation process, we noticed that interrupts could also
be jarring when non-duplicated targets are involved. We exemplify this in
Figure 23, panel K, where the interrupt is triggered, and panel L, where the
door snaps back to the original position. The effect is jarring because, as
the user approaches the door handle in panel K to interact, they trigger an
interrupt instead. The location of the door then changes after the feedfor-
ward ends, leaving the user to grab thin air. To prevent this jarring effect,
we recommend avoiding interrupts when the user may easily interact with
non-duplicated previewing targets. Instead, the feedforward may continue
the preview to completion without repeating it further.

As discussed previously, we designed and implemented the feedforward
lens to prevent visual clutter. In addition, the lens may also prevent jarring
interrupt effects. With this technique, the original objects overlap with the
ghosts but disappear at the lens area, as seen in Figure 23, panel I. Program-
matically, the lens is a sphere centered on the ghost hand, which follows
the hand, “disappearing” all objects except the ghosted copies. In Figure 23,
panel I, the user notices the handle’s original location and approaches it
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correctly. In Figure 23, panel J, the user grabs the original handle after the
preview ends instead of the previewing handle that disappears. We show
another type of lens in Figure 23, panel O, where intersecting objects are
affected. The lens may also be desirable when previews contain large ob-
jects to prevent redundant ghosting and visual clutter. As a downside, the
lens may hide the original objects preventing users from performing actions
during feedforward.

4.8.2 Guiding users through multistep interactions

Feedforward has the potential to aid in VR training- and tutorial-type ap-
plications. These apps often have interactions that involve many steps in
a specific sequence and involve unfamiliar objects. Examples of such apps
are assembling 3D printers, putting together furniture, or learning how to
drive a forklift. We showcase how feedforward can help users navigate mul-
tistep interactions by implementing a virtual car demo. Figure 24, panel C,
shows the car’s controls: users can change the gear, start the car by pressing
a button under a cover and rotate the wheel. Figure 24, panel A, shows a
feedforward previewing these controls. The leftmost panels show the user
interacting with the car after seeing the feedforward. The user lifts the hand
brake in panel B and the cover of the ignition button in panel C. Then the
user pushes the ignition button in panel D and changes the gear in panel E
while keeping their hand on the steering wheel.Figure 25 shows the rest of
the feedforward and other variations.

This example contains two different feedforwards, each triggered by prox-
imity to the steering wheel: a right-hand trigger shows how to use the
steering wheel, and a left-hand trigger shows how to start the car. We can
see a compilation of the ghosted hands after the moment of trigger in Fig-
ure 24, panel A. Figure 25 shows different types of feedforward with vary-
ing targets, ghosting, and duplication for the car demo: A — non-duplicated
ghosted action/outcome targets; B — ghosted duplicated avatar target; C —
non-duplicated ghosted action/outcome and duplicated avatar targets; D
— ghosted duplicated action/outcome targets; E — ghosted duplicated ac-
tion/outcome and avatar targets, with transform modifier by offsetting loca-
tion; F — triggering feedforward from a distance; G — the user experiences
feedforward from the first-person perspective (i.e., embodied feedforward);
and H — returning the user when the preview ends; I, J, K, L — showcas-
ing how the user may follow the previews during playback for duplicated

Figure 24: Panel A contains the beginning of a feedforward, which shows
the user how to start and steer a virtual car. After triggering, the
ghost hands move to the car controls.
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Figure 25: This figure shows feedforward variations for the car demo, de-
scribed in the text below.

targets and disabled interrupts; in L the previews disappear after playing
once.

For target duplication, we observed some immediate problems with oc-
clusion, as shown in Figure 25, panels B and D. In panel B, the button cover
occludes the ghost avatar during feedforward. Thus, the user cannot see
what the ghost is showing them. In panel D, the original objects hide the
ghosted wheel and the button. When the button moves to convey press-
ing, the user cannot see it because of the cover. In both cases, feedforward
would fail to communicate the appropriate actions to the user. Thus, we rec-
ommend using ghosting and offsetting the ghost copies to prevent occlusion
issues. By offsetting the targets in Figure 25, panel E, the user can see the
button under the cover and the wheel.

Multistep interactions are particularly suited for feedforward because
users can repeat the actions simultaneously. We showcase this in Figure 25,
panels I and J. Here, the user pulls the hand brake up as soon as the ghost
hand does the action. In Figure 25, panel I, the ghost hand is slightly ahead
of the user. The same appears in Figure 25, panel J, where the user sets the
car in gear. The previews must be slow enough to allow the users to follow
the feedforward at a comfortable pace. The speed can increase as complex-
ity decreases. However, we note that even simple interactions may cause
problems. We recommend approaching the level of detail with caution. If
the actions previewed are too complex, the designer can increase compre-
hension by repeating them, using rewinding, decreasing the level of detail,
or decreasing playback speed.

In the demo, feedforward may end by rewinding after one repetition or
through an interrupt. We see this in Figure 25, panel K, where an inter-
rupt occurs after the user touches the original car handle. Figure 25, panel
L, captures the moment after the exit when objects return to their initial
states. While rewinding is good for comprehension and continuity, it has
some downsides. First, the user might want to interact with objects after one
previewing ends if they understood the actions. In these cases, rewinding
could become frustrating. Thus, for simple interactions, we suggest allow-
ing users to interrupt rewinding to interact with the objects sooner. Second,
the rewind could signal that the “opposite” interaction has the opposite ef-
fect. While pushing the button again does stop the car for this demo, not all
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controls respond this way. Thus, we suggest speeding up the rewinding to
signal that the movements are not part of the preview.

We can also trigger previews at a distance by adjusting the user’s field of
view and changing their perspective. We showcase this in Figure 25, panel
F, where the user is not close to the car when triggering. Since the controls
are too far to see clearly, we bring the user to the preview location in Fig-
ure 25, panel C. The user remains with this view until the untrigger, after
one preview. Then, in Figure 25, panel G, the user returns to their initial
tracked perspective. This strategy of embodying the feedforward perspective
helps whenever the actions are away from the trigger. In this implementa-
tion, the user moves smoothly to the feedforward location and back. Instead
of linearly interpolating the movement, the designer may use portals or tele-
portation to change perspectives and prevent motion sickness.

4.8.3 Feedforward as a tool for discoverability

Often, designers mimic the real world by bringing familiar objects and inter-
actions into the VR space. This can lead users to have unmet expectations
of interactivity, for example, expecting all real-world-looking objects to be
interactable. Feedforward can aid users in discovering which virtual objects
are interactable and what they do. We showcase the discoverability applica-
tion of feedforward through a virtual kitchen demo. We implemented a VR
kitchen with various objects and interactions available to the user, shown in
Figure 26. The user can interact with the following objects in the kitchen: a
washing machine, a microwave, cups, an air fryer, a pot, an oven, a fridge,
and a light switch. The figure description continues below. We can see a
preview of the light switching on and off from panels A to B. In panel F,
we show an example of a GUI feedforward technique brought into VR —
the iPhone lock screen. In panel G, we show how the ghost hands move the
knobs of the oven. In panel H, the ghost hands cannot move the leftmost
knobs because they are not interactable. The feedforward here has the ob-
jects and the avatar as targets, with the avatar being ghosted and duplicated.

The idea of the virtual kitchen demo is to give the user an overview of the
available interactions at a glance. For this, we implemented gaze triggering,
whereby the user triggers previews when they look around the kitchen. The
previews consist of pre-recorded simple interactions with various objects in

Figure 26: This figure shows the virtual kitchen demo, continued below.
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the room, like opening doors or picking up objects. During the previews,
ghosted copies of the user’s hands fly to the targets and move the original
objects. During the implementation, we noticed even simple previews could
be overwhelming. Thus, we recommend previewing simple interactions and
repeating them multiple times when playing out many previews. Therefore,
increasing feedforward comprehension is the goal for dynamic and visually
complex environments.

Most demo applications discussed in this section contain co-located ac-
tions and outcomes. However, we implemented a light switch to showcase
dislocated actions and outcomes for the kitchen demo. We show this in Fig-
ure 26, panel A. Here, the preview is triggered when the user looks at the
light switch; thus, it is an action-relative trigger. After that, a ghost hand
switches on two lamps across the room ( Figure 26, panel B). The outcome
is not subtle since the lights are noticeable wherever the user looks. How-
ever, this may not always be the case for VR interactions. We recommend
directing the user’s attention to the outcome after triggering when the ac-
tions are far from the outcome. Designers may achieve this by changing the
perspective, using teleportation, or leveraging other VR techniques like por-
tals. While ghost hands draw the user’s attention to the actions, this does
not stand true for the outcomes.

We also introduced an example of abstract action and outcome representa-
tion in the kitchen demo. While the focus of this work is not 2D feedforward,
we implemented the classical “slide to unlock” iPhone screen as an example
of indirect representation (shown in Figure 26, panel F). Previous demos
mostly showcase direct representations, which previewed actions and out-
comes as they would occur when performed by the user. The iPhone feed-
forward has an indirect action and outcome represented by a text label and
an arrow symbol. In contrast with the interactions throughout the kitchen,
the sliding control is simple, which lends itself to an indirect representation.
When the interactions are complicated and require multiple avatar move-
ments and virtual objects, thus we suggest using direct representations. The
light switch control could also have an indirect representation. Instead of a
ghost hand, there could be a text label such as “press the button to turn on
the light.”

4.9 expert evaluation

Typically, design spaces are validated in two ways: theoretically, in terms
of their usefulness in generating new ideas by identifying knowledge gaps
and suggesting applications that fill them [261, 220, 196]; practically, by im-
plementing novel applications and evaluating their performance [146, 39]
and usability [237, 150]. In some instances, design space analysis concepts
overlap with how designers talk among each other and may provide ad-
ditional structure and reasoning for the discussions [29]. So far, we have
demonstrated the feasibility of feedforward by showing its usefulness for
three VR application scenarios. Through the scenarios, we also uncovered
a gap between theory and practice. We conducted an expert evaluation to
further explore this gap and assess the generative power of the feedforward
design space.
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4.9.1 Methodology

The feedforward design space is intended as a tool to help VR researchers
and practitioners generate ideas about previewing the results of a particu-
lar VR interaction. The expert evaluation, therefore, aims to investigate the
general capability of the design space with the following goals:

• Goal 1: Evaluate the generative power of the design space based on
its perceived completeness and clarity.

• Goal 2: Evaluate the usefulness of the design space for real-world VR
problems.

• Goal 3: Improve the design space and develop guidelines for its use
based on expert feedback.

We designed the expert evaluation as a series of one-on-one workshops.
Each expert was invited to bring one or more VR challenges to the workshop.
Here, a challenge represents a VR design question where the expert did not
know how to explain to immersed users how to perform an interaction. In
addition to these challenges, we prepared two backup tasks for the experts,
a sequential task and a system gesture task. During the workshops, the experts
were asked to apply feedforward to a challenge and a backup task chosen
by the experimenter.

The sequential task involved designing a feedforward that revealed to users
how to open a hidden door masked as a bookshelf. The opening mechanism
consisted of taking out two particular books in a particular order. This is a
common game mechanic in puzzle games, appearing even in VR applica-
tions8. For this task, the previewed interactions involved objects that already
exist in the environment.

The system gesture task involved using feedforward to reveal how to use
a gesture-based teleportation mechanism. Teleportation is one of the most
common navigation techniques in VR and has no direct mapping in the real
world [276], which makes it a unique experience not bound to physical real-
ity. For this example, the previewed interactions represented key knowledge
the users must have before using the application.

4.9.2 Experts

Fourteen researchers and developers with backgrounds in VR and AR par-
ticipated in the workshop (8 male, 6 female). We recruited participants from
the VR research labs at the University of Copenhagen, Aarhus University,
and the University of Barcelona. The experts had developed and researched
VR/AR between one and six years and were aged between 21 and 38 (M =
28, SD = 4). Participants were rewarded with a 40-euro Amazon gift card for
their participation.

4.10 procedure and materials

On average, each workshop lasted 52 minutes (SD = 12 min) and carried the
experts through four phases.

8 In The Walking Dead Saints Sinners users must use a secret key to open a hidden
bookshelf door.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/916840/The_Walking_Dead_Saints__Sinners/
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Figure 27: This figure describes the design space at the moment of the expert
evaluation. A similar figure was given to the experts as a cheat
sheet to describe the parameters of the design space.

4.10.0.1 Introductory phase

First, each expert discussed the VR challenges they brought with the experi-
menter (or if needed, the experimenter introduced the backup tasks). Then,
the experimenter gave the expert two information sheets describing VR feed-
forward. One sheet described the feedforward concept, and the second sheet
briefly described the parameters of the design space (similar to Figure 27).
The expert could ask for any follow-up clarifications about the concept and
the design space.

4.10.0.2 Co-design phase

Next, each expert designed feedforward ideas for the two challenges or
backup tasks based on the design space. The experimenter selected the sec-
ond task based on the experts’ problem. If this problem involved interacting
with a sequence of objects, they received the system-gesture task. If it in-
volved performing system gestures, they received the sequential task. Dur-
ing this phase, the expert selected values for each parameter of the design
space and generated feedforward instances. The experimenter mediated the
session by guiding the expert to their desired solution, answering questions,
and clarifying misunderstandings. The experimenter made notes to extend
the design space whenever it could not map to the expert’s desired solution.

4.10.0.3 Demo phase

Similar to related work evaluating taxonomies and design-space driven in-
teractions [266, 237], we performed a short walkthrough evaluation of six
feedforward implementations. Each feedforward instance revealed a par-
ticular clash between theoretical and practical aspects of the design space
identified during development.
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More precisely, we were interested in feedback on the ghosting versus
duplication designs of feedforward, the embodied aspect of the feedforward,
the usefulness of the lens, and the usability of the gaze trigger.

4.10.0.4 Interview phase

Last, we conducted a short interview, requesting the experts’ direct feedback
on the usefulness of the design space, clashes between theory and practice,
and theoretical improvements.

4.10.1 Data collection and analysis

We recorded the audio from the workshops and collected demographic data
about the gender, age, and professional experience of the experts. After tran-
scribing the workshops, we performed a thematic analysis inspired by Braun
and Clarke [80] aligning with the goals of the expert evaluation mentioned
in Section 4.9.1.

4.10.1.1 Co-design phase

First, we coded instances of confusion related to the clarity and complete-
ness of the design space. We formalized confusion as instances when the
experimenter clarified concepts more than once; when the expert misun-
derstood parameters or values; and when the experts could not map their
desired feedforward instance to the design space. Second, we coded direct
feedback about the design space (e.g., comments about the order or graphi-
cal representations).

4.10.1.2 Demo phase

We coded the experts’ positive observations about the implementation and
instances of confusion or critical feedback, often voiced directly. The feed-
back from this phase allowed identify practical design recommendations
and matters of further investigation.

4.10.1.3 Interview phase

Finally, we coded the experts’ answers during the interview as being pos-
itive or negative about the model. Further, the experts reflected on their
expectations of feedforward after designing it versus experiencing it in prac-
tice, revealing gaps between theory and practice.

Last, we identified themes across these codes as opportunities to extend
the design space, address completeness and clarity related to Goal 1, and pro-
vide design recommendations grounded in practice for Goal 3. By having
the experts design feedforward based on problems from their own experi-
ence and work on predefined VR tasks, we address the usefulness of the
design space set by Goal 2. Next, we discuss the themes that emerged dur-
ing the study and the subsequent changes to the design space.
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4.10.2 Results and discussion

Six of the 14 experts brought challenges to discuss during the feedforward
workshop. P1 wanted to show users how to operate a catapult while lying
in bed in VR. In their example, the users would have to teleport back while
holding the catapult and then release it. P2 needed users to assume a specific
position and posture during a VR pointing and selecting the task. P4 wanted
to show users how to define particular surfaces for interaction in AR, which
required them to perform a series of actions. P7 wanted to explain to their
users how to use gaze simultaneously with hand gestures as a keyboard
input in VR. P8 found it difficult to explain to participants how to perform
specific gestures in a VR study. P10 had difficulties explaining to users how
to interact with a control surface, especially without getting outside the play
area. For the first task, the remaining eight experts received either of the two
pre-designed tasks at random.

4.10.2.1 Collapsing and removing parameters

We found that relation and perspective were the main theoretical sources of
confusion within the design space. Relation was a previous parameter of
the design space that described the trigger locations relative to the action
and/or outcomes. The previous iteration of the design space is shown in
Figure 27. This parameter was similar to Delamare et al.’s spacial locality,
which describes the location of the guidance cues relative to the inputs [172].
In total, nine experts asked for further clarifications on the relation parameter,
and some mentioned being confused (P9: “I’m a bit confused about the
relation”). The problem often arose when considering this parameter during
the workshop tasks. For most, if not all cases, triggers were relative to both
actions and outcomes. We removed this parameter from the design space
since it served more as a descriptor of the trigger placement rather than a
design variable.

The perspective parameter was confusing for ten experts (P6: “I’m not
sure what that means”). While most understood the meaning of changing
perspective during a preview, their names caused misunderstandings. Ini-
tially, instead of first- and second-person, the values were named embodied
and tracked. P13 mentioned that naming the perspective embodied was con-
fusing since it has a different meaning in embodiment literature. To address
this, we changed the names of the values from the perspective parameter to
first-person and third-person.

The action value of the triggering parameter posed problems on occasion.
For example, P11 could not map the controller input or voice commands to
action, which involves explicit user input. Action may take on many mean-
ings, and, as P9 mentioned, that may be too broad to help generate ideas in
some cases. P14 was confused about whether walking toward an object was
an action or a location trigger. The action is important because it captures
specific user-avatar requirements for interaction. For example, if the experts
must trigger a feedforward only when walking, and not teleporting, action
is more appropriate. We chose not to expand the triggering parameter with
types of actions since there are other existing taxonomies about manipula-
tion [49], input [26], and interactions [150]. Instead, we expanded on the
types of actions discussed within the paper.
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4.10.2.2 Expanding parameters

A few experts wanted to make some design choices that did not fit in the
design space. Some experts desired different representations for outcomes
and actions (P11, P12, P8, P7, P5). To support this, we changed the design
space by placing the interaction and targets on the X-axis. Thus, before start-
ing the design process, designers should model their interaction in terms
of the level of detail, and identify the outcome and action-related objects
or interface items in the interaction. While we discussed multi-triggers (or
untriggers), we did not have a way to represent them in the design space.
We encode this by marking the bullet point selections in the design space
with a connected graph representation, shown in Figure 15.

Some of the experts desired particular avatar representations within the
previews. For example, P4 wanted to preview a part of the user’s avatar,
and P1 had an incongruent mapping between the avatar and the user9. In
P1’s case, the movements performed by the user and by their avatar did
not coincide and, therefore, required hand movements to convey the appro-
priate action. To support this, we added another parameter called avatar
representation and allowed different types of renditions of the avatar within
the preview.

In the study, there were few cases in which the experts wanted to high-
light the books as a cue to suggest interactivity (P4, P7, P11). It was not
clear to them how to convey a static cue. Then, we expanded the playback
parameter and the untrigger to include none. This would allow persistent
feedforwards, such as text instructions or signs, without an option to exit.
We also change the name of implicit feedforward to persistent to describe
this value more accurately. We added the modifier parameter to reflect vi-
sual changes to targets, such as changing the location, or size (P4) of targets,
since they might play a “bigger role” than initially thought (P2).

Timing aspects also eluded some experts (P7, P4, P8) who could not find
a mapping when adding timers to triggers, like gaze or with application
start. We collapsed the timing aspect into the event value. Initially, there was
no timer description in the event, but the action value included instances
when users would not take any action for some time.

4.10.2.3 Practical feedback

In general, the experts agreed that the types of feedforward were clear. De-
spite having relatively simplistic demos, the most surprising aspect was the
added visual clutter from the duplicates, which “clogs the environment
too much” (P12). The experts gave the most positive feedback for the car
demo in which the actions and outcomes targets were non-duplicated and
ghosted, and the avatar was duplicated. The main reason for this preference
was the lack of clutter, compared to the other demos. Several experts kept
their hands still while waiting for the ghosted hands to finish a preview
(P1, P2, P5, P9: “If I don’t need to keep my hand there it’s better”). The car
had two triggers on the wheel, one for the car controls and another for the
wheel itself. Triggering both the wheel and car controls was overwhelming
for some of the experts (P2, P4, P6, P12). Therefore it seems even with a
limited number of objects, the visual complexity and mental load appear to

9 P1 says: “I think it should be the physical controller and not the in-game hands with
a virtual hand on the controller that shows you to press the button.”
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grow exponentially. To solve occlusion and avoid duplication from clutter,
P6 suggests reducing the level of detail.

4.10.2.4 Car demo

Duplicating the car feedforward targets caused different types of confusion
related to clutter, mental load, and sense of space. Most of the experts men-
tioned that duplication caused clutter and posed challenges to apply in ev-
ery scenario (P2, P6), being mediated by the interaction space size (P14).
Some disliked moving through the ghosts to reach the objects (P14), and
instead “automatically” grabbed “the ghost version of the wheel” (P7). For
the non-offset targets, P3 mentioned that there were overlap issues when the
ghosts reached through the original objects. By dealing with overlap using
rendering, P3 mentions, the in-place ghosts would be “ideal” feedforward.
The experts were also confused by the offsetting for the duplicated version.
It was seen as a bug (P2, P4, P12) rather than a design decision. Offset inter-
actions affected experts’ “sense of space” (P5), causing them to adjust to the
preview (P8). In contrast, the non-offsetting version made movements eas-
ier to relate to (P4), especially when watching and learning from a preview
(P13). On the other hand, following complex tasks could only be possible
with duplication (P3). Complex actions may need to be previewed more
(P10), while the user might be annoyed to wait for simple actions before
interacting (P9). With duplicates, users need not wait for a preview to end
and may “just start immediately” (P9).

Another surprising aspect of the implementation was the triggering and
rewinding. After trying the demo, P10 noted that gaze and location could
be too ambiguous as triggers and would include signifiers in their design
after all (P10). Other times, location untriggers made the experts interrupt
the feedforward too quickly by touching the targets (P2). Moreover, gaze
could lead to triggering unwanted previews (P13). Some experts were also
confused by the rewinding (P3, P12, P13), thinking they had received in-
structions to reverse the car, when in fact it had been an exciting transition.
Considering this feedback, we may expand signifiers across all phases of
feedforward, to also reveal how to stop or pause the playback.

4.10.2.5 Embodied feedforward

Most experts disliked first-person perspective feedforward because of the
lack of agency that initially confused, (P1, P2, P6, P13), caused discomfort
(P8), was “jarring” (P3), and alienating (P12). This type of embodied feedfor-
ward could blur the line between what the user wants to happen, and what
is happening, perhaps convincing the user they had triggered an animation
instead (P4). The experts experienced this first-hand with the door demo,
where the experts’ movements to open it coincided with the previewing
actions (P4, P12, P14: “I thought that I was doing the actions”).

4.10.2.6 Feedforward lens

The lens received mixed reviews. Some experts disliked it completely (P1,
P11). Others liked it (P6, P8, P13), and enjoyed the preview of what lies
behind the door (P5). Others thought it could be suited to some scenar-
ios (P9) to help prevent overlap issues, but could add clutter (P3). Some
preferred it to be smaller or less colorful (P2, P14), reveal less information
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about what lies behind the door, and follow the feedforward hand more
smoothly (P12). Some experts also reported that feedforward could cause
Midas problems [41] (P6) and add world inconsistencies (P5

10). Indeed, if
the user wanted to look behind a door, feedforward would reveal enough
information to achieve this goal (P10: “I don’t need the preview after that
because I already did it”).

4.10.2.7 Kitchen demo

The experts generally liked the kitchen demo visualizations (P1, P3), but
some would have preferred all targets to be ghosted (P3). Some mentioned
the movement on the original and unghosted objects could lead people to
believe the action was happening (P5: "like something is happening in my
world and not something is being previewed in my world”). Indeed, pre-
viewing with original objects could also affect how users plan and execute
their actions (P9: “I’m not sure how to prepare any actions [...] they are
already displaced from their initial starting point.”). In addition, without
signifiers, the location triggers caused uncertainty (P6: “I didn’t know how
to get it started again”). The many previews in this demo also posed issues
with mental load and caused accidental previews (P6). To lessen the mental
load, some experts mentioned untriggering the previews when users would
look away (P11, P14). As a limitation of the demo, P7 mentioned that head
position had been used to mimic eye-tracking, which was not an accurate
eye-tracked interaction.

4.10.2.8 Usefulness of the design space

Except for P7, all experts said the design space was useful for generating
new ideas. In their view, the design space was “well thought out” because it
allowed many possible combinations (P5). Some found the designing expe-
rience “educative” (P13) and mentioned they could even map their previous
ideas to the design space (P11), which seemed “kind of silly now given a
new idea” (P1). All experts found the workflow of the design space use-
ful to model VR interactions by levels of detail and actions and outcomes.
Some regarded the design space as particularly useful for training and tu-
torial applications (P10). It could prevent designers from skipping “details
that actually play a good role of [sic] your embodiment” (P12). The design
space was also regarded as a useful tool to explore possibilities (P3), arrive
at a design that “is quickly feasible” (P5), and “understand the experience of
participants” (P13). Others mentioned the design space made them consider
aspects they had not thought about before (P8), like exiting the preview (P6).

Some experts had difficulties understanding the concepts “in the begin-
ning” (P6), found some inconsistencies, like persistent triggers not working
with the relation parameter (P7), and desired a clearer distinction between
actions and outcomes (P1). In addition, P7 disliked the mental load from
being constrained to the terminology of the design space (“I’m spending
my cognitive resources to figure out and try to feed the solution I already
have.”). They found the design space helpful “as a framework of thinking”,

10 When talking about non-duplicate target previews, P5 said: ”If I have something on
that plate, it feels like it will take out the food I had there because it’s kind of doing
it.“
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but preferred describing parameters in their own words with less constrict-
ing techniques, like brainstorming.

We re-wrote the workshop design space and made it available as a cheat
sheet, or “quick version” of the design space, seen in Figure 50 in Section A.6.
The cheat sheet is available as a Figma project here. The Figma template and
Section 4.6.6 provide further instructions on using the design space. For the
updated feedforward design space, we made further clarifications related
to cues and outcome/action visuals, changed the order of the parameters
to support the design process (P1, P2, P5, P6), and provided “illustrations”
(P6) to aid the decision process (P2, P3). Together, the cheat sheet, the newly
added parameters, and the video accompanying the design space describe
feedforward design choices grounded in theory and practice.

4.11 discussion

In the introduction, we asked whether feedforward could be applied to VR
with benefits. The answer is positive. We have shown that feedforward can
be instantiated within VR. We have also demonstrated how feedforward
eases some issues in planning and executing actions for particular applica-
tions. For users, the key benefit is that they have learned how to act after
exiting the feedforward. More precisely, they should be able to generate the
previewed outcome themselves. In practice, feedforward helps generate in-
teresting design ideas and, in theory, provides a useful framework to think
about virtual reality feedforward design. Based on the theoretical ground-
ing of feedforward, the experience developing feedforward exemplars, and
expert feedback, we provide a few guidelines for using feedforward in prac-
tice. By extending the feedforward concept to VR, we aim to “bridge and
span the gap between theory and practice” [152] and transform feedforward
into a bridging concept. Next, we discuss the theory of feedforward further
and raise some questions about using it in practice.

4.11.1 When and how to apply feedforward

How to trigger previews? In most cases, triggers may be designed so that
the users activate them without thinking, by being in a location, or by per-
forming a sequence of actions. These triggers contribute to the seamless
integration of feedforward in applications and maintain the feeling of pres-
ence, similar to Vogel et al.’s self-revealing help mechanism [76]. The drawback
of these implicit (e.g., gaze) triggers is that users may accidentally activate
them.

The design space in its latest iteration represents an attempt to accommo-
date any combination of the outcome, action, and avatar previewing relative
to any interaction at any level of detail. Still, during the study, some experts
designed guidance cues that do not fulfill all requirements of a feedforward
in VR, as we have defined it: to reveal how to perform an interaction and its
outcome. Inadvertently, they designed a type of feedforward conceptualized
by Vermeulen et al. based on false affordances, namely hidden feedforward.
These types of feedforward hide outcomes from the user, or, in the case of
the design space for VR, may hide the actions and the user representation
as well.

https://www.figma.com/file/yv1141eCG65nBfacXDcrxb/Feedforward-Design-Space-in-VR-Template?node-id=0%3A1&t=vGMWdDt6iaofxKIs-1
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Hidden feedforwards may be desirable due to their subtlety and may
depend on context. For example, the purpose of a puzzle game is for the
user to solve it. In such a context, revealing the solution would defeat the
purpose. Instead, the design space can be used to brainstorm hidden feed-
forward or guidance cues. Frameworks for guidance cues exploring feedfor-
ward and feedback parameters have been described before [162]. Thus, we
recommend designing hidden feedforward by previewing only actions in
contexts where subtlety is desired by the user (G1). Pohl et al. provide an
overview of applicable subtle contexts based on HCI literature [228]. Some
examples include nudging users to look at certain locations or providing
additional information without distracting them from their primary task.

4.11.1.1 Implicit vs. explicit triggers

Immersion is a key aspect of VR systems. Hand and headset tracking present
an opportunity to create contextually-aware interactions which respond to
the user in 3D space. For context-aware computing, feedforward is a useful
concept to support the intelligibility of the system, which researchers con-
sider a “key requirement of context-aware systems [55].”

However, inferring intent is a difficult task. Belotti and Edwards propose
design principles that support intelligibility for systems that inform users
about “what they know, how they know it, and what they are doing about
it” [55]. These design principles map well to the concept of feedforward.
The researchers provide some recommendations for guiding users to de-
sired outcomes by allowing the user to correct, confirm, or reveal the actions
of a system when in doubt. More recently, Fender and Holz introduced a
mixed-reality system to capture and preview actions and outcomes in what
they call Causality-preserving Asynchronous Reality. In this system, a gener-
ated causality graph between events and actions represents actions and out-
comes. To showcase the system’s usefulness, the researchers present a work-
place scenario where immersed users may preview past interactions around
them while in deep work. The authors discuss similar aspects related to VR
feedforward, such as triggers and playback.

The design space parameters enable triggering feedforward implicitly or
explicitly. In the examples of implemented feedforward, the triggers are im-
plicit and do not reveal the existence of feedforward to users beforehand.
We assumed that users would be aware of such mechanisms. We have kept
this assumption during the expert study, where participants were informed
about the types of feedforward before experiencing them. Despite being told
where the triggers were, triggering the feedforward was sometimes confus-
ing since we did not inform the experts about specific triggering parameters
such as distance. Implicit triggers may share similar challenges with ubiqui-
tous computing. In particular, users may trigger accidental previews when
simply acting out in the environment [132], causing “Midas Touch” prob-
lems [273].

The signifier parameter makes the presence of feedforward explicit to
users. Thus, to overcome ambiguities related to triggering, we recommend
that signifiers include additional information about the triggers, such as dis-
tance or gaze timers (G2). We echo Jacob and colleagues in that a useful
design does not fully mimic reality, going beyond instead and augmenting
it with artificial elements to supplement drawbacks [96]. Outside of tutorials,
when users are confused about their next step in VR applications, signifiers
can also reveal hidden previews and allow opting into the feedforward.
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4.11.1.2 Level of detail vs. representation

Level of detail is the broadest parameter and may be unbounded. This pa-
rameter allows designers to map interactions by actions and outcomes and
with respect to granularity. Thus actions can be modeled continuously or
in a static manner. Together with playback, these parameter allows the gen-
eration of static and sequential feedforward [148]. The design space allows
changes in representation for any level of detail. It enables combinations
of indirect or direct actions and outcomes at any point of the interaction
and with any avatar representation. However, none values must be the sole
selection within a parameter. Together, these parameters characterize the
preview of feedforward. And except for perspective and avatar type, they can
be applied to the action and outcome elements and the avatar. This enables
interesting design spaces where, for example, by selecting an indirect rep-
resentation for a non-duplicated avatar target, the user’s own hand may
become an abstract trajectory line telling them where to go. However, we
recommend keeping the same style of representations across interactions to
maintain consistency whenever possible (G3).

Actions appear in the level of detail as well as in trigger. Indeed there are
many broad ways to describe actions, from manipulation techniques [49] to
particular sets of gestures [125]. Blom and Beckhaus develop an interaction
taxonomy solely for what can be considered actions in VR, and attempt to
categorize them further by dynamic components [150]. We leave the designer
to describe the actions and outcomes for their particular interaction as this
can vary greatly in the VR space and may depend on the types of tasks.

4.11.2 Parameter inconsistencies

By not constraining the generative power of the design space, we may have
allowed some inconsistencies. For example, to generate static indirect rep-
resentations like images, the user must select none for playback. This is not
immediately obvious and requires the designer to familiarize themselves
more in-depth with the concept. By selecting a playback value, the designer
states the indirect representation is an animation (G4). In the same way,
original rendering may not apply to indirect representations that are very
abstract, such as lines or shapes. Since we did not expand the types of indi-
rect representations, there is no way to convey to the reader which specific
visualization it implies. Indirect representations incorporate countless ways
of designing cues and visual elements, which researchers have attempted to
categorize already [199, 170]. The feedforward design space is meant to pro-
vide a framework for thinking about how to preview actions, how to trigger
previews, and how to end them, specifically for immersive environments.
Describing all ways to visualize 2D interactions is not within the scope of
this work. For example, the lens does not appear directly in the design space.
Instead, the lens is a particular type of ghost rendering.

Due to their broadness, indirect representations may add some inconsis-
tencies to the rendering and perspective parameters. For example, combin-
ing first-person perspective with indirect representations or static direct rep-
resentations may not make sense. The perspective parameter only applies to
actions that can be embodied and not static or abstracted actions (G5). For
example, it would not make sense to change the user’s perspective to read
a label from a different point of view.
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4.11.3 Usefulness of the design space

Beaudouin-Lafon [70] suggested that researchers may use interaction mod-
els in several ways. First, feedforward in VR may be used generatively to
design VR. One way to do so is by going through all stages and parameters
of the design space and choosing a value for each category. The designer
can use the examples and the overview in Figure 15 as inspiration and as a
way of going systematically through options.

More concretely, since feedforward involves showing users’ actions and
the outcome of these actions, the designer must identify (1) which VR in-
teractions they would like to preview and (2) how to preview them in
terms of outcomes and actions. This involves identifying the actions and
outcomes within the interactions. It also involves identifying the virtual el-
ements which show the interactions (i.e., previewing targets). During the
evaluation, most participants chose direct representations and used ghosted
hands to preview. Ghosted hands frequently appear in VR, which might
have biased them to select this type of design.

Feedforward in VR may also be used descriptively. For example, OctoPocus
in VR (and similarly 3D OctoPocus) uses indirect outcomes that are hints
instead of replicating them [267, 172]. In this application, the user highlights
the most likely path as they move their marker avatar. Simultaneously, the
less likely paths are more and more transparent. The feedforward targets
the actions as possible paths the user may take. The outcomes are also a
target, represented by text labels at the end of each path, informing the user
of the result. The feedforward design space is useful because it provides a
common descriptive ground to compare these types of techniques.

As mentioned in the introduction, feedforward can give benefits similar
to those discussed for classic user interfaces [e.g., 148]. In particular, it helps
bridge Norman’s gulf of execution. Techniques such as Affordance++ [164]
help guide users to appropriate actions, whereas feedforward more directly
shows actions to users. The concept of previewing actions is similar to
Lopes and colleagues’ idea of communicating action possibilities through
bodies [164]. However, feedforward also allows replicating interactions and
previewing them as simulations to the user. Furthermore, a unique possibil-
ity of VR is showing how to perform actions using the avatar. The represen-
tation parameter captures the difference between simulated and abstracted
actions. Applying the same concept to 2D interfaces, we can show a mouse
cursor moving from A to B. However, we cannot show the user’s hand mov-
ing the mouse to generate this action. In VR, feedforward may reach outside
the system to pull the user’s real-world embodied experience within the ap-
plication.

4.11.4 Challenges of feedforward in practice

Implementing feedforward is challenging because VR toolkits do not sup-
port it. We intend to solve this by making the feedforward implementation
available to designers. LeapMotion and Pavlov VR11 were two examples of
commercial applications with feedforward-like tutorials mentioned by the
experts. Indeed, many tutorials or instructions could be explained in terms
of Norman’s feedforward concept, both for 2D and 3D games and applica-

11 You may find an example of feedforward used in the game Pavlov VR as a tutorial
in this video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv2zU63ghG4
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tions. Despite this, the design space of feedforward has not been mapped
out in VR, and design and implementation guidelines are lacking.

4.11.4.1 Maintaining coherence

Having the virtual world fall back to its initial state maintains the integrity
and logical flow of events. Within the implementation, we uphold this con-
sistency by preventing the experts from changing feedforward during pre-
viewing. The point of the feedforward is to let users know what objects do
and how to interact with them. If users can alter the state of objects during
feedforward, the message becomes corrupted. This means that feedforward
loses the power of the expected result of the action. Therefore, we recom-
mend disallowing changes in previewing (G6).

Rewinding is another strategy to maintain the coherence between feedfor-
ward and the virtual space. In practice, rewinding returns the state of the
virtual world pre-feedforward. It does not surprise the user by suddenly
shifting objects. However, it can signal inaccurate actions by implying that
the rewinding action does the opposite. This has caused some degree of
confusion during the study. We suggest making the rewinding salient, by
changing the speed and rendering of actions and outcomes (G7).

Another type of coherence relates to the continuity of objects’ states. Out-
side of tutorials, users may interact and change the objects before previews.
Thus, objects should fulfill certain conditions before being able to preview
actions. For example, an empty container cannot preview how to pour water.
To address this, objects could be duplicated at the adequate state without
changing the original objects and interfering with continuity. The designer
must ensure that the continuity of objects is preserved throughout the ap-
plication (G8).

4.11.4.2 Dealing with clutter

Why use previews instead of text instructions? This question captures a
trade-off given by feedforward in practice —between clarity and compre-
hension, mental load, and visual clutter. The implementation should strike
a balance between useful information and enough information for the user
to be able to generate expected outcomes [55]. As some experts mentioned in
the study, this trade-off may not be evident in the conceptual design phase.

If the previewed actions are simple enough, writing some instructional
text might be preferable to embodied feedforward previews. However, if the
range of movement is broad and includes many actions, users might find
it easier to follow feedforward. In such cases, using large amounts of text,
labels, and other symbols could make it harder for the user to follow instruc-
tions. The benefit of previewing with indirect representations is simplicity.
Very familiar actions lend themselves to indirect representations, such as us-
ing a switch to turn on a light. When actions are complex, we recommend
using direct representations to leave no room for interpretation (G9).

In practice, clutter may appear whenever there is duplication. As reported
by the experts, most found offsetting ghosts unpleasant, especially when
they had to go through the objects. Therefore, minimizing duplication is
advised. Moreover, designers should minimize offsetting duplicates, espe-
cially toward the user (G10). Instead, designers may deal with occlusion by
decreasing the level of detail (G11). For example, a feedforward may wait
until the user has reached a certain action to preview the next step. The
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feedforward lens could also help in dealing with clutter. However, further
work is required to establish an appropriate rendering of the lens before we
can recommend it.

Augmenting signifiers or indirect representations with audio or haptic
cues presents another opportunity to design unique feedforward and deal
with visual clutter. In Norman’s view, signifiers need not be only visual
representations but include “any perceptible signals of what can be done”,
like audio or haptic feedback. However, conveying the preview quality of
haptic or audio cues remains to be investigated.

4.11.4.3 Addressing mental load

The experts from the study remarked on the limits of their perceptual abili-
ties, mentioning that previewing multiple objects was confusing, especially
in small spaces. Leveraging human perception to aid in designing interac-
tions has been a common practice among VR developers and researchers [176].
Because of limited multitasking abilities [32], especially when tracking mul-
tiple moving targets [99, 92], users could struggle to track more than five
distinct objects [21]. By grouping the ghosts in the same material, we lever-
age human perceptual features like pre-attentive processing, e.g., shape and
color [242], to instantly convey that an interaction is a preview. Therefore,
we suggest grouping targets by features to leverage pre-attentive processes
and lessen mental load (G12). Apart from size, location, and color, these
features can include playback speed and ghost material adjustments.

For big spaces, clutter might not be a salient issue, though designers
should draw the user’s attention toward the preview locations. During the
study, spawning the ghost hands from the user’s avatar seemed useful to
draw attention to the feedforward location. This is especially important for
cases where the actions, outcomes, or triggers are not in the same place or
may lie outside the user’s field of view (G13).

Apart from clutter, transparency and playback speed may also increase
the mental load. Sodhi et al. present an AR system called LightGuide that
projects on-body feedforward and feedback visualizations to guide the user’s
hand movements [135]. During an evaluation of LightGuude, experts per-
formed movements more accurately with the system compared to watching
a video of 3D hand positions. The researchers identified system-imposed tim-
ing and self-guidance as two possible approaches to on-body hint design.
Further evaluating several guidance types, the researchers found that a 3D
Self-Guided Arrow had the highest accuracy, albeit the slowest performance.
Similar to this type of hint, the playback speed from VR feedforward can al-
ter the timing of the previews. When selecting the playback speed, designers
may consider the complexity of the previewing interaction, the users’ prior
knowledge, and their learning style. Thus, we recommend allowing users
some degree of control over the playback, at least replaying and attaching
signifiers to reveal the playback control mechanisms (G14).

By revealing unnecessary information, the additional mental load may be
caused by the ghosts’ degree of transparency. Considering this, the feedfor-
ward should strike a balance between the provided information and the in-
formation needed to perform an interaction (G15). While we introduced the
feedforward lens to address clutter, some experts suggested it added mental
load. As such, further research should investigate how to adequately deal
with clutter without increasing mental load. Disregarding transparency en-
tirely when adjusting ghosted materials may improve comprehension. Con-
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cerning the intelligibility of a system, Lim and Day further describe ten
ways of what can be done [108], later enacting some in a toolkit [117]. When
explaining the context in applications, the researchers recommend revealing
information related to input, output, certainty why, why not, how to, and what
if. The feedforward design space provides the variables to generate visual-
izations that reveal such information to the user.

So far, we have made some recommendations for the design and imple-
mentation of feedforward based on implementation practicalities and the
expert evaluation. We show an overview of these recommendations here:

1. G1: When users desire subtlety, use hidden feedforward and only
preview actions.

2. G2: To make feedforward explicit, use signifiers with additional infor-
mation about the triggers, such as distance or gaze timers.

3. G3: To maintain consistency, aim to have similar visual target repre-
sentations across feedforward interactions (i.e., rendering).

4. G4: Use the playback parameter to communicate whether the target
representations are animations or static previews

5. G5: Use perspective to state whether the user’s viewpoint changes, par-
ticularly useful for animations.

6. G6: Do not allow changes to targets during previewing to maintain
continuity.

7. G7: To prevent misunderstandings, make the rewinding salient by
changing the speed and rendering of actions and outcomes.

8. G8: To maintain continuity, duplicate the targets if objects need to
fulfill certain conditions before previewing.

9. G9: When actions are complex, use direct representations to leave no
room for interpretation.

10. G10: When using duplication, refrain from offsetting, especially to-
wards the user.

11. G11: To deal with occlusion, decrease the level of detail to preview
interactions step-by-step.

12. G12: Pre-attentively group targets to reduce mental load, for example,
by adjusting playback speed, ghosted material, shape, etc.

13. G13: For dislocated actions and outcomes, direct the user’s attention
to the preview using ghosted hands animations.

14. G14: For complex interactions, allow users some degree of control
over the playback using signifiers.

15. G15: Feedforward interactions should not reveal more information
than needed to the user, e.g., through
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4.11.5 Feedforward for learning

Learning by demonstration is a key principle of human learning, partic-
ularly from the perspective of social cognitive theory [54]. In VR, vicarious
reinforcement has shown promise in promoting healthy behavior. For exam-
ple, when people saw their avatar change weight, they exercised more on
the treadmill [103]. Another example of learning by demonstration is Tu-
toriVR, which implements a video-based teaching system to aid 3D paint-
ing in virtual reality [232]. The immersive system allowed users to better
relate to actions in 3D space and perform more critical tasks in the teaching
process. Feedforward is a concept rooted in learning by demonstration and,
therefore, may benefit learning or teaching applications. In MirrorFugue, par-
ticipants took piano learning sessions with three different representations
of the instructor’s piano [121]. The researchers found a representation that
showed the instructor’s piano at 90 degrees in front of their own piano to
be the most useful. A representation in which dots indicated the keys to be
played had similar learning outcomes. Albeit in AR, designers may use the
feedforward design space to describe both types of piano visualizations.

Further work is needed to specify the effects of different feedforward de-
signs on memory and learning. Most of the experts disliked embodied feed-
forward. However, there may well be appropriate use cases for it. Embodied
feedforward was confusing because it prevented the experts from distin-
guishing between the movements of their hands and the preview. Users of
LightGuide had similar issues with projected visualizations [135]. Despite
this, embodied feedforward creates the least amount of clutter, which was
an issue often mentioned by the experts. Furthermore, removing the extra
ghost hands might allow people to retain information better. Or perhaps by
previewing first and then replicating the preview, users may learn better.

4.11.6 Feedforward in Augmented Reality

Feedforward could perform well in augmented reality learning experiences,
enabling applications within fields such as situated visualizations and prox-
emics. Moreover, feedforward may address interactivity problems across
mixed reality mediums since some of the challenges we identified at the
beginning in Section 4.5.4 also occur in AR, XR, and ubiquitous computing.
With a focus on hand-tracking, the feedforward design space also lends it-
self to real-world use cases for AR and ubiquitous computing. Feix et al.
provide a detailed taxonomy of hand grasps, which may be used in related
design spaces as immersive visualizations [174]. However, the hand-tracked
interactions described within the paper result from the physics engine, not
pre-programmed animations. We added the avatar type parameter to sup-
port integration with various tools like controllers or styluses, which can
extend to AR and VR [227].

For piano learning, AR has shown positive outcomes using similar tech-
niques discussed in the feedforward design space [280]. Indeed, researchers
highlight the importance of Action-Concept Congruencies for embodied learn-
ing in immersive environments [142], which underpins the feedforward
concept: to link actions to new concepts, or outcomes. In a review of chal-
lenges in immersive analytics, 24 experts from various fields create 17 key
challenges for future research [264]. The researchers mention the lack of
controlled studies concerning the efficacy of visualization methods. This re-
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search addresses a few challenges related to spacially situated visualizations.
Namely, the tradeoff between the degree of understanding and “information
bandwidth”. We uncovered potential issues with clutter, transparency, play-
back speed, and spatial reference, which are particularities that go beyond
placement, and relate to immersive qualities of the environment, e.g., ren-
dering. Indeed, in VR, the designer may control the layouts in the environ-
ment and minimize clutter. However, when overlaying visualization over
real-world objects, we expect issues related to clutter and mental load to
the surface to a higher degree. In addition to feedback-related mental load,
we provide design recommendations for visualizing and designing gestural
input that can reveal precise information related to complex interactions in-
volving the environment. Thus, the feedforward design space may describe
cross-platform visualizations and establish a common vocabulary to aid in
comparing and evaluating such visualizations [264].

Guided visual hints, learning by demonstration, and digital twins are con-
cepts often applied to AR, for example, in manufacturing and design [133,
279]. Rapido [270] and Pronto [244] are related AR applications that allow de-
velopers to prototype and design using programming by demonstration tech-
niques by sketching on a tablet. Such systems can be envisioned as practi-
cal applications of feedforward in virtual and augmented reality. Jetter et
al. implement a VR world editor for simulating natural interactions using
avatars and 3D objects and report on various complexities of design and
implementation [241]. Introducing an interface to record feedforward inter-
actions could enable the implementation of tutorial interactions in 3D spaces
through enactment. The goal of such a system would be to allow VR devel-
opers to test interaction designs without users.

By revealing interaction possibilities, feedforward extends VR-mediated
communication beyond non-verbal means [281], towards immersive learn-
ing experiences [271] that are not passive [245] and allow embodied control.
Developing a usable, non-technical interface to support recording feedfor-
ward interaction remains to be investigated.

4.11.7 Privacy and ethics

As a medium, virtual reality sets itself apart by bringing a series of unique
ethical and privacy issues related to immersion and presence. For example,
Slater et al. discuss these various challenges at length [250]. Regarding feed-
forward in virtual reality, we identified key challenges in data collection
that could lead to misuse. Data management to generate immersive ana-
lytics is a growing concern among experts in the field [264]. Mock-ups of
environments with different degrees of virtuality are becoming increasingly
feasible [256] and together with the “digital twin” concepts [279], AR and
VR applications create more and more opportunities to record movement
data. Motion data can be used as a playback tool to preview experiences
in VR [189] and beyond virtual reality to map movements to robots and
play ping-pong in VR with oneself [293]. While these are not feedforward
instances, they exemplify the various applications of user motion data and
the importance of privacy and data protection. Recording and storing inter-
actions may expose private data to developers. If compromised, such motion
databases could lead to instances of identity hacking. We recommend that
VR developers and designers follow stringent data protection and sharing
practices.
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4.12 limitations and future work

The primary limitation of our work is the lack of controlled empirical analy-
sis of interactions enabled by the design space. Instead, we conducted an ex-
pert evaluation to address the generative power of the model as a tool for de-
signers. Despite developing a set of practical feedforward recommendations,
we echo Ens et al.’s call to address immersive analytic challenges, specifi-
cally to investigate how to balance visualization complexity with cognitive
load [264]. Further works should investigate how ghosting, transparency,
and duplication affect learning outcomes and usability.

We have given a few guidelines on handling complexity; however, none
have been precise. The design space enables so many variants for the same
interaction that an adequate formal comparison may not be possible. More-
over, we expect these metrics to be application and user-specific. For exam-
ple, if the target audience of a VR training application is skilled workers,
previews may contain more complexity since the users are familiar with
the concepts. If the VR application targets novices, even short instructional
previews could be problematic. The preview complexity may depend on the
user’s movement, the number of objects involved (including their parts), the
domain knowledge of the user, the VR and technical knowledge of the user,
and the end goal of the application. Whether an interaction is better suited
for indirect or direct representation may also depend on its complexity. Fur-
ther work should address the impact of such types of knowledge on user
experience.

The lack of novice VR end-users represents another limitation of the eval-
uation. Momentarily, it is unclear how non-expert and novice VR users may
understand and discover feedforward techniques using the design space. A
future study with novice VR users may reveal how to enhance the design
space for a non-expert audience. Moreover, we acknowledge that the expert
evaluation could have suffered from interviewer bias as the experts could
be more likely to agree that the design space is useful under the assumption
the interviewer participated in the research [127].

The limited scope and simplicity of the scenarios we used for exempli-
fying practical feedforward represent another limitation. With this work,
we focused on the more immersive aspects of the design space, such as
direct representations, targets, and hand-tracking. However, indirect repre-
sentations may yield new and interesting design considerations. In future
research, we could focus on establishing the benefits and trade-offs of in-
direct and direct feedforward, the particularities of the feedforward lens,
embodied feedforward, integrating controller-based interactions, and inves-
tigating context-aware signifiers and their trade-offs between presence and
user experience.

We have discussed potential applications for feedforward design, such as
tutorials and programming by demonstration. In future work, the feedfor-
ward design space can be extended to other mediums, such as augmented
reality. We could also experiment with previewing different types of stimuli
like haptic sensations. While we make the code required to develop feed-
forward freely available, the interface to record interactions is cumbersome
and highly technical. The feedforward system could be upgraded with a
non-technical interface for recording and previewing interactions.

Lastly, the system may suffer scalability issues when previewing more
than ten interactions. As the number of stored interactions grows, it becomes
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more difficult to record them. To address this technical limitation, we could
upgrade the system to use a more efficient way of storing motion data, for
example, by storing fewer gestures and interpolating between them to show
the interactions.

4.13 conclusion

With the widespread adoption of VR, the complexity of virtual worlds will
inevitably increase. Thus, efficiently communicating the action possibilities
in VR becomes more pressing. Users need to know about the newly formed
multitude of interactions. We have proposed feedforward in VR as a solution
to this problem, and we have surveyed the design space of feedforward in
virtual reality. We have discussed how the design space can generate ideas
for feedforward interactions in VR that apply across a variety of application
scenarios and domains.

We have illustrated how to use the design space by implementing a feed-
forward system in VR, comprising three demos of feedforward in rich set-
tings. We have run an expert study to evaluate the generative power of the
design space and compile design recommendations for practical use. We
have focused on a breadth-first account of the possibilities of designing for
VR using the concept of feedforward. The evaluation also provided expert
feedback concerning the implementation and yielded new design changes
and practical recommendations. Based on this feedback, we have changed
the feedforward design space and compiled 15 guidelines for applying feed-
forward in practice. Finally, we have made available a cheat sheet version
of the design space alongside a Figma template as tools to aid designers in
applying feedforward in practice.

Throughout this work, we have introduced feedforward as a bridging
concept. While the implementations serve as examplars that “embody the
properties of the concept” of feedforward in virtual reality, “reflecting the
span from theory and practice”, whereby the expert evaluation revealed
new theoretical considerations [152]. Together, these contributions illustrate
a way of helping users understand what they can do in VR and how to do
it, grounded in exchanges between theory and practice.



5
A C T I N G T H R O U G H AVATA R S

This chapter is based on my latest work, MultipleAvatars, entitled Why and
How to Act Through Multiple Avatars in Virtual Reality, currently under review:
Andreea Muresan, Teresa Hirzle, and Kasper Hornbæk. “How and Why To Act
Through Multiple Avatars in Virtual Reality.” In: Pending Peer-Review Process.

This work also evolved from a simple concept that undertook a complete
rewrite. This research highlights the versatility of concepts and how they
may evolve and change.

Figure 28: This figure illustrates three key scenarios for acting through mul-
tiple avatars in virtual reality brainstormed by experts during the
formative workshops. These avatars share the user’s appearance
and act in sync or out of sync with the user. A illustrates P2’s
idea (A13) where avatars serve as a “music looping machines” to
generate performances from past recordings. B shows P4’s idea
(A41) where a user records a concert by themselves. C shows P4’s
idea (A43) where a trainer and a trainee embody another avatar
to help the user learn movements from the third-person perspec-
tive. User 1 (yellow) controls the torso of avatar A, whereas User
2 (blue) controls its hands.

5.1 abstract

In virtual reality (VR), users typically control one virtual body — their
avatar. Previous works enable users to act through multiple avatars simulta-
neously. These works, though, lack a systematic account of why users want
to interact with multiple avatars and do not explain how users can manip-
ulate and generate avatars. To address this, we run six workshops with 12

VR experts and develop a design space that captures four fundamental di-
mensions for acting through multiple avatars in VR: Appearance, Context,
Input/Output, and Control. Researchers can use the design space to generate
novel interaction opportunities involving multiple avatars or analyze exist-
ing work. We then run a usability study with 17 participants to understand
the practicalities of an interface that integrates parts of the design space,
which reveals conceptual and technical challenges that we address through
design recommendations
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5.2 introduction

Have you ever considered cloning yourself? It sounds like a scene from a Sci-
Fi movie, but, in virtual reality (VR), everything is possible. In VR, you can
race against yourself to learn from your performances or generate a whole
band performance by yourself. You can jointly control your clone with a
professional dance trainer to reveal mistakes in your movement (use cases
shown in Figure 28). You can switch between your own avatar and your
clone to better understand your movements and the instructor’s guidance.
You can clone yourself with a friend to brainstorm dancing choreographies
for dance performances.

Researchers have explored different types of interactions where the user
has multiple avatars for particular use cases, like interacting at a distance
to improve selection [277], enabling conversations from different perspec-
tives for therapy [168], visualizing information [289], and capturing and
replaying past events [282]. However, in most of this work, the user has no
control over how many avatars they possess or how to generate movements
for these avatars. the user is put into a scenario with a set number of avatars,
leaving questions like creating or controlling more than a few parameters
within that interaction unanswered. In works that allow some degree of
control over multiple avatars, such as puppeteering, the avatars’ ranges of
motion are limited to head-tracking and preset gestures [222]. This limited
control does not fully convey the expressiveness of human motion required
for simulating human behaviors through avatars.

In this paper, we explain why users desire to have multiple avatars in
VR. In contrast with single use cases, we aim for a full mapping of the
space of acting through multiple avatars and set out to reveal how users
may control these avatars. First, we developed the concept of acting through
multiple avatars by running six workshops with 12 VR experts to identify (1)
application scenarios, (2) system requirements, and (3) potential challenges. Based
on the workshops, we generated a design space that maps out different
application scenarios of users controlling multiple avatars in VR into key
dimensions. Second, based on the identified requirements and the design
space, we implemented a VR prototype that allows users full control over
multiple avatars, combining motion and 3D controls in a single interface.
Finally, we ran a usability study with 17 users to explore the feasibility of
the prototype interface and the concept. During the study, users controlled
multiple copies of their avatars in four application scenarios derived from
the workshops — to play games with themselves, practice arguing, make
choreographies, and perform tasks in a pipeline.

We found that avatars can serve as stand-ins not only for the user them-
selves but also for other people and things. Additionally, we identified mul-
tiplex stand-ins as particular avatar types that allow users to perceive and
act through multiple contexts simultaneously. In the first subsubsection of
this introduction, we gave other compelling use cases of multiple avatars
that resulted from this research. We discuss how these application scenar-
ios map into four dimensions that define the design space we put forward:
appearance, context, input/output, and control. The development and evalua-
tion of the interface revealed conceptual and technical challenges related to
generating and synchronizing multiple avatars. We discuss how users may
overcome these challenges by incorporating mechanisms to reduce clutter
within the system and by executing complex operations like switching and
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implicit syncing to achieve better crowd control. Together, this work aims
to help researchers and practitioners organize, define, and implement inter-
actions with multiple avatars in VR. The design space serves as a design
tool that captures the most fundamental properties one should be aware of
when realizing multiple avatar interactions in VR.

5.3 related work

Abtahni et al. reviewed motion-based interactions from the past 30 years
and provide a framework splitting VR interactions into illusory, beyond-real,
and reality-based. They highlight the need to research interactions that have
no direct mapping in the real world and may lead to better learning out-
comes of motor skills. While the specifics of a system that supports interac-
tion through multiple avatars, especially for hand-tracking, have not been
investigated, themes involving duplication, parallel avatars, and digital dop-
pelgangers have emerged in the VR interaction landscape. Below, we discuss
how different kinds of mixed reality (MR) interaction techniques that in-
volve replication and how this research sets itself apart.

5.4 multiplying objects across realities

The digital twin is a related concept that refers to replicating real objects in
VR, mimicking their appearance. This concept is used in domains like sit-
uated visualization [259] and by guidance and control [287]. MIRIA [260]
and Corsican Twin [248] are both augmented reality (AR) that which allow
users to replicate real objects into VR and overlay them on top of real objects,
similar with[214, 270, 244], and [167] which leverages digital twins for VR
and AR collaborative tasks. CorsicanTwin aids in debugging, playback of re-
mote processes, and simulations [248]. Digital twins are generally used for
training in fields like manufacturing or in healthcare and education [279].
With respect to interactions, Voodoo Dolls is a VR interaction technique that
allows people to manipulate objects at a distance by creating a hand-held
“doll” [48]. The dolls are temporary copies of distant objects. With this tech-
nique, whatever the user does to the dolls is reflected in the original object.

Similarly, the through-the-lens metaphor involves replicating viewports and
two environments [61]. In this VR technique, the user resides in the primary
world having the primary viewport, while they can see a secondary world
through a magic lens. The second world is a referenced copy of the main
world and allows the user to navigate or manipulate remote objects within
the primary world. Poros [275] and Photoportals [156] are more recent ex-
amples of reference-based techniques which use the portal and photograph
metaphor instead.

In these reference-based VR interactions, the environment contains copies
that act as a reference to the original object. Because these objects share the
same state, when the copies are manipulated, the changes reflect in the orig-
inal instances. In contrast, Jetter et al. [241]’s VR world editor allows repli-
cating objects without propagating changes and behaving independently,
sharing the same context. This enables use cases like simulation and pro-
totyping. This would allow designers to simulate interactions with various
technologies, like tablets or touch-based displays, to spur design ideas and
identify flaws [241]. Parallel objects from Xia et al. [211]’s Spacetime combines
shared and independent states, allowing users to propagate changes at dif-
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ferent stages of object creation. We aim to create an interface to the interac-
tion cloning side of VR-world builders, which has not been achieved with
respect to hand-tracking and moves beyond parallel interactions, toward the
asynchronous independent object and avatar states.

5.4.1 Multiplying Places Across Realities

Besides manipulating objects, the concept of replication can be leveraged in
VR for navigation. Stoakley, Conway, and Pausch [37] were the first to intro-
duce the World-In-Miniature (WIM) metaphor in an attempt to provide im-
mersed users with multiple perspectives for navigation [37]. This reference-
based technique has been classified as an exocentric metaphor whereby it al-
lows users to adopt a “God’s eye viewport”, interacting outside-in [43].

Indeed, some level of duplication appears frequently in interactions for
changing viewports. Holoportation is an AR/VR system that reconstructs 3D
spaces in real-time for telepresence [179] and is envisioned to keep mem-
ories and allow users to receive feedback on dances. Similarly, in Remixed
Reality, users can cause temporal and viewpoint changes to jump and pause
time and inspect themselves [203]. Exploring the concept of being in mul-
tiple places at the same time, in OVRLap ghosted objects are overlaid on
top of the user’s primary, opaque environment, allowing the user to change
the active viewpoint with their controller [291]. ShadowSclones leverages a
similar concept in 3D, where the user perceives their cursor in four different
contexts simultaneously by splitting the screen into four parts [294].

Another application scenario to include levels of duplication refers to time
control. In Temporal Links, the authors overlay previously recorded environ-
ments in real-time as ghostly flashbacks [59], which can be used to leave mes-
sages or respond to users asynchronously. Trajectories and timeline scrub-
bers can alternatively be used in VR to query spacial recordings by ma-
nipulating objects to identify causal relationships between events [245]. In
AsyncReality [282], the authors present future MR work scenarios in which
users can enable a focus mode to capture and playback real-time recordings
of events, such as a colleague leaving a message. Recordings of past events
create duplicates of either real or virtual objects, however, they create their
own contexts outside of the viewer’s (the past), and are limited to viewing,
similar to video recordings.

5.4.2 Interactions With Multiple Avatars

When we refer to the user’s avatar, we refer to the self-avatar, which is co-
located and synchronous with the user [200]. We refer to the avatars that are
not co-located with the user but under their control as simply avatars. Multi-
ple avatars are common throughout immersive analytics and serve as a rep-
resentation of users’ movements, usually displaying snapshots of movement
across a timeline. For example, AvatAR, combines AR and tablet to visualize
motion data in-situ [289] by overlaying generic humanoids over trajectories
and scatter plots. GhostAR is a similar AR temporal and spacial authoring
tool where the user creates ghosted snapshots which can then be mapped
to different robots and used for programming [214]. With MoSculp, users
can create printable 3D motion scultures from people’s movements [212]. The
sculptures display the movements as trajectories in time and generate snap-
shots of the user along that timeline. These techniques separate movements
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from the user’s context and serve only to visualize the interactions, similar
to how videos are independent of environments. This means the visualized
interactions maintain their own context without propagating changes in the
user’s environment. The duplicated user movements, represented by avatar
copies or snapshots in time, cannot be altered by the user to perform inter-
actions. They may be moved or scaled for the benefit of the visualization,
similar to watching a video.

Most interfaces used to control multiple avatars involve motion-capture
technologies. To generate tutorials, the programmer must record movements
programmatically, which results in a “cumbersonme” process [305]. Known
as “digital puppeteering”, non-continuous gesture-based interaction methods
have enabled control of multiple concurrent avatars in VR [258], albeit with
lesser degrees of embodiment. In such cases, a human “interactor” wearing
an exoskeleton triggers animations and voiceovers of virtual avatars me-
diated by AI [201]. Ingraham et al. [222] discuss how an interaction may
control multiple avatars through puppeteering to simulate patients when
training therapists, though they do not reveal their interface. Similarly, [230,
277] do not have an in-game interface, and the avatars simply follow the
user synchronously without any other affordances, in the latter switching
between users with a controller. Indeed, multiple avatars are used to record
one’s dance moves and preview them in 3D [114] or train on dances from
a customizable instructor avatar in VR [297]. Liu et al. [246] develop a Tai-
Chi VR learning application that incorporates mocap technology and voice
commands, allowing a learner to duplicate their instructor to observe move-
ments from more perspectives. For example, in Ninja Hands the user concur-
rently manipulates four and eight hands with a controller during a selection
task [277]. In Spacetime, the user may create Parallel Avatar objects that can
be dynamic — copying the user’s movements continuously, or static — func-
tioning as teleportation pads and switching views using the controller. Par-
allel Avatars. In these cases, however, users may not asynchronously perform
changes outside of the parallel objects since the contexts are not completely
independent. For mixed reality, users may interact with their mirrored and
annotated self [100], creating the illusion of looking inside one’s body to
learn anatomy [126].

We can find asynchronous instances of multiple avatar interactions in
body ownership literature. For example, users can alternatively embody
two avatars (a lookalike and Freud) and record themselves having a con-
versation by switching between the two using a controller [168]. Having
conversations with a Freud-lookalike seemed to improve participants’ hap-
piness and mood more than with a self-lookalike. Exploring vicarious agency,
Gorisse et al. [268] concluded that seeing a self-lookalike avatar correctly
interacting with crowds may reduce anxiety by aiding in task planning. The
asynchronous embodiment of digital doppelgangers may yield different bene-
fits for learning and psychological therapy [112].

5.4.3 Multiple Avatars in Commercial Applications

We can find examples of using multiple avatars to interact in WIMP GUIs 1,
where the user’s avatar (the mouse cursor) is duplicated and interacts with
the system. Some examples are to clone interface elements [72], extracting

1 WIMP GUI: Graphical user interfaces based on windows, icons, menus, and a point-
ing device, typically a mouse.
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user-system interactions to generate system use cases [58], to re-create er-
rors [145], or for UI-automated testing [154]. More recently, VR games have
emerged where users act through multiple avatars. For example, the VR
game The Last Clockwinder allows users to spawn robots that clone their
interactions to complete puzzles by pressing and releasing a controller but-
ton. The game We Are One has a similar interaction cloning mechanism
in the context of a shooter game. In other games such as Rick and Morty:
Virtual Rick-ality, users play as clones of fiction characters and may cre-
ate and interact with concurrent clones themselves. Other times, cloning is
used as a story-telling tool or respawn mechanic when the user dies, such
as in The Persistence. Outside of VR, some 3D and 2D games use multiple
avatar interactions, especially for puzzle-solving. In the game The Swap-
per, users may control up to four synchronous clones of themselves and
swap between them to solve puzzles. In Hourglass, users solve puzzles by
cloning themselves, performing interactions for a short time, and then ob-
serving a ghosted clone perform them. SOMA is a sci-fi horror game that
uses cloning as a storytelling mechanism that confronts its users with exis-
tentialist themes about cloning and human consciousness. In the game El-
den Ring, players can use an object called the Mimic Tear Ashes to create an
AI-controlled clone of themselves that assists them in fights. Popular games,
like Minecraft and Roblox allow users to make crowds of clones which are
asynchronous from the user and may even be scaled2.

Applications that integrate multiple avatars are emerging within VR, in-
dicating that this concept is useful. Most of these works assume a spatial
lens over the interactions, where the spatial relationship of the user within
scenarios is emphasized. The user may interact at a distance [277, 294], from
different places [291], through portals [275, 156], etc. In contrast with this,
we assume the perspective of the user’s avatar to investigate the interfaces
and affordances nested in these avatars. That is, we investigate how differ-
ent types of avatars span various interactive scenarios and how an interface
enabling such scenarios may look like.

5.5 a design space for acting through multiple avatars

To identify why users may desire to have multiple avatars in VR, we involved
pairs of VR experts as potential users and conducted six formative brain-
storming workshops to identify application scenarios, system requirements,
and potential challenges of using multiple avatars to interact in VR. Based
on the workshop results, we developed a design space spanning four dimen-
sions defining how to manipulate and generate multiple avatars in terms of
(D1) appearance, (D2) context, (D3) input/output, and (D4) control. In the
following, we describe the theoretical foundations and the results of the de-
sign space development. Lastly, we explain how to use the design space to
describe and compare existing work and to generate novel designs for acting
through multiple avatars.

2 Some examples of users showing demos of the cloning mechanisms can be found on
YouTube, for Minecraft and Roblox.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1755100/The_Last_Clockwinder
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1669500/We_Are_One/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/469610/Rick_and_Morty_Virtual_Rickality/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/469610/Rick_and_Morty_Virtual_Rickality/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1140100/The_Persistence/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/231160/The_Swapper/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/231160/The_Swapper/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1212410/Hourglass/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/282140/SOMA/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1245620/ELDEN_RING/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1245620/ELDEN_RING/
https://www.minecraft.net/en-us
https://www.roblox.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ki-ZWbWwu0Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5n3luV1RmcA
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5.5.1 Methodology and theoretical grounding

We followed Beaudouin-Lafon, Bødker, and Mackay [257]’s model for gen-
erative theories of interaction, which describes a “path from theory to artifact
and a principled method for exploring the research design space.” This framework
includes designers, developers, and even users in the creation of interac-
tive systems in the earlier design stages [70]. Since our goal is to generate
a design space that practitioners can use as a tool when describing, compar-
ing, and generating interactions involving multiple avatars [70], we adopted
a co-design approach inspired by the requirements elicitation and analy-
sis process [147, 44, 68, 73]. The generative and descriptive power of the
design space derives from incorporating the experts’ creativity and their
field-specific knowledge. Thus, the resulting design space nests a conceptual
space [149]. Halskov and Lundqvist remarked that design spaces often “con-
ceptualize design alternatives” such as “accumulated knowledge” or collections
of design materials like ideas or sketches [269]. For this research, the work-
shop materials represent the primordial soup of design materials, activities, and
ideas used for generating the design space. Similar to related work generat-
ing design spaces for VR, we analyze data from formative studies involving
experts [272, 305] to derive a parameterized design space through a morpho-
logical analysis process [220, 237, 26] combined with thematic analysis [80].

5.5.2 Participants and procedure

We recruited 12 experts (3 identified as female, 9 as male) with different de-
grees of VR experience, of which one self-described as one VR user, four
as VR researchers, and one as a VR developer. The remaining four de-
scribed themselves as a combination of the above. Participants were re-
cruited through the university network and extended social networks and
were 28 years on average (SD= 3.9). Each workshop lasted on average 55

minutes and could accommodate remote participation if requested. Thus
we had two remote workshops using Zoom and four in-person workshops.

Before the workshop, the experts completed a consent form describing
the procedure and data collection and then filled out a demographics sur-

Table 4: This table shows VR the scenarios and applications used during
brainwriting — we associated each scenario with a commercial ap-
plication appearing on the Oculus Store and the Steam Store in July
2022, ordered by popularity and number of sales.

Category Application

Science, education and training Gravity Sketch

Sports and improvement Beat Saber

Social and cultural experiences Blade and Sorcery

Moral Behavior VRChat

Travel, meetings and industry Job Simulator

News and entertainment Virtual Desktop

https://store.steampowered.com/app/551370/Gravity_Sketch/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/620980/Beat_Saber/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/629730/Blade_and_Sorcery/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/438100/VRChat/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/448280/Job_Simulator/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/382110/Virtual_Desktop/
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vey. During the workshops, the experts discussed acting through multiple
avatars in VR in the following three phases:

5.5.2.1 Phase 1: Introduction

First, the experts saw a concept-demonstrating [44] video, which explained
that making an avatar involves recording movements and generating a look-
alike avatar that performs those movements.

5.5.2.2 Phase 2: Interview

Second, the experts discussed the application scenarios for multiple avatars,
requirements or operations suitable for a multi-avatar system, and possible
challenges brought on by using multiple avatars in VR.

5.5.2.3 Phase 3: Brainwriting

In the third and last phase, the experts were guided through a brainwriting
session [16], where each expert wrote down ideas about using avatars for
three minutes and then expanded on their colleague’s ideas for two min-
utes. We used VR fields and applications randomly chosen from a list as
prompts to ground the interaction techniques “in concrete reality” [147]. We
adapted the scenarios from Slater and Sanchez-Vives [181]’s survey of VR
applications. We had six scenarios and six associated applications, as seen
in Table 4.

5.5.3 Workshop Results

To analyze the brainwriting data, we printed the ideas and used the KJ
method [165] to generate a preliminary hierarchical affinity diagram where
ideas are categorized in terms of codes and/or subcodes. The KJ method
was developed by Kawakita [28] and is an affinity diagramming method
consisting of four basic steps: bottom-up label-making, label grouping, chart-
making, and explanation. Following this method, all authors met during
four sessions lasting one to four hours to iteratively code each idea and
merge and collapse codes as needed. Two authors analyzed the interview
transcripts separately following the open coding process [107]. Then, the
lead author merged the interview and brainwriting codes into the final
affinity diagram. Analyzing all coded ideas, we identified the Stand-In code,
which describes four broad ways why a user would like to have more than
one avatar in VR and covers 18% of the ideas. The most frequent code
here was Operation (28%), which categorized ideas that captured system
requirements within this code. Other codes reflected Tasks (16%), Training
(15%), Moral (6%), Crowds (6%), Avatar = You ? (3%), User-to-avatar mapping
(2%), and with a prevalence lower than 1%, we coded ideas as Memories, E-
Commerce, Privacy, Non-avatar, User to non-VR Mapping 3. We identified 131

ideas from the interview and 328 from the workshop, totaling 459 ideas.

3 We discarded 30 notes from the brainwriting process for being unclear or unrelated.
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5.5.3.1 Application scenarios for multiple avatars

The subcode Stand-In For Me captures ideas where avatars serve as replace-
ments for the user and, therefore, must copy the user’s self-avatar appear-
ance. Within all ideas from the Stand-In code, 2̃1% captured Stand-In For
Me use cases. Another 1̃6% of ideas in this category refer to use cases
where the user embodies multiple self-avatars, coded as Multiplex Stand-In
for Me. This particular kind of avatar would enable users to perceive and act
through multiple contexts or VR sessions simultaneously. Coded as Stand-in
For Thing, 9̃% of ideas described using avatars that practically replaced ob-
jects, for example, to serve as marks in the environment for mnemonics or
progress (P7). However, most Stand-In use cases involved using the avatars
as Stand-Ins For Others (5̃2%) — here, what the avatar does is more important
than how it looks. During the workshop interviews, all experts considered
that multiple avatars would be suited for application scenarios that involve
movement. Therefore, scenarios lacking physical movement (P4, P3, P7, P8)
or involving social interactions (P3, P9) were not considered appealing for
multi-avatar interactions. Multi-avatar interactions seemed useful for enter-
tainment application scenarios as a game mechanic in “Blade and Sorcery”
(P11, P5), especially for multiplayer contexts (P1). “Gravity Sketch”’s repet-
itive actions could also be useful to multiply (P12) or model as tools for
design (P2).

Apart from the Stand-in code, we identified other codes relating to appli-
cation scenarios. Next, we briefly describe them in natural language. Most
use cases involved using avatars to perform repetitive tasks, to free the user
from tedious tasks, and increase productivity. Apart from this, many ideas
described using avatars for training by learning from recordings or simply
as memories of events. Many ideas integrated aspects of switching perspec-
tives to enable better learning for social and psychological training or as
an artistic experience. For example, the avatars could teach users how to
perform specialized tasks by serving as their practice partners, for exam-
ple, to practice throws. This also enables users to simulate spacially-aware
processes, like generating tutorials that involve particular motions or many
objects. Conversely, avatars could simulate social immersion by mimicking
crowds. Each idea received a unique code, which we refer to in parenthesis
when discussing it below.

5.5.3.2 System requirements

The experts discussed basic operations to create, delete (EG40), and hide
avatars (EG83), for example, based on event triggers (G63), such as holding
doors when opened (A65), motion, gestures, or voice (IA24). Additionally,
the experts brainstormed operations to change the appearance of avatars
(G23, G23), like clothes and hair (EA36, OP5), material visibility (EG25), de-
forming its mesh (OP15), scaling (OP3), moving or rotating them (OP46,
OP44). To perform repetitive tasks, the experts discussed playback opera-
tions like setting the number of replays (EG71), adjusting timing (OP35,
OP7) by controlling speed (OP38, OP39), by delaying playback start (EA109),
or pausing, for example, through gaze (G40). P6 described navigating by
simultaneously controlling two clones at different scales and switching “be-
tween them” (OP22), similar to the “world-in-miniature” metaphor (OP26).
Others proposed blending different users’ avatars into one (EG70, EA43,
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EA76) or partially controlling limbs (EA49, EG8, G4), or changing avatar
output parameters, like adjusting gravity (OP13).

5.5.3.3 Challenges

The workshops also surfaced potential technical and ethical challenges re-
garding the use of multiple avatars. Some experts pondered how to sync
avatars together (PR3), to keep track of and manage crowds of avatars (G92,
EG92), considering that increasing their number would make them harder
to manage (PR17), identify (PR1), and increase clutter (PR14), or overload
the system (PR20). Realizing interactions where multiple users control parts
of the same avatar could also be difficult (PR10), and multi-user interaction
could enable users to harass people en masse very easily (G25). The experts
also discussed challenges related to movement data privacy and proposed
establishing consent or disallowing users from having access to each others’
online representations (EA31, A94, EA29).

The experts found realizing multiplex avatars to be challenging concep-
tionally since users would have to perceive multiple audio (PR9) and visual
channels (PR16, PR18) at the same time, which may lead to motion sick-
ness (P5). In contrast, the experts thought purely recorded avatars would
require validation, either by the system (EA8) or by the user, “to ensure that
the clone does what it’s supposed to do” (EG58, PR4). These avatars could
appear “creepy” (PR12) due to their limited abilities for social interactions
(PR21, PR5). On the other hand, if avatars would become too advanced,
cases of mistaken or stolen identity could arise (PR7).

5.5.4 The Design Space

To generate the design space, two authors performed morphological analysis
by creating a pair-wise combination of all parameters [159] based on the
affinity diagram and the application scenarios for multiple avatars (seen in
Figure 29). The parameters were derived from the affinity diagram by fol-
lowing Braun and Clarke [80] steps for thematic analysis. The final design
space is defined parametrically similar to related work [26, 237, 2] in dimen-
sions (D), parameters (P), and values (V). It spans eight parameters nested in
four dimensions: (D1) Appearance, (D2) Context (D3) Input/Output, and (D4)
Control. Next, we describe the dimensions, parameters, and values:

D1 Appearance captures whether the avatar looks like the user’s self-avatar
or not. It thus has two values: the avatars Self-Avatar (V1) and Non-Self
Avatar (V2).

D2 Context conveys whether the avatars share the user’s context or have
independent contexts. Thus, it has two values: Shared (V1) and Indepen-
dent (V2). When we say contexts, we refer to the virtual environment
and whether it allows the avatar to interact with objects within it. With
this definition, objects in different contexts cannot interact with each
other.

D3 Input/Output captures multi-avatar users and multi-user avatars. It has
three parameters: Input (P1), Output (P2), and Input Type (P3). The val-
ues of Input (P1) describe the number of users controlling avatars from
1 to N. For Output (P2) this is the number of avatars a user controls
from 1 to M. Type (P3) refers to which type of entities control the
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Figure 29: This figure captures the cross-consistency matrix of the design
space. Impossible and repeated combinations of the parameters
are crossed out. Within cells, we mapped out related work in-
volving multiple avatars into the design space. Solid grey squares
mark gaps in existing works that provide novel opportunities for
design.

avatars. This can be the User(s) (V1) or the System (V2) itself through
artificial intelligence (AI) or various adaptive heuristics.

D4 Control describes how the movement inputs are combined and the out-
puts are changed. It has three parameters: Timing (P1), Degree of Con-
trol (P2), and Blending (P3). Timing (P1) refers to whether the avatars
move Synchronously (V1) or Asynchronously (V2) with the user. Degree
of Control (P2) refers to the part of the avatar a user has control over.
This can be Full (V1) or Partial (V2). Blending (P3) refers to how these
parts are combined on the avatar. If the input is not changed at all,
this parameter takes the value Original (V1). Otherwise, if two move-
ment sources are combined, we say the control is Blended (V2). Various
heuristics may be used, like distance, to generate a final avatar that
moves coherently, blending the inputs from two users or a user and
the system.

5.5.5 Using the design space descriptively and evaluatively

In the following, we discuss the descriptive, evaluative and, in the next sub-
section, generative power of the design space, based on workshop examples 4

and on related works involving multiple avatars. To use the design space
descriptively, the practitioner may look at an interaction involving multiple
avatars and select the parameters that describe it. In this way, we mapped
out selected works from Figure 30 in the cross-consistency matrix shown
in Figure 29 by putting them as single points into the space. The pair-
wise intersection of the design space allowed us to identify gaps in related

4 Continuing, we refer to the ID of any scenario from the affinity diagram in parenthe-
sis.
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Figure 30: This figure shows selected works that use multiple avatars to: col-
laborate during world-editing in A [211], follow instructions to
start a car in B [305], perform therapy on oneself in C [230], view
an immersive recording of someone else in D [245], to interact
from multiple places simultaneously in E [291], interact at a dis-
tance by creating portals in F [275], and by making many copies
of one’s hand in G [277], and lastly to preview interaction possi-
bilities in a VR in H [305].

work, which are revealed by unfilled squares. To see the applications fully
mapped into the design space, please refer to Section A.1. We provide high-
resolution versions of all figures in the supplementary material.

5.5.5.1 Appearance (D1) and Context (D2)

Most applications represent the other avatars as copies of the user’s self-
avatar. In FreudTherapy, Figure 30 C the user also embodies Freud, which is
not their initial look [230] and acts through the avatar in a Shared context,
since they see their reflection in the mirror. Shared contexts capture how
objects respond to the avatars. In contrast, interactions that are previewed,
like recording in WhoPutThat( Figure 30 D [245]) or feedforward tutorials in
B and H [305] are Independent. They may not change states where the user
is, or the user may not change states within the recordings. These types of
recorded avatars may not capture the likeness of the user, like in D, or may
capture it, like in B or H. Appearance has a strong evaluative power since
it allows the viewer to instantly identify the avatars and possibly their use
case. In contrast, Context requires a closer inspection of the interaction and
may not easily contrast work.

5.5.5.2 Input/Output (D3)

Different Types of actors facilitate inputs for moving the avatars. In these
examples, most users control the avatars, but sometimes the System may
trigger previews, for example for feedforward [305]. In this case, the user
of the system may have no control over the movements generated by the
recording. However, these movements were recorded by someone through
motion-capture (mocap) technology. Before the user trains on the tutorial, a
trainer loads a different interface of the application and records a tutorial
for driving a car, similar to Figure 30 B. This use case changes the Type to
User since now the user generates the asynchronous movements.
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Concerning Input and Output, in some applications capture 1 user con-
trols M avatars, like in NinjaHands, OVRLap, Poros, solely from their own
input. In Spacetime [211], for example, a user may duplicate another user’s
avatar and move it around while in sync with the other user, which would
be mapped as N users controlling M avatars in the design space Figure 30.

5.5.5.3 Control (D4)

Timing enables different types of interactions. In applications like Ninja-
Hands [277], OVRLap [291], and Poros [275] the user controls multiple avatars
Synchronously, which allows them to act from different places. Asynchronous
control describes recordings that are not real-time like in WhoPutThat Fig-
ure 30. Spacetime offers synchronous control in Shared and Independent con-
texts through Parallel Objects and Dynamic Parallel Avatars [211]. These types
of avatars are duplicated from the user upon teleport, leaving a clone that
follows the user’s movement.

5.5.6 Using the design space generatively

Figure 31: Subfigure A illustrates the same user having a talk in multiple
meetings at the same time (A80). Each meeting happens in a dif-
ferent VR environment with different contexts (1, 2 and 3) so the
avatars are different. In B, the user learns from the past by watch-
ing a recording of their movement in Beat Saber (G8). In C, the
user generates backup dances for their performance (A18). Here,
the user partially controls the avatars, specifically their legs (yel-
low), whereas their upper body is generated by the system (blue).
In D, the use generates an avatar to light the way while they hold
a shield to defend themselves (IA3).

In analyzing the previous works, we identified several gaps, namely re-
lated to Control (D4) Degree and Blending. Continuing with Beaudouin-Lafon
[70]’s model for generative interactions, we discuss how to use the design
space to generate novel designs and evaluate or compare design possibilities
based on scenarios discussed by the experts during the workshops5.

5.5.6.1 Appearance

Stand-ins reflect a broader theme of interaction since they may span all the
workshop data, which we captured in the Appearance dimension. When the
avatars are used as a stand-in for the user, the observer must believe they are
interacting with the user themselves. Figure 31 A shows a user participating
in several VR meetings at once, where the avatars must have the user’s self-
avatar appearance (A32). Conversely, multiple identical avatars can purpose-
fully confuse onlookers. As decoys, multiple avatars allow the user to escape

5 As previously, we refer to the ID of any scenario from the affinity diagram in paren-
thesis.
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enemies (G55) or evade unwanted online conversations (G27, Figure 31 B).
For movement or psychological training use cases, the user may observe
their posture or facial expressions by syncing their behavior into another
avatar (EA111, A111) to see improvements (A70) or mistakes (EA33). When
preserving memories (G29) or capturing “cool winning moments” (G10), the
avatars previewing the recordings also reflect the self-avatar which, in some
cases, may be similar to the user’s real-world appearance.

Conversely, some scenarios do not require the avatars to resemble the user
— they serve as a generic stand-in for VR humanoids. What the avatars do
is more important than how they look. For example, in Figure 32 C, the
user generates a crowd of avatars to practice giving a presentation in front
of an embodied audience (EA34, A46, A80). Generic avatars can also serve
as models to preview use cases and clothes (EG48) or for painting certain
postures (G18). As a stand-in for objects, the avatars may hold objects, like
a torch (G13), to free the user to defend themselves in case of an attack in
action games (illustrated in Figure 32 D).

5.5.6.2 Context

The Context dimension marks the distinction between using avatars or pre-
viewing avatars, or in other words, performing tasks or viewing recordings.
Typically, the user may not interfere with the movements of these avatar
types once recorded. Avatars with Independent contexts enable the user to
generate simulations, for example, for lab safety demos (A45), tutorials
(A112), experiments with participants (A47), or stress tests (EA77).

Merging the user’s context with the avatar’s context enables a whole dif-
ferent set of design opportunities. In Shared contexts, avatars allow the user
to act out through them and, for example, use torches to light the way. Here,
the lighting has an effect on the user’s environment, whereas, in an Inde-
pendent context, the outcomes do not propagate in the user’s environment.
We capture this distinction in Figure 31, B which shows a recorded instance
of an avatar, and D, which shows an avatar used to light the way. These
types may describe a form of feedforward to preview action outcomes, like
teleportation (OP28, OP29).

5.5.6.3 Input/Output

So far, most examples we have discussed involved one user controlling one
or many avatars. In real life, trainers demo movements for the trainees to
follow. However, VR provides new opportunities for learning by demonstra-
tion using multiple avatars. Instead, the trainer may assume control over
a user’s avatar copy to show them how to perform tennis movements cor-
rectly (Figure 33 F). The third avatar may coincide with the user to allow
a movement perception from the first-person perspective. The third avatar
may be located elsewhere to allow the user to perceive their movements
from the third-person perspective. Collaborative creative tasks that involve
movement may benefit from allowing N users to control M avatars. This
type of Input/Output enables scenarios like allowing a director and a writer
to control a set of avatars to recreate a particular scene in a movie (G41) or
art shows (A113) like choreographies.

During the workshops, the experts discussed avatars that are not purely
recorded by the user. These use cases uncovered a gap in the related works
analyzed previously, highlighted in Figure 29. For example, to enable use
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Figure 32: Subfigure E shows a user and two avatars (yellow) that help with
moving objects on a pipeline (EA50); the avatar’s arm (blue) is
adapted by the system to adjust to the grip of the box. In F, we
show a user S and a tennis trainer T controlling avatar A at the
same time (A43), where the user has control over the torso (yel-
low) and the trainer has control over the arms (blue). In G, we
show the user escaping a confrontation with an online bully by
activating a crowd of clones (G27). Yellow avatars act in sync with
the user while blue avatars are controlled by the system. In H, we
show a user escaping enemies in a game by creating an avatar
clone (G55).

Figure 33: This figure illustrates how to control the motion of avatars
through the Degree and Blending parameters. Subfigure A shows
User 1 fully controlling Avatar A with their original movement
(yellow). B shows User 1 (yellow) partially controlling Avatar A’s
torso, while User 2 (blue) partially controls Avatar A’s arms, with
original, unblended control. C shows User 1 (yellow) and User 2

(blue) fully blending the control over Avatar A. D shows a com-
bination of control — User 1 (yellow) and User 2 (blue) partially
blend control of Avatar A’s arms, while User 1 maintains full orig-
inal control of Avatar A’s torso.

cases where avatars are enhanced with human reactions and reduce “awk-
wardness” (EA80). These avatars go beyond purely user-controlled record-
ings and towards complex human-system-controlled avatars. Such avatars
may eventually perform highly autonomous tasks like learning from the
user and cloning them (A29, G62). For now, these avatars may perform sim-
ple adaptations like adjusting their walking to different terrain, like stairs
(OP12), adjusting grips when picking up objects (OP9), catching throws au-
tomatically (OP32), or randomizing actions like throwing tennis balls (EG41,
EG46) to prevent the user from being bored in one task. The experts also dis-
cussed allowing the system to completely take over avatars for training, for
example, to reveal mistakes in movement (A30) (similar use cases shown
in Figure 33. The gap annotated with and and or from Figure 29 refers to
these scenarios. The design space enables a User and the System to control
avatars either at the same time (and highlighted gap), or take control of them
separately at different times (or highlighted gap). The Control dimension de-
scribes in more detail how these types of inputs may be combined.
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5.5.6.4 Control

The Timing parameter is a useful feature of the design space, as it enables
the practitioner to think about tasks in two ways — those that can be par-
allelized and those that cannot. Asynchronous avatars enable parallelization,
to do repetitive (IA59), tedious tasks, whereas Synchronous avatars enable
perception —- seeing oneself perform to improve or learn. Still, during the
workshops, the experts discussed substituting dance partners with avatars
(A89) or using the avatar as player two (A63). For more adaptive and dy-
namic use cases, the avatar’s movements may be combined and blended
into a desired solution to a problem. For this, we may use the Degree and
Blending to describe how to merge the motion controls. For example, users
may control avatars to a Full or Partial degree to practice only certain parts
of movements (EG8) or mirror movements on the same avatar (G89). When
the control is Original, it means the user maps their own movement to the
avatars perfectly (Figure 33 A). However, during the workshop, the experts
mentioned adaptable avatars catch throws (OP32) or change timings (OP35).
In this case, the avatar’s movements are Blended with the system to main-
tain the user’s intent but adapt to performing the task (Figure 33 C, D).
These two parameters, Degree and Blending capture gaps in selected related
works, highlighted in Figure 29. Most works discussed fully original avatars
(Figure 33 A), whereas the design space enables partially original control
(Figure 33 B), fully blended control (Figure 33 C), and partially blended
control (Figure 33 D).

The experts also discussed switching to users to embody different avatars
within their control to respond to actions instead of adapting to them auto-
matically, implemented within the Freud scenario [230]. Multiplex avatars
are particular types that emerged during the workshop when the experts
discussed being in multiple conversations or meetings at the same time
(A32). In these cases, contexts are independent, yet the user has synchronous
full control of multiple self-avatars6. During the workshops, the experts dis-
cussed practical ways to leverage this concept, for example, to allow re-
searchers to run multiple experiments simultaneously by being in multiple
VR scenes (A47). OVRlap provides an implementation of this type of avatar,
where the user perceives simultaneous contexts but may only act in them
independently.

5.6 prototyping an interface for multiple avatars in vr

Since even good models may evoke “terrible interfaces”, design spaces do
“not guarantee” quality in the resulting design [70]. Therefore, a practical
evaluation grounded in usefulness is key in revealing the quality of designs
in practice [94, 89]. Continuing with the breadth-first approach of this re-
search, we present qualitative results from a usability study with 17 par-
ticipants who use an interface to generate and manipulate avatars in four
different tasks. The interface represents an artifact contribution [184] and
serves to filter parts of the design space [269] to allow us a better under-

6 In optical communication systems, multiplexers allow transmitting multiple simulta-
neous channels through one optical fiber [14], hence the name for multiplex avatars.
Because they allow combining multiple contexts into one and propagating the user’s
actions in multiple contexts
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standing of how the design space works in practice and reveal insights into
usability and implementation.

5.6.1 Methodology

We probe the design space by implementing avatars that share the user’s
self-avatar appearance and perform asynchronous operations in shared con-
texts. We followed a walkthrough procedure [36], which is common in breadth-
first approaches to VR problems [266] and multi-functional XR systems like
Spacetime [211], Poros, and VRSketchIn [237]. To aid in learning the interface,
we introduced tasks of increasing complexity, similar to Jetter et al. [241].
The tasks represent common application scenarios from the workshop and
determine participants to use the avatars as a stand-in for themselves and for
others. To enable users to perform the tasks, we implemented 14 avatar op-
erations based on the formative study operations, which we chose based on
their frequency and prioritized CRUD7 operations. We incorporated hand-
tracking in the interface since it requires no prior training on the user’s part
and gives users a higher degree of control over motion than controller-based
gesture generation from related work [222].

Figure 34: This figure captures screenshots from the participants of the us-
ability study. Subfigures A shows the control panel from P2’s per-
spective, while B shows P2’s recorded avatars playing rock-paper-
scissors. C shows P2’s avatars playing Patty-cake. D shows P13’s
avatars performing a choreography during the dance phase. The
avatar can be moved through a handle in the middle of its chest,
shown as a white text box. E shows P16’s avatars helping move
objects during the pipeline task.

5.6.2 Implementation and apparatus

We implemented a control panel that allowed users to create, delete, and
hide avatars (seen in Figure 34 A)8. We added a handle inside the avatars
to allow users to move them, which was visible through all objects as seen
in Figure 34 D. Most operations could be performed individually or for
all avatars. Figure 34 A shows the crowd view of the control panel. Upon
creation, each avatar received a unique ID, which appeared over their head.
Users could also set the number of replays for the avatars’ playback or pause
and resume them. These playback operations could be used to sync the
avatars with each other and the environment, all of which are described in
more detail in Section A.4, and in a video shown on YouTube here9.

7 CRUD: Create, read, update, and delete.
8 We attach in the supplementary material higher resolution images.
9 The video was uploaded on YouTube for the purpose of the thesis reader.

https://youtu.be/uKHLH9TZHwY
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We used Unity with Oculus SDK 10 and Meta Avatars11 for the implemen-
tation. We used an Oculus Quest 2 running on a Lenovo ThinkPad T16G and
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Super, with Windows 11 Home.

5.6.3 Materials and procedure

Upon arrival to the study, participants completed the consent form and a de-
mographics survey. Then, they selected an avatar that resembled them most
from a list of 31 Meta Avatars12. After being immersed in the VR application,
the participants performed a mirroring task to aid with the feeling of body
ownership [115] by inspecting themselves across a synchronous avatar (seen
in Figure 34 D), while the experimenter introduced them to the procedure
and the avatar generation system. To distinguish between the self-avatar and
the other avatars, we told participants they may generate copies or clones of
themselves that perform recorded movements using the VR system. Before
each task, the experimenter followed the walkthrough procedure, explain-
ing how to use the “clones” and describing the task, which involved the
following:

• Task 1 (Multiplayer): Participants played two games with avatars (Rock,
Paper, Scissors and Patty-Cake). After recording an avatar, participants
played the games with it and then recorded a second avatar to play
instead of them. Here, we probed the Stand-In For Me and Others ca-
pacity of the avatars for multiplayer games.

• Task 2 (Arguing): Participants simulated an argument with avatars.
After recording an arguing avatar, participants practiced arguing with
it and then created a second avatar to argue instead of them. Here,
we probed the Stand-In For Me and others capacity of the avatars for
psychological training.

• Task 3 (Dance): Participants made choreographers using at least five
avatars. With this task, we aimed to evaluate whether participants
could use avatars to model real-world creative processes. Here, we
probed the Stand-In For others capacity of the avatars for modeling
within creative experiences.

• Task 4 (Pipeline): Participants used avatars to assemble boxes in a
pipeline task. Here, we probed the Stand-In For others capacity of the
avatars for increasing productivity.

After each task, the participants described how the “clones” helped them,
talked about their experience concerning embodiment, perceived perfor-
mance, and enjoyment by rating the following statements from validated
questionnaires on a 7-point Likert scale (from -3 to 3): Q1: I felt as if the clones
were me [200], Q2: I felt as if the clones were someone else [200], Q3: I was success-
ful in accomplishing what I was asked to do [102], Q4: I had a good time playing
the game [235]. In the end, we interviewed participants with open-ended
questions about difficulties and improvements in using the system and the
interface to support the application scenarios (I). We attached a video of the
usability study tasks as supplementary material.

10 https://developer.oculus.com/downloads/
11 https://developer.oculus.com/blog/meta-avatars-sdk-now-available/
12 We attached a picture containing all the available Meta avatars in the supplementary

material.
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5.6.4 Participants

We recruited 17 participants (9 female, 8 male) with a mean age of 29 (SD =
2) through convenience sampling and from the university. Two participants
self-described as expert VR users (P13, P17), three as intermediate (P7, P8,
P5), and ten as novice VR users. Two participants had not used VR before
(P18, P9). The average duration of the study was 47 minutes (SD = 4). Par-
ticipants received a gift for taking part in the study valued at 15 currency13.

5.6.5 Analysis and results

To analyze the qualitative data recorded through the study, the principal
researcher followed an open coding procedure [107] and grouped feedback
related to application scenario usefulness and positive feedback in the tasks
in Section 5.6.5.1 (Q4), avatar embodiment in Section 5.6.5.6 (Q1, Q2), usabil-
ity challenges and improvements in Section 5.6.5.7 (Q2, Q3, I1, I2, I3).

5.6.5.1 Were the avatars useful for application scenarios?

5.6.5.2 Multiplayer

For the multiplayer games, some found it harder to synchronize the avatars
(P13 P17, P2, P14, P16, P18, P12), and one participant mentioned the handle
was difficult to manage (P16). They had mixed experiences, some finding it
“weird” (P15), others “interesting” but not “super fun” (P7). Concerning the
recorded part, P5 mentioned it felt unfair to control the outcomes of the
games (P5), since “you already know what you’re gonna play” (P4). P10 liked
the “embodied part of it” and “practicing it” as they did it.

5.6.5.3 Arguing

The arguing task invited mixed responses, mostly due to the artificial nature
of the task (P6: “when you argue you have a reason”) and lack of audio and
facial expressions. Experiences using avatars varied, from being “fun” (P12),
and “funny” (P7), to “uncomfortable” (P5), “strange” (P17), and “interesting”
(P5, P10, P13). A few remarked that “it’s fun because they [do] not necessarily
need to be synchronized” (P2). Despite this, some participants found it “more
intense” (P4, P11), since the avatars expressed a “kind of aggression” (P11).

5.6.5.4 Dance

The choreography-making tasks received the most positive feedback. Avatars
were perceived as useful, particularly for seeing “how movements look like
when you put them together” (P1), and were regarded as a “great visual
tool” (P3) for this type of creative task. P13 mentioned having difficulties
syncing the crowd with a singer avatar. Here, participants would have pre-
ferred having full-body tracking and modeling leg movement as well (P1,
P4, P9, P7, P10).

13 anonymized for review
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5.6.5.5 Pipeline

On average, participants moved 30 objects through the pipeline (SD = 22,
Min= 5, Max = 77). Some participants found avatars useful for pressing but-
tons to generate objects (P10, P15, P14), since they could perform the other
complex tasks (P13: “I could just handle the pieces into the boxes”). However,
this task generated synchronizing problems both technically and conceptu-
ally (P17: “It was more [...] thinking about how they should sync in the world”),
which led to mixed experiences. For example, P18 realized that the avatars
failed to grab objects since the objects had different initial positions from
the recording. Syncing avatars among each other and with other objects in
the environment added extra mental load (P18, P16, P13, P2). Others had
different expectations of the avatars. For example, P14 expected the avatars
to adapt “to the movement of the boxes”. Lastly, during this task, some faced
some clutter issues (P9, P2: “there were too many of them”).

5.6.5.6 How are avatars perceived?

Despite mixed embodiment ratings, we identified several themes in how
participants related to the avatars through the qualitative data. The avatars
were seen as “recordings” (P10), “representations” (P11, P12, P13), “things”
(P5), “workers” (P17) or “programs” (P13). Most often, participants mentioned
movement, appearance, and the nature of the task as embodiment mediating
factors. In addition, the avatars’ perceived personality and quantity seemed
to affect relatedness to some degree. Lastly, a few participants mentioned the
avatar’s agency, performance, and their own personal beliefs as mediating
factors.

The avatar’s lack of expressiveness put off some participants (P6: “The
face kind of ruined the experience”). Participants would have preferred more
“personalization” (P14) to fully identify with the avatars (P15: “it’s just not
a picture of me [...] like the movements are me”), in addition to leg tracking
(P3, P6, P11, P16) and voice (P11). For the arguing, and sometimes dancing,
participants role-played during the tasks (P4

14, P18
15), “exaggerating” their

hand movements (P7) to accomplish the task, however, this conflicted with
their personality, thus they felt a “disconnect”(P10), since they did not see
themselves “as somebody who is like, kind of aggressive” (P13). Quantity also in-
fluenced how participants related to avatars (P12: “there were so many, it’s like,
it’s not me, all of them”). By not responding to the user or adapting to objects,
the avatars failed to meet the users’ expectations of performance, which may
have decreased enjoyment and relatedness (P2: “I feel that they’re stupid”, P4:
“They weren’t doing what I was telling them to do”). P5 mentioned how their
own beliefs prevented them from relating to the avatars: “it’s giving a lot of
value to the clone [avatar], which I don’t agree with”.

5.6.5.7 What usability challenges did participants face?

Participants were negatively affected by hand-tracking limitations during
the study. When the hands lost tracking, the avatars’ mesh was still con-
nected to the hands, causing the avatars to look “creepy”, or “broken” (P12).

14 P4: “Maybe the second one would be me [...] I was like the guy, who wanted to defend
himself””

15 P18: “because I’m asked to like, take upon a role to feel a certain way, which I actually don’t”
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Participants suggested creating an idle pose during the loss of tracking to
improve the avatar’s appearance. Besides this, there were other technical
limitations, such as issues with grasping, which affected grabbing the menu
(P9), and approximating depth, which affected pressing buttons (P8).

Synchronizing avatars was the most prominent usability issue during the
study. To improve this, participants suggested different ways to increase
playback control: by playing the recordings within a fixed time frame (P16:
“I want this action to take 20 seconds”), adding a slider in the control panel
to control the playback timeline (P17), displaying a “ numerical value as if
it was a frame-based animation” instead of the ID (P3), and triggering avatars
based on each other (P3). Some syncing issues were also caused by recording
unwanted actions (P5: “I would also record my movement, like walking to the
button”). Participants further suggested selecting avatars by touch instead
of the control menu (P12), setting a countdown before spawning avatars
(P16, P18) to help with “getting a position” (P11), or using voice control for
generating avatars (P16, P13).

In addition to syncing, clutter made identifying the avatars difficult dur-
ing the pipeline task.

First, visually linking avatars to their IDs was problematic for some due
to overlap and movement (P2: “they’re all moving, it’s hard to understand which
number is assigned to which’). Second, recording too many avatars introduced
problems with recall for others (P13: “I don’t even remember the number he
has”). Lastly, the avatars sometimes obstructed each other and the environ-
ment, causing issues in handling or identifying them. While moving the
avatars was useful, participants sometimes struggled to find the handle
(P16: “because they [referring to the avatar] were big, and I was like - where is the
handle?”). To improve crowd visualization, participants suggested making
avatars transparent (P10) or completely invisible while being moved (P14).
Some other suggestions included adding legs (P2, P6, P17), facial expres-
sions (P6, P17), appearance editing features (P2), and permanently enabling
the copy-cat avatar (P6).

5.7 discussion

This work has generated a resource for describing and sharing ways to
use multiple avatars in virtual reality. We have adopted an avatar-centered
lens when investigating multi-avatar interactions. This has allowed us to
discover novel exciting opportunities, like blending movements within the
same avatars and varying degrees of control. Some related works adopt a
spatial lens when discussing interactions with multiple avatars, referring
to proxemics, like interactions at a distance [291, 277], a notable exception
here being Xia et al. [211] and Slater et al. [230]. While this spatial lens
helps identify use cases to perceive oneself or interact from different places,
an avatar-centered lens reveals the interfaces embedded in the avatars that
enable these application scenarios. Next, we discuss recommendations for
developing an interface and a system to act through multiple avatars based
on our findings.

5.7.1 Recommendations for integrating multiple avatars in VR applications

Based on the feedback received during the usability study, we recommend
some interface improvements to practitioners wishing to implement inter-
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actions with multiple avatars. Participants mentioned syncing as the most
difficult practical task with the avatars. While adding more operations to fa-
cilitate timeline scrubbing may result in easier syncing, we believe using the
control menu will not remove syncing as a conceptual problem. Some par-
ticipants seemed to have adaptive expectations of the avatars and regardless,
having objects in the exact same state for pre-recorded interactions may not
be possible in messy environments. Therefore, we recommend building an
implicit and visual syncing mechanism into the system, similar to the con-
cept of causality [158], which already considers system context in its model.
Asynchronous Reality describes a mechanism to keep track of actions and out-
comes in the virtual space [282]. Using this kind of mechanism, users may
implicitly connect avatars with each other or with the environment before
recording to generate a causal graph of events.

Recent work exploring how users can embody two robot arms and play
pin-pong in VR changes viewpoints automatically for the correct player [293],
similar to switching between avatars from FreudTherapy [230]. Takada et al.
[293] found that switching can cause loss of ownership when the switch tar-
get does not reflect the user’s pose after switching. When in therapy with
Freud though, users do not interact with objects in the environment since
they only visualize themselves in a mirror. When switching between avatars
that perform interactions though, we recommend allowing the user to take
explicit rather than automatic control of the avatar to prevent disturbing any
ongoing task. Furthermore, measures to prevent motion sickness may be
needed. Based on the workshop and the usability study feedback designers
may consider integrating voice control in the interface, similar with Liu et
al. [246]. This could prevent the users from recording unwanted actions, like
walking to and from the control menu. Indeed, during development, we had
to remove the avatar’s access to the control menu to prevent Midas Touch
problems [95]. Therefore, completely shared contexts may be impractical
unless the designer wishes to enable avatars to recursively generate them-
selves. Similarly, we removed the user’s ability to move the avatars during
the pipeline task. Moving the avatars with the handle provides inadequate
support for minute tasks that involve interacting with objects; therefore de-
veloping an embodied way to edit the recordings to change the movements
is recommended.

Apart from syncing, many avatars may cause visual clutter, as discussed
with the experts. In practice, participants were sometimes overwhelmed by
the avatars and had issues identifying them and recalling which avatars per-
formed which motions. Humans are known to have limited multi-tasking
capabilities [32] since tracking distinctly moving targets requires attention
resources which are modulated by speed and proximity [99] with limits
from three to five objects [21]. When looking at crowds of objects, people
tend to focus on locations adjacent to these objects to represent them as a
group [92]. When dealing with crowds, the crucial design requirement is
to leverage selective attention and preattentive processing [242]. This means
designers should minimize the mental load from processing any additional
information besides what is needed. Indeed, for mixed reality contexts, find-
ing a balance between presented information and enough information is key
to preventing users from being overwhelmed [287]. While increasing the
play area could help, however, VR outside the lab is limited by household
objects and space [263]. Thus, managing avatar transparency, using fade-
in and filtering mechanisms, and detecting user intent for displaying in-
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formation could improve the handling of crowds. The design space offers
opportunities to remove clutter by previewing partial avatars, a feature im-
plemented in AvatAR [289]. Instead of displaying more avatars, the user may
blend multiple inputs in the same avatars to reduce clutter.

Applications like Mini-Me Figure 35 C capture real-world use cases of
Blending marking the descriptive power of the design space. More recently,
Freiwald et al. [283] develop Smart Avatar visualizations that follow the user
but switch to a different representation when users teleport, which facili-
tates social presence and increases spacial awareness in shared environments.
Blending motion is used in the field of animation to interpolate between two
motions of humanoid avatars, which has been used to replace the self-avatar
movement, for example, to facilitate training and social inclusion when lack-
ing input [229] or increase social presence [207]. Researchers have inves-
tigated similar concepts of playing rock-paper-scissors with oneself using
EMS technology [274].

To implement multi-user avatars, the designer may need to develop cus-
tom avatar queuing systems that might involve priority. So, therefore, a user
may queue to control an avatar or may instantly assume control of it if their
input is prioritized. Schjerlund, Hornbæk, and Bergström [291]’s OVRlap
and, more recently, Hoppe et al. [284]’s work exploring the perspective con-
tinuum for users who control an avatar from multiple views reveal possible
design considerations for interacting with multiple avatars. While we con-
ceptualize these designs, we leave their implementation and evaluation as
future work. In this work, when we say users embody avatars, the avatar
is their self-avatar, according to Gonzalez-Franco and Peck [200] definition.
Users may control avatars from the third person that is located in the same
place as their self-avatar, giving the impression of a first-person perspective.
When users switch between avatars, they continuously embody one avatar,
with the exception of multiplex avatars, which allow integrating multiple
contexts at the same time and may describe multiple self-avatars.

5.7.2 Using multiple avatars in mixed reality

Multiple avatars may be used in similar ways in mixed and extended real-
ity (MR/XR), expanding the focus of our work on virtual reality. We show
selected works in Figure 35 where multiple avatars are used as record-
ings (Figure 35 A), for tutorials (Figure 35 B), to increase social presence
(Figure 35 C) and for information visualization (Figure 35 D), which may fa-
cilitate facilitate experts in various fields who may lack technical skills [248].

Figure 35: This figure shows selected works from AR that use multiple
avatars to record events enabling deep work A [282], record in-
structional tutorials in B [214], increase social presence with a
mini-avatar in C [206], visualize immersive recordings of body
movement D [286].
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Developing interfaces that enable the generation of avatars without techni-
cal know-how is crucial to enable trainers to record their own tutorials or
movements, which users may later train on. While we can map these interac-
tions in the design space (as seen in Section A.3), the dimension of Context
becomes problematic since XR includes the real-world context or other in-
terfaces like tablets. In general, avatars are a substitute for actions that some
related work displays by moving objects [241]. Humanoid representations
of actions reveal the user’s behavior in context and may increase social pres-
ence in some contexts, like in Mini-Me [206] (Figure 35 C), where a mini AR
avatar follows the user’s movements and blends their transform with the
user’s gaze, and in AvatAR where the user may visualize movement data.
In Mirror Fugue [121], users may remotely join piano sessions together, either
by mirroring the remote user’s piano, offsetting it 90 degrees, or showing
a pair of shadow hands on the same piano and additionally, they may play
alongside recordings that could be used for learning and dueting. More
recently, Grønbæk et al. [298] developed the concept of Partially Blended Re-
alities for collaborative scenarios and defined how to define control explicitly
and spatially.

5.7.3 Appearance beyond multiple avatars

While the usefulness of avatars for motion-related applications is clear, we
discussed how appearance plays a role in generating different use cases
within application scenarios. Avatars enable linking actions to expected out-
comes, which is a key principle for embodied learning in immersive envi-
ronments [142]. Some of the positive effects of realistic avatars are well-
documented [112], from increasing the feeling of body ownership [143] to
aiding in enhancing exercise [104]. More recently, Fitton et al. [297] found
that allowing trainees to customize the trainers’ avatars for dancing has the
potential to increase the efficacy of the training.

Similar work shows that when users see themselves performing exergames
in VR, it improves performance and motivation much better than when com-
peting with an opponent [197]. A non-technical interface that enables con-
trolling virtual doppelgangers [112] may allow researchers to investigate par-
ticipants’ choices and not just their reactions. Indeed, learning seems to be
one of the most feasible use cases for multiple avatars since it could provide
immersed users with a different type of vicarious learning [105]. As suggested
by social learning theory, observing and imitating human behavior is a com-
mon learning tool [9]. Live streaming video games has evolved into an entire
industry with pro-gamers, spectators, publishers, and sponsors [130]. These
streams are also used for learning purposes and allow novices to teach as
efficiently as experts [191]. Moreover, psychology research on virtual represen-
tations of self and other indicate positive outcomes for avatars that resemble
users faithfully, particularly in appearance. For example, users may exercise
more on a treadmill when seeing themselves instead of another [104].

However, increasing ownership over the avatars could negatively impact
user experience and may not always be needed. For example, autonomous
agents that reflect distinctive human traits may evoke the uncanny val-
ley [194]. Since VR already poses “cognitive, emotional and behavioral distur-
bances” [slater_2020], further closing the gap between a user’s avatar and
their self-avatar may pose unique ethical challenges. More recently, Lee et
al. [302] ran a study where 20 participants discussed the use of AI Clones in
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8 scenarios. They found similar ethical challenges relating to how users may
abuse clones by misrepresenting them or forming unsuitable relationships.
For a more detailed overview of the ethical implications of using clones of
the user as avatars, we refer to their work. In addition to the psychological
disturbances, if the avatar resembles the user themselves, this exposes the
users to privacy risks. Ens et al. [264] discuss how to ethically approach the
usage of motion data and contextual data related to spatial visualizations
in their work on Grand Challenges in Immersive Analytics. The researchers
recognize that “intimate knowledge” may be revealed through this type of
information, and therefore, designers should establish an ethical procedure
for data handling and storage.

5.7.4 Experts as a source of knowledge

As Eriksson et al. [265] point out design spaces fall into what Höök and
Löwgren [129] consider “generative intermediate-level knowledge”. For this re-
lated work, the “core idea”, which spans use cases and application domains,
represents the concept of interacting through different avatars. This concept
may be realized through different interfaces, one of which we provided with
this research through the usability study. The design space for interacting
through multiple avatars serves as a tool that helps the designer move from
abstractions toward instances of interaction [129]. However, the “lightweight
nature” of design spaces diminishes the designer’s ability to retrieve rele-
vant contextual usage from these instances [173]. For this, design-space think-
ing [269] methods include a process known as design space filtering, first in-
troduced by Lim, Stolterman, and Tenenberg [97], whereby prototypes are
developed to investigate particular dimensions of design.

It is common to involve experts in the design process of VR and XR sys-
tems both for the knowledge-building process and the filtering part. Experts
may be used as a requirements gathering tool, for example, through inter-
views [237]. Such requirements may also be derived from analyzing litera-
ture as in Jetter et al. [241]. Design spaces are also commonly built on related
work — a process that involves building a Zwicky box following a morpho-
logical analysis procedure [220, 237] or through open coding [261]. For the
information-gathering process, experts may also be involved as a source. For
example, in Márquez Segura et al. [272]’s work, 10 experts are paired up to
play exergames and participate in follow-up interviews about their experi-
ence. Based on this study, the authors then develop a design space schema
following a Research through Design process [128]. Designers may also be
involved at a later stage, during the design space filtering process, where
walkthrough-usability studies determine changes in the design space [305].
Eriksson et al. [265] generate a design space based on the implementing 4in1
games, a process involving 50 developers. We have added affinity diagram-
making in this process to formalize the data analysis from interviews and
gain a broader understanding of contextual usages by looking at scenarios.
This led us to the design space. In practice, we have differentiated between
the “academic” view on multiple avatar interaction and the practical aspect
of calling them “clones” to not overload participants, who might not even
know what an avatar is. Many related works use avatar copies for interact-
ing with multiple avatars [291, 211] since they are accessible and already
preloaded in the application.
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5.7.5 Limitations

We acknowledge some limitations in the implementation of the interface to
generate multiple avatars in the usability study. First, the hand-tracking and
the chosen library for representing avatars affected performance and did not
support leg-tracking at the time of the study. Despite this, we chose the ex-
pressiveness of hand-tracking to enable integration with other XR mediums.
Moreover, by focusing on hand-tracking, we create an opportunity to ex-
tend the concept beyond VR towards XR. The breadth-first approach of this
research also has some limitations. While rich in information, the applica-
tion scenarios and design space are not exhaustive. The formative workshop
provided many unique ideas and discussion points, but the resulting inter-
action landscape and design space is mediated by the personal experiences
and expertise of the participant and the interpreter.

With respect to the usability study, while we selected one of the most
common use cases we did not evaluate all possible combinations that the
design space may yield. Some of these combinations can be found in related
work, so we focused on shared contexts for asynchronous avatars. While
this allowed us to investigate the feasibility and usefulness of particular
instances of the design space, other types of scenarios that were not included
in the evaluation could yield different considerations.

5.8 conclusion

This paper offers a comprehensive account of why users may interact with
multiple avatars in VR by developing a design space for acting through
multiple avatars, from theory to practice. Based on formative workshops
with 12 VR experts, it introduces a design space that maps out four di-
mensions describing multiple avatar interactions in VR. The design space
can be used to describe and evaluate existing works, including mixed real-
ity. Furthermore, it can help researchers and designers generate interactions
for multiple avatar use cases. Furthermore, we discuss system requirements
and operations that are essential for realizing the why and how of acting
through multiple avatars in VR. Instantiating the design space, we imple-
mented a prototype covering four application scenarios and 14 basic oper-
ations to evaluate use cases in a usability study with 17 participants. This
conveys the descriptive, evaluative, and generative powers of the design
space that enable practitioners to uncover key application scenarios, such as
using avatars as stand-ins, and gaps in related work, like blending control
from the system and the user within one avatar. Our findings also shed light
on the challenges of using multiple avatars to act in VR, such as syncing and
clutter, and provide design recommendations to address them.
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D I S C U S S I O N

So, treating nonexistent things as if they’re real?
“Nonsense” probably isn’t the right word for it.

Being able to create and conceptualize a universe is a pretty amazing skill.

— Hank Green, Crash Course Philosophy, Episode 29

Chapter 2 has brought together knowledge from various fields to unfold a
path from concepts to future interfaces through design spaces and their tangible
counterpart —prototyping. Since concepts are the building blocks of thinking,
they represent a way for researchers and practitioners to reason about de-
sign and abstract it to core parts. Concepts provide two crucial elements:

“what is being represented” and “how that information is typically used”[67].
These elements are reflected in HCI through prototypes and design spaces.

The prototype and exemplar views of concepts from cognitive psychology
inform — the exemplars from bridging concepts [119, 152], — and reflect
prototypes as tangible manifestations of HCI concepts. Prototypes repre-
sent a way for designers to reason about what the concept might do in the
real world. While prototyping makes visible parts of this reasoning, what
it “leaves open is subject to more discussion and design space exploration”[86].
This section takes an overarching view of conceptual-driven design as an
approach to developing future VR interactions and interfaces. In the follow-
ing, I present an account of the implications of the research presented in this
thesis, together with reflections on the chosen methods.

6.1 an approach to manifest future interfaces from build-
ing blocks

The general approach of this thesis has been a concept-driven approach.
This approach borrows principles from:

1. Stolterman and Wiberg [119]’s concept-driven design rooted in future
visions, grounded in theory and manifesting ideas in concrete, tangi-
ble designs;

2. Höök and Löwgren [129] view of intermediate-knowledge like strong
concepts, which carry core ideas cutting across use cases and applica-
tion domains;

3. Dalsgaard and Dindler [152]’s bridging concepts, which span the gap
between theory and practice to reveal untried opportunities and account
for exemplars and parameters that shape the concepts;

4. Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay [86]’s view of prototyping as an idea
generation exercise, which manifests visions for evaluation and leaves
open design space exploration.

5. Beaudouin-Lafon et al.’s view of generative interactions as grounded
in theory, actionable, and showcasing the descriptive, comparative,
and generative powers of interaction through principles and tools [52,
70, 257];

124
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So — what should designers do to innovate? How can they follow the
path of conceptual-driven design in VR — and manifest visions as tangible
designs, through an explorative nature, grounded in theory to inform future
designs. The approach presented in this thesis centers interaction models —
as grounded in theory, giving dimensions to design spaces — as a systematic
and explorative approach to concept-driven interaction and prototyping —
as tangible manifestations. In this approach, design spaces:

1. represent tools for generating interactions;

2. capture the interaction model based on HCI theory through its dimen-
sions;

3. reveal the boundaries of interactions as parameters and values;

4. enable prototyping by revealing principles and parameters to con-
sider;

5. reflect the prototype (or exemplar) as points or areas within the space;

6. record the design process.

The path from theory to artifact and artifact to theory is formalized through
the design space-making process. This process results in an interaction model
nested within a design space, which, upon evaluated empirically as a tool
for design and as a manifested tangible artifact, serves to further inform the
concept development. Figure 36 shows this approach.

Figure 36: This figure depicts the approach to concept-driven design in VR
in three phases: 1 — concept and interaction model development,
2 — prototyping VR/AR examplars that capture salient aspects
of the model, determining the parameters and making the design
space, 3 — gathering empirical data about the design space and
the exemplars, which in turn inform the concept development.

Related design spaces in VR generate dimensions and parameters via lit-
erature reviews, which categorize related work through various lenses and
reveal gaps as novel design opportunities [220, 261]. These design spaces
classify related work according to some scope rather than present a model
of generative interactions that may generate similar related work. For ex-
ample, Hirzle et al. [220] derived dimensions and parameters from a liter-
ature review as technical qualities of VR headsets and human depth per-
ception (e.g., monoscopic, stereoscopic, vergence, accommodation). The re-
searchers used the design space to present related work from three perspec-
tives: technology-based, application-based, and interaction-based. Danyluk
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et al. [261] reviewed VR works containing world-in-miniature techniques
and derived a design space through open coding. The parameters of this de-
sign space captured observed empirical and technical qualities of the works
(e.g., size, geometry, links, virtuality, etc.). This work suggested novel con-
ceptual ways to implement world-in-miniature techniques by filling in com-
binations of parameters not captured by previous works. Drey et al. [237]
generated a design space based on qualitative interviews and technical re-
quirements with dimensions and parameters that abstracted 3D and 2D mid-
air sketching in hardware (pent, tablet, etc.) and workflow for sketching (op-
erations, types of objects, direct, indirect input types, etc.). The researchers
proposed five metaphor groups (primitive extrusion, portal into space, etc.)
based on the design space parameters to generate interaction ideas, catego-
rize existing works, or reveal gaps. They also presented a prototype instan-
tiating some of these groups.

The parameters and dimensions within VR design spaces often result
from observed qualities of related works. The design space schemas do not
necessarily abstract interaction models but provide various lenses or inter-
pretations of the classified research. Instead, this thesis suggests that design
space dimensions may abstract interaction models to serve as a design tool
for generative interactions. The dimensions may reflect interaction models
at a higher level of abstraction. The parameters may give a less abstract view
of these models and give practical or technical options for implementing in-
teractions in practice. Design spaces could nest a conceptual framework for
thinking about interactions and a practical framework that reveals possibili-
ties for implementing it in practice.

Presenting design spaces as interaction models has crucial advantages
for design — they prepare researchers and practitioners for the stream of
technologies. Lowgren and Stolterman [88] identified several principles of
designing thoughtfully, one of which was being prepared. Crucially, being
prepared involves discerning a trend from a paradigm-generating work. To
navigate an increasingly evolving technological landscape, the researchers
proposed conceptualizing ideas as variations of already familiar ideas. This
would involve accumulating design exemplars and developing a vocabulary
that describes and analyzes them. The conceptual-driven approach to inter-
action design accounts for the exemplars (prototypes) and the vocabulary
required for researchers to understand the stream of technology (design
spaces).

Design spaces make visible the conceptual —- they are a physical, seman-
tic manifestation of potential designs and enable the exploration of these
designs. Design spaces semantically describe interaction models and give
a systematic account of options available to design prototypes. This princi-
pled overview would allow designers to identify which are the most salient
characteristics of an interaction model. In the “rapidly evolving technological
landscape” [180] of HCI, situating research and conveying the parameters
it explores quickly could be a valuable tool for researchers and practition-
ers alike. This thesis captures research with concepts at the intersection of
theoretical, empirical, and practical.

6.2 implications for concept-driven design in vr

In what follows, I describe the implications of each work and reflect on their
importance within the VR landscape as — (1) practical real-world concerns
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for practitioners or social communities, and — (2) methodological concerns
for researchers who might want to approach innovation as conceptual inter-
action design in VR. I also highlight the future visions that helped manifest
the contributions of each work. In The Social Life of Innovation, Denning [71]
posits that innovation socially transforms communities differently from in-
ventions. Conceptually driven interaction design aims to manifest paradigm-
shifting ideas into tangible prototypes. However, few concepts or prototypes
reach the seminal status of Dynabook or Sketchpad. When their seminal status
emerges, the community’s perception of these inventions does not necessar-
ily align with their creators’ view [84]. Some upcoming observations give a
’social’ account of how these concepts may shift perceptions.

6.2.1 VRFails

After analyzing and categorizing the YouTube videos from VRFails, it be-
came clear that not all of the videos captured failures. Rather, the mean-
ing of fails was formed by the YouTube community. Some examples were
clear instances of breakdowns in interactions, while others captured joyful
moments with friends. The most immediate outcome of using VR fails for
qualitative analysis was, in my opinion, the press1. Without a doubt, this re-
search generated mass media interest because it had a good hook and was,
above all else, fun. (I1) It follows that having a good way to abstract research Implication 1 —

practicalinto a fun, simple concept has great potential for science communication.
Adopting the HCI concept of seamful design allowed us to take these two

different perceptual lenses of VR fails as breakdowns or interaction opportu-
nities. Seamfulness, the concept that breakdowns are a resource rather than
a failure, was introduced in the context of wearable and ubiquitous inter-
action and stands in contrast to seamlessness, the view that computers and
interactions with computers should aim towards being invisible [63]. By tak-
ing the lens of seamful design, we suggested interactions that were aimed at
preventing fails and others, which enabled the positive shared experiences
of VR. (I2) The implication here is that leveraging HCI concepts from differ- Implication 2 —

methodent domains, like seamfulness, may determine novel insights for interaction
design.

The paper puts forward design implications sketched as interaction tech-
niques grounded in specific scenarios (e.g., covering the headset to black
out the view in the context of a VR horror game). The design implications Future vision
of this work are relevant for designers wishing to design for VR use at home.
The interactions and scenarios from this work research could help decrease
injuries or damages as a result of using VR in the home and help further
develop VR as a shared experience between users and spectators.

The ’social lens’ is revealed within the concept of fail itself, which shows
how social platforms may appropriate and shape ideas that, upon further
investigation, have a different meaning than initially thought. Since VR fails
is seen from a social lens, its meaning is not static in time and will develop
as the technology is shaped by the public and by the media. This means that
a future VR fails classification might yield different results and implications,
depending on their cultural, social, and technological context.

VRFails approached the generation of the VR fails concept systematically, Conceptual-driven
interaction design
approach

grounding it in HCI theory through its use of seamfulness to manifest in-
teraction designs that may inform VR designed for at-home use. This paper

1 I gave interviews and appeared on national television — for kids!
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Figure 37: This figure depicts the classification of VR fails derived from
quantitative content analysis and how it may fit in a concept-
driven approach.

starts to develop the conceptual-driven approach to interaction design by
first (1) generating the VR fails concept, (2) giving a systematic account of
VR fails, and (3) proposing ways of practically applying it in the real-world.
Figure 37 shows how VRFails may fit in the conceptual approach to VR
interaction. This research does not fit the approach precisely as we have for-
malized it in terms of design spaces and interaction models. The next steps
here, following the concept-driven design approach, would be (1) deriving
an interaction model for VR-fails interactions, (2) making a design space
based on those, and (3) manifesting a prototype based on the design space
and key future use scenarios.

6.2.2 Feedforward

This work started at the same time with VRFails in 2020, from a concept my
colleagues and I were going back and forth with, namely embodied feedfor-
ward. The idea was to create an interaction where the user’s avatar wouldOr descent,

depending on the
reader.

show the user what they can do. This work was a key feature of my ascent
into design space thinking as a methodology. While an interesting concept,
I could not find anything remotely similar to the concept of embodied feed-
forward. A notable exception here is Lopes et al.’s Affordance++ [164].

Figure 38: This figure represents Figure 8 from Affordance++ [164], where
the door rejects the user’s knock in a, and encourages the user to
knock once the room is no longer occupied in b and c.

The notion of feedforward in VR reflected concepts from Affordance++,
so much so that parts of the challenges for VR interactivity, or interactivity
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Figure 39: Subfigure A shows an earlier feedforward sketch draft, and B
shows an earlier implementation of feedforward applied to a Nor-
man door.

in general, were inspired by it in Section 4.5.4. We began the morphological
analysis process for the design space based on one of those challenges. We
chose the Norman door interaction as the best way to convey the concept
of feedforward visually (also considered in Affordance++, Figure 38). Feed-
forward’s teaser figure and implementation examples involved misleading
Norman doors2. Figure 39 shows an early concept of Feedforward.

This project heavily relied on prototyping, both as sketching, through
design spaces and as VR prototypes. Drawing out the theoretical concepts
with the tangible implementation required much thoughtful design. Design
spaces tell a story of how prototypes happen because they reveal the bound-
aries of design and the concepts underlying it. While prototyping instanti-
ates parameters of the design space within one artifact. Feedforward though
revealed so many parameters through prototyping that solely relying on one
instance seemed inadequate. Therefore, I developed the feedforward proto-
type as an authoring tool that showed areas of the design space instead
of values. The authoring tool enabled us to get feedback for more designs
and more scenarios from the experts during the evaluation. (I3) The implica- Implication 3 -

practicaltion here is that prototyping as a process allows for concept exploration in
practice while authoring tools enable design space exploration in practice.
Authoring tools reveal areas of design spaces, not just points.

The conception of the feedforward design space involved a participatory
’social’ aspect through expert evaluations. These evaluations changed the
parameters of the design space (the schema) and revealed ways to improve
the design space cheat sheet (the schema and the definition of parameters).
For example, the experts suggested changing the order in which parame-
ters they were presented to be more in line with their experiences designing
for VR. (I4) The implication here is that developing design spaces as a tool Implication –4 -

practicalmeans changing them to reflect the design process. As a tool in the real
world, the feedforward design space should convey the principles of the
models underlying the design space and aid in the interaction generation
process. Therefore, the feedforward design space teaches its ’users’ about
what feedforward may do and how to design for it. This can help VR de- Future visions
velopers better design tutorials or training applications by considering the
generative model of the interactions, which shows people what to do and
how to do it. Instantiating feedforward as a design space helps bridge the
gap between the HCI academic view of this interaction model and its prac-
tical applications.

2 Norman doors give misleading signals about how they may open. The reader might
recall unfortunate door encounters themselves.
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Figure 40: This figure depicts part of the feedforward design space mapped
to the concept-driven approach principles.

This work developed the concept for feedforward in VR as a model forConceptual-driven
interaction design

approach
generative interactions drawing from HCI theory. This represents the first
work taking a concept-driven approach to VR interaction design through the
design-space-making process. Figure 40 depicts Feedforward as a concept-
driven approach. In doing so, it developed a design space to systematically
explore the boundaries of an interaction model and manifest a tangible pro-
totype that captures salient aspects of the model — the feedforward au-
thoring prototype. Specifically, Feedforward proposed triggering, previewing,
and exiting as a model for feedforward in VR, and through a morphologi-
cal analysis process and prototyping, derived further parameters and values
bounding these dimensions.

Experts evaluated the design space and prototype in two ways: first, as a
semantic tool for concept generation, and second, as a prototype authoring
various feedforward designs in three application scenarios (car, door, and
kitchen). The experts helped develop novel parameters to design feedfor-
ward as a reflection of their real-world design process. They also helped im-
prove the comprehension of the design space cheat sheet. The contributions
of this research inform the design of tutorial or training VR applications
in the real world. Furthermore, this work provides a method for develop-
ing design spaces as a tool for design and as generative interaction models
grounded in expert evaluation and HCI theory.

6.2.3 MultipleAvatars

While the core idea of this paper was interacting through different avatars,
this project began with the concept of cloning as an interaction technique.
Later, we focused on the bigger picture — acting through other avatars. The
semantic space of multi-avatar interactions includes several related concepts:
copy-paste interactions, cloned interactions, motion-captured interactions,
and recorded interactions. This conceptual space (Figure 41) helped me find
related work I would have missed otherwise. (I5) The implication here isImplication 5 -

method that when literature review searches yield few results, researchers may want
to explore this conceptual space. Other related work might think of interac-
tions using other metaphors than those used by the researchers. A system-
atic account of novel interactions given as design spaces may also help find
related works instantiating novel interactions or interfaces in VR. Design
spaces may reveal similar interactions described using different metaphors.
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A ’social’ aspect of this work involves its cloning concept, which has a life
of its own. It had a certain philosophical depth, and it posed questions such
as — what is a VR clone? where does the user end and the clone begin? These
questions, albeit interesting, were outside of the scope of MultipleAvatars.
Using this term was conducive to running studies as it drew in participants
and helped them verbalize their thoughts without using academic terms
like ’self-avatar.’ However, the crucial observation from the usability study
was that some people verbalized understanding the concept, but in prac-
tice, they appeared not to understand the technique precisely. The avatars
were less intelligent than some participants had expected. The avatars were
not enhanced with artificial intelligence capabilities after all. Perhaps using
the term clone in practice set some high expectations about autonomy. (I6)
The implication here is that concepts have underlying meanings that might Implication 6 -

practicalaffect the expectations of people using VR technologies that leverage such
concepts. So, when choosing a metaphor or concept to describe an inter-
action technique, the researcher should consider its implications and the
expectations it might give rise to.

For me, MultipleAvatars was also an effort to improve prototyping feed-
forward interactions. The authoring tool produced by Feedforward required Future visions
much too high technical skills. Making feedforward more approachable to
non-skilled designers means developing a user-friendly interface to record
interaction easily. Therefore, I approached this problem conceptually by ab-
stracting it to its core parts — which was how to record or clone interac-
tions. This revealed the multi-avatar concept that captured other practical
applications and novel interaction techniques suited for training scenarios
(e.g., blending controls of avatars for training). (I7) The implication here is Implication 7-

methodthat approaching problems from a conceptual lens might change the under-
standing of the problem itself (similar to wicked problems) and uncover new
problems and solutions.

MultipleAvatars developed the concept of acting through multiple avatars
in VR based on expert brainstormings, proposed an interface that enacts con-
cepts from the design space, and presents findings from a usability study
that inform the design of future multi-avatar interfaces. This work assumes
a concept-driven approach of interaction design as shown in Figure 42. This
work relies on the theory following Beaudouin-Lafon [70]’s generative in-

Figure 41: The taxonomy of concepts related to interacting through multiple
avatars (left), and the semantic space of the concept of cloning
(right, circled).
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Figure 42: This figure depicts part of the multiple avatar interaction design
space mapped to the concept-driven approach principles.

teraction principles. MultipleAvatars indirectly relies on HCI theory through
the researcher experts who took part in producing the data that generated
the design space. The aim of the formative workshops was to capture a
systematic account of why users would want to interact through multiple
avatars, not just how. This element of why appears in the design space as
the appearance dimension, which defines two broad ways of using avatars.
This helped embed some context and technical aspects in the design space
and develop the concept.

This work produces a preliminary interaction model as dimensions. To
validate this model, it requires a theory-triangulation process similar to the
steps undertaken by Feedforward. The triangulation process helps ground
the model in HCI theory. The next step involves performing a literature
review starting from the related works that MultipleAvatars maps in the
design space. The literature review would produce works that fit the multi-
avatar interaction concept thus far and possibly extend the search to AR.

6.3 design space representations and functions

In this work, we borrowed the connected graph notion from Card et al.’s
work [26] and build on the original Zwicky box notation [159]. Card et
al.’s design space [26] captures composition operations through connected
graphs like merge (union) and layout. Feedforward interactions are repre-
sented as dots in the design space. Each interaction has its own ID, allowing
the designer to specify multiple designs on the same representation. Con-
nections signify AND operators (similar with merge from Card et al.[26] ),
whereas disconnected dots refer to OR relationship. Figure 43 shows the
classical graph notation from Feedforward, similar to Card et al. [26].

Because Feedforward contained the parameter of triggering, it required
an and (or merge) operator representation. Otherwise, the design space
schema could not represent all possible feedforward designs, especially for
trigger and untrigger. These logical connections mark a very important dis-
tinction needed to generate interactions properly: one may trigger a preview
using gaze or location, or one may trigger previews using gaze and location.
These types of triggers are distinct conceptually and require different im-
plementations. To reflect this type of practical and conceptual distinction on
the design space schema, the connected graph notation was needed.

During the morphological analysis process, values are combined with and.
Another type of composition operator is represented on the cross-consistency
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Figure 43: Subfigure A shows Figure 3 from Card et al.’s representation
of the design space of input devices [24]. B shows Table 1 from
Zwicky [136] original representation of the morphological box.
C shows part of the feedforward design space, split by interac-
tion outcomes and actions. The graphical notations allow select-
ing logical conditions with and (e.g., hands only) to be reflected
in different types of feedforward design instances (e.g., 1, 2, 3).

matrix from MultipleAvatars. In morphological analysis, many times, the in-
tersection between the same values of parameters is considered invalid or
inconsistent. This was not the case for MultipleAvatars. Here, the same val-
ues could be combined differently —- through an and and an or. Figure 44

shows an example of embedding AND and OR operations on a multidimen-
sional matrix represented as a cross-consistency matrix for the MultipleA-
vatars design space.

These design space schemas or representations may have different advan-
tages and disadvantages. The Feedforward design space schema is more
user-friendly because it was developed as a conceptual design tool, later ad-
justed based on expert feedback. This makes it more suitable for practical
uses, allowing practitioners to understand interaction models at a glance.

The MultipleAvatars representation captures the morphological analysis
process. This representation is more useful for design space exploration be-
cause it reveals all possible combinations of parameters within the multiple
avatar interaction model. However, its complexity may make it unsuitable
as a user-friendly design tool. (I8) The implication here is that design-space Implication 8 -

methodschemas must account for their purpose, as each representation has advan-
tages and disadvantages that make it more suitable for a task. This research
suggests there could be a trade-off between the extent of theoretical infor-
mation embedded in the design space, as HCI or VR concepts, and ease of
understanding. This is important to consider if these design spaces would
be used as tools by practitioners.

6.4 implications for usefulness of design spaces

Greenberg and Buxton [94] remarked that usefulness is difficult to evaluate.
Still, concepts are instances of visions about what interfaces may do, and
while some may be inaccurate concerning the real-world instances they pro-
duce, vision has been critical. Throughout this thesis, design spaces have
emerged as a structured approach to reasoning about novel interactions. So,
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Figure 44: MultipleAvatars design space representation as a cross-
consistency matrix. This figure highlights a way to represent
and/or relationships in interactions. A multiple avatar interaction
may be blended in a way in which a user and a system control
another avatar simultaneously (AND), or each actor fully controls
the avatars at certain moments in time (OR).

are design spaces useful as generative interaction tools? Their continuous
use as a methodology indeed suggests so. However, in practice, it depends.

Feedforward embeds usefulness in the design space by starting from
established theory and performing an expert evaluation in line with the
proposed real-world usage of its research contribution. We evaluated the
Feedforward design space with experts at different levels of their careers
using virtual reality. During the interviews, one researcher could not find
the usefulness in the design space. However, this number might be higher
since participants might be biased towards preferring the artifacts if the re-
searcher evaluating the results created them [127]. This suggests (I9) theImplication 9

-method learning curve of design spaces might prevent people from adopting them
in practice.

Experts may have already established an approach to idea generation (like
brainstorming). Constricting this process to a design space creates tension.
This tension emerges from a prerequisite of learning and understanding a
design space before prototyping. Davies et al. [81] report similar concerns re-
lated to time trade-offs of conceptual modeling methods and remark that its
advantages may depend on the analyst and the complexity of the task [81].
3. Echoing [173], this research suggests design space explorations are help-
ful for designers at the beginning of their careers since they make design
decisions explicit. Moreover, the iterations before arriving at the final ver-
sion of the design space allow designers to capture and reflect on the design
process, similar to [173]’s snapshots.

Design spaces need not capture the full complexity of real-world prac-
tice [173] — they serve as a generative tool for designers. However, to fur-

3 In practice, conceptual modeling is widely used in software development, especially
the Unified Modeling Language [81].
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ther close the theory-practice gap and make design spaces more practical4,
parameters may incorporate “actionable insights” [198] about how to design
and implement an interface. Allowing experts to explicitly validate design
spaces as tools for interaction generation helps embed relevant contextual
parameters tied to practice. Starting from theoretical concepts like embodi-
ment or immersion can also help embed practical considerations (I10) The Implication 10 -

methodimplication here is that design spaces should embed technical aspects to
aid in the generative design process. Considering the rise of scenario-based
evaluation of VR research [298, 282, 203], defining usefulness at the begin-
ning of an interaction design process is key to preventing design spaces
from remaining “point designs and empirical studies point studies”, or design
implications from being if-then lists [180].

Feedforward and MultipleAvatars merge two current approaches to design-
space making —- the dimensions capture abstracted views of interactions [261,
220], whereas parameters embed technical or design aspects related to the
development of these models as interfaces [261] (i.e., the concept of trigger-
ing previews vs how to trigger it in practice, and the concept of controlling
avatars vs how to blend inputs in practice).

6.5 implications for novelty

It is difficult to foresee the impact of novel technologies or forecast con-
sumer adoption [94]. In the initial stages of development, customers and
designers may struggle to find uses for state-of-the-art technologies, espe-
cially if they underperform compared to existing tools [140]. Design spaces
have a long-standing history of innovation — Zwicky used morphological
analysis to make discoveries. For VR, design spaces innovate by revealing
gaps in knowledge Danyluk et al. [261], Hirzle et al. [220], and Drey et al. [237].
This process involves assigning parameters to existing work and mapping
it to the design space. Gaps then indicate novel opportunities for design.
Changing parameters of existing work may also inform novel designs.

When requirements elicitation generates novel designs or techniques, they
may suffer from the problem of “unknown unknowns”[147]. This problem
may occur when researchers and practitioners lack domain knowledge —
in this case, they miss relevant knowledge that might create dimensions
or parameters of the interaction model. While establishing comprehensive
analysis protocols might help, perhaps the way to overcome this might be
to harness “the power of human imagination”[147]. MultipleAvatars attempted
to tackle this issue by basing the design space on data from a brainstorming
exercise with experts — the exercise constrained idea generation to VR do-
mains and applications. (I11) The implication here is that adding a creative Implication 11 -

methodexercise in the design-space-making process might reveal novel dimensions.
To reveal gaps and inform future design, MultipleAvatars mapped related

works in the design space. Later, the search for related works was extended
to AR — these AR works filled some of the initial gaps revealed by the
MultipleAvatars design space (e.g., blending). While the design space’s de-
scriptive power was apparent, there is a caveat. If extending the scope of the
related work fills in some of these gaps — this may question the generative
power of the design space. How can we trust that design spaces put forward
“truly” novel concepts and ideas? (I12) Perhaps accounting for commercial Implication 12 -

method
4 The theory-practice gap is an HCI concept describing the space between academic

research and its practical applicability [198].
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applications when filling in gaps might be useful to strengthen the novelty
claim of the design space. Systematic literature reviews do not account for
commercial applications, which are a fast-developing VR resource of inter-
action design.

Moreover, for the field of VR, constrictive generative designs between
types of extended realities might be a missed opportunity to discover re-
lated works that fill in the gaps. While having a common understanding of
immersive concepts is important, terms like AR/MR/VR and even VR fails
could fall out of use or change meaning completely [231]. Constraining the
outcomes of this research solely to VR was relatively difficult as its bound-
aries were already overlapping with AR principles. The headsets that enable
VR integrate a mixed-reality space beyond the play area boundary. Discus-
sions of all works presented in this thesis expanded beyond what would be
considered pure VR. (I13) Perhaps mapping generative interactions on theImplication 13 -

method whole reality-virtuality continuum [35] is the way to design towards future
immersive interactions. Discussions about the concept of virtuality might
hinder this development.

6.6 summary

This section presents a summary of the implications from the previous dis-
cussion. Based on this research, we propose that researchers should consider
the following when adopting a concept-driven lens for interaction design in
VR:

• I1 - practical: Having a good way to abstract research into a fun, sim-
ple concept has great potential for science communication.

• I2 - method: Leveraging HCI concepts from different domains, like
seamfulness, may determine novel insights for interaction design in
VR.

• I3 - practical: Prototyping as a process allows for concept exploration
in practice, while authoring tools enable design space exploration in
practice. Authoring tools reveal areas of design spaces, not just points.

• I4 - practical Developing design spaces as a generative tool for in-
teractions means validating them and later changing them to reflect
the design process of their target audience (practitioners, researchers,
etc.).

• I5 - method: When literature review searches yield few results, re-
searchers may want to explore this conceptual space of their interac-
tion by abstracting it to a metaphor.

• I6 - practical: Concepts have underlying meanings that might affect
the expectations of people using VR technologies that leverage such
concepts. So, when choosing a metaphor or concept to describe an
interaction technique, the researcher should consider its implications
and the expectations it might give rise to.

• I7 - method: Approaching VR problems from a conceptual lens might
change the understanding of the problem itself and uncover new prob-
lems and solutions.

• I8 - method: Design-space schemas must account for their purpose,
as each representation has advantages and disadvantages that make
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it more suitable for a task. Cross-consistency diagrams enable design
space exploration, whereas connected graph representations of design
spaces are more practical and user-friendly.

• I9 - method: The learning curve of design spaces might prevent peo-
ple from adopting them in practice. Making design spaces more sim-
ple might aid in their adoption in practice.

• I10 - method: Design spaces should embed technical aspects to aid
in generating interactions if used as generative tools in practice. This
can be achieved by including VR-centred concepts in the interaction
models (e.g., embodiment) or by running expert studies and adjusting
the design space schema based on real-world design processes.

• I11 - method: The implication here is that adding a creative exercise
in the design-space-making process might reveal novel dimensions.

• I12 - method: Accounting for VR commercial applications when fill-
ing in design space gaps might be useful to strengthen the novelty
claim of the design space or generate novel dimensions.

• I13 - method: Mapping generative interactions on the whole reality-
virtuality continuum grounds the interaction in future visions of the
technology. Discussions about the concept of virtuality might hinder
this development.
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L I M I TAT I O N S A N D O U T L O O K

This section presents an outlook of conceptual design in VR and some limi-
tations of this thesis and the research work it describes. The particular lim-
itations and future opportunities of each work were presented in their re-
spective chapters. Here, I focus on the broader limitations and future works
relative to the conceptual-driven interaction design view of this thesis.

7.1 limitations

Thoughtful designs should consider the real-world context in their design
and evaluations (social, cultural, etc.) [88]. While we have discussed aspects
of the ’social lives’ of concepts, a potential limitation of this research is the
lack of cultural and social grounding of concept generation. Including these
aspects might improve the quality of conceptual interaction design. As fu-
ture work, expanding to other concept design methods like future work-
shops [88] or inspiration cards [82] could reveal social, cultural, and political
aspects of the futures envisioned by each work.

A limitation of design spaces as semantic structures is the presumed qual-
ity of the conceptual designs they generate or the gaps they reveal — design
spaces do not ensure quality in the resulting design [70]. A measure of prac-
tical evaluation is required to make any claims about the quality of a de-
sign space-generated artifact. Even so, due to the large space of potentially
unexplored designs, providing a meaningful evaluation of all variations in
design spaces is difficult. Still, Feedforward presented a type of meaningful
evaluation of a design space, considering it from a conceptual-tool generat-
ing perspective and practical design-generating perspective. Design spaces
are also developed by the researcher and depend heavily on their interpreta-
tion of the data. This suffers from reliability issues as another designer may
derive a different design space based on the same data.

Moreover, evaluating all possible parameter combinations within a design
space would require considerable effort and time. While this endeavor is
certainly possible, it involves a lifetime of work. Instead, the designer may
reason about combining outcomes from deductive reasoning grounded in
theory. This was also Card, Mackinlay, and Robertson [24]’s view concern-
ing evaluating the points given by design spaces. Alternatively, designers
may reason about what an exemplar of each dimension or design space
area might look like and assess those particular prototypes. These exem-
plars capture the most salient aspects of a design space, like the values that
make the most significant difference in appearance, usability, or technique
relative to a particular use case scenario.

Design implications have their own caveats. Oulasvirta and Hornbæk
[180] decry that design implications are little more than incoherent lists of if-then
rules. Their capacity to change design, which consists of multiple interrelated deci-
sions, is limited. At the same time, they trivialize empirical findings .”. However,
the purpose of these implications is to inform technological development
and bring these findings to practitioners to address challenges outside of
academia [295]. Beck and Ekbia [198] explain that practitioners often do not
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receive the theoretical message of HCI research outputs, which some have ar-
gued should be distilled in design implications as “actionable insights” [198].
Still, deriving novelty from existing work supposes that the research may
account for much of the observed phenomena. To strengthen the novelty
claims of design spaces, a second review of existing VR applications can
attempt to fill in the gaps in the design space. Systematic literature reviews
can provide taxonomies that classify related work, whereas design spaces
offer valuable abstraction for generative interaction models. Using design
spaces to account for generative models is a step towards overcoming “re-
search given by point designs”, which cannot generalize to principles [180].

As Eriksson et al. [265] point out, design spaces fall into what Höök
and Löwgren [129] consider “generative intermediate-level knowledge”. The
“lightweight nature” of design spaces is a criticism of its underlying data,
which is not consistent and varies across domains [173]. Dove, Hansen, and
Halskov [173] explained that researchers have incorporated design spaces
as a method to classify varying types of information for various purposes,
from cognitive psychology to a design space of input devices. While design
spaces reveal the grid of opportunities, contextualizing the resulting ideas
is deferred to the designer, who uses “disciplined imagination” to decide on
the feasibility and interest of the ideas. Note that “knowledge is situated, so is
that of the researchers studying them”[87], which underscores how the outcome
of research depends on and is limited by the interpreter’s background.

Design spaces impose an abstraction level upon the data they represent.
The abstraction may be a downside since it may diminish the designer’s
ability to retrieve relevant contextual usage from these instances [173]. This
echoes a philosophical argument from Machery [109], who argues for do-
ing away with concepts entirely from psychology research. His view is that
concepts prevent an accurate characterization of various types of cognitive
processes. Indeed, design spaces are not exhaustive sources of information
and may never be. We echo Dove et al. [173]’s remark that design spaces are
tools to abstract and systemize design [173], and provide helpful abstrac-
tions for interactions. The work within this thesis serves as an approach or a
method for the generation of design spaces within a conceptual-driven lens
of interaction design. This approach provides certain boundaries around
design-space making, which help ground their generation in HCI theory
and future visions.

Another downside of design spaces revolves around their failure to cap-
ture the situated complexity of interactivity, as they present snapshots of what
interactions may involve. Berkel and Hornbæk [295] highlight that assuming
the lens of real-world applicability is crucial when developing design impli-
cations. To add more ecological validity, the tools presented in this thesis
should be evaluated in a real-world context. Dourish [57] emphasizes that
interaction not only captures “what is being done, but also as how it is being done.
Interaction is the means by which work is accomplished, dynamically and in con-
text.” Therefore, lab-based usability evaluations of the prototypes presented
in this research need an account that could only be given by fieldwork. That
is, investigating how people use these tools in the real world within a work-
place scenario. Another limitation is the population sample within this work.
Most participants for these studies were primarily people in their 20s and
30s and with a higher education background. Many were also experts in
VR or generally knowledgeable with computers. More research needs to be
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done to account for how non-academic practitioners would use the design
spaces and the artifacts they produced from this thesis.

Another argument that might prevent people from adopting design spaces,
apart from the learning curve, is the argument for novelty. Putting forward
an interaction technique asserts more novelty than building upon a differ-
ent researcher’s interactive model. Oulasvirta and Hornbæk [180] decried
novelty as a damaging criterion for HCI and argued that papers need not
be novel to improve the problem-solving capacity of research work. How-
ever, they remarked that novelty leads to one of the most prevalent HCI
contributions and reflects a “rapidly evolving technological landscape” [180].
Mapping one’s research on a pre-existing interaction model or design space
may detract from this novelty, making the contribution less valuable to HCI.
Therefore, researchers may be more inclined to leverage design spaces for
novelty if they put the design space forward themselves.

7.2 future work

As future work, I suggest a review that maps the conceptual avenues within
VR interaction design. This review could delve into concept formation andConceptual review of

VR interactions result in a roadmap of research from the 90s to the state of the art. This re-
view could take a conceptual lens of interaction design to reveal the blended
spaces between interactions and roads not taken. Perhaps this road map
could help identify qualities of seminal work like Dynabook or Sketchpad, an-
swering questions about how paradigm-shifting work happens. This work
could highlight the dimensions and parameters that made concepts more at-
tractive to build upon. In Section 2.3, I described how recordings in VR [245]
and the concept of worlds-in-miniature [37] resulted in a novel work that
implements spatial design queries with direct manipulation [304]. A con-
ceptual review of VR interactions could reveal the conceptual blends that
give rise to novel, interesting, and important work.

While I briefly give examples of commercial work, extending design space
reviews to include commercial VR applications and the reality-virtuality
continuum might give novel insights about underlying interaction models
Feedforward and MultipleAvatars. Borrowing from the VRFails method-
ology, a future feedforward paper could analyze videos of users playing
games to look for clues about how practitioners design feedforward in the
real world and perhaps give insights about whether these users understand
the tutorials. To improve the validity of design space-making, we could bor-
row from VRFails qualitative content analysis and include inter-coder agree-
ment procedures [74]. An avenue for future work would be to make design
space exploration more systematic. This would involve conducting reviewsImproving method
of commercial applications or related work that map into design spaces af-
ter design spaces are developed. This would strengthen the novelty claim of
design spaces.

As future work, I suggest implementing the multi-avatar interface as an
interface for a feedforward authoring tool. While feedforward also repre-
sents a contribution towards making VR authoring tools more accessible toAccessibility
non-technical users, recent research shows that even skilled VR developers
face many barriers when developing VR and AR, from testing to implemen-
tation [236]. While many programming languages and environments exist
for 3D and 2D development, most VR and AR applications are developed
using Unity Engine or Unreal. This makes practitioners highly dependent
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on these programs. If such businesses change their business model1, it will
make VR even less accessible. Thus, authoring tools are not only useful for
prototyping and design but may serve as safety nets for users.

1 A scenario very much grounded in recent events:
https://www.pcworld.com/article/2081112/unity-walks-back-new-engine-pricing-
after-protests.html

https://www.pcworld.com/article/2081112/unity-walks-back-new-engine-pricing-after-protests.html
https://www.pcworld.com/article/2081112/unity-walks-back-new-engine-pricing-after-protests.html
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D S U M M A RY

This thesis delves into concept creation and representation as design spaces
and concept implementation and evaluation as prototypes. This thesis presents
concepts as interaction models manifested through prototyping and design-
space-making. The tenets followed throughout this work placed interaction
design as rooted in the future, grounded in theory, and explorative in nature,
aiming towards the concrete manifestation of visions. We found that particu-
larly bridging concepts are suited to fulfill these ideas, which account for the
tangible counterparts of these concepts (prototypes or exemplars) and the
parameters they are shaped by. Design-space-making evolved as a valuable
tool to systematize the concept-driven approach to exploration.

The research implications discussed underscore the importance of nuance
and meaning when conceptualizing ideas at an early stage of interaction
design. Representing novel interactions as interaction models and design
spaces could be a valuable way to bridge the theory-practice gap. This could
give practitioners and researchers the ability to situate work and determine
its parameters quickly. In turn, they could make informed decisions con-
cerning design before fully prototyping a model. This work highlights the
importance of having a brief overview, or snapshot, of research not only
related to a design process but, more broadly, to interaction models. And
we have used design space in this manner — as snapshots of interaction
models.

The research papers presented in this thesis have advanced the design of
virtual reality interactions and interactions as follows:

1. VRFails developed the concept of VR fails from a seamful perspective,

2. VRFails proposed design implications as scenario-based sketches based
on real-world use of design spaces in the home,

3. Feedforward developed the concept for feedforward in VR, instantiat-
ing it as an interaction model through a design space,

4. Feedforward presented an authoring tool prototype for immersive
feedforward interaction design;

5. Feedforward presented findings from a qualitative evaluation of the
design space as a design tool and of the designs enabled by the pro-
totype to present design implications for future feedforward interac-
tions;

6. MultipleAvatars developed the concept of acting through multiple
avatars in VR based on expert brainstorming sessions grounded by
real-world use cases,

7. MultipleAvatars proposed an interaction-generation model for the con-
cept of acting through multiple avatars as a design space;

8. MultipleAvatars presented an interface that implements the concept
of acting through multiple avatars and showed implications from a
usability study for designing future multiple-avatar interactions;
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9. MultipleAvatars interface may be used to record interactions by non-
technically skilled designers and prototype tutorial and training ap-
plications more easily.

The theoretical aspects of interaction models and methods used to derive 
the design spaces that resulted in prototypes capture the path from theory to 
practice. The practicalities embedded in the parameters capture the path from 
practice to theory. These practicalities resulted from implementing prototypes 
that instantiate parts of the design space. Restructuring of the design space 
based on the expert feedback (as was the case for Feedforward) and proto-
typing serves as a path from artifact to theory. This research presents design-
space-making as an evolving tool for systematizing concept generation in VR. 
The origins and purpose of design spaces mark it as a novelty generation 
tool. The implication is that innovation is not a coproduct of a design space 
but rather its purpose. Therefore, the design space should always presume 
innovation and exploration.

Taking a concept-driven approach to VR interaction design, this thesis 
has outlined some implications for future work and the importance of con-
cepts for research. VRFails highlights the importance of simple concepts that 
can spill into popular culture and enhance scientific communication. Feed-
forward introduces a practical view of an established HCI concept, feed-
forward, that may be used as a tool by designers to implement training 
and tutorial applications. MultipleAvatars presents a preliminary model for 
interacting through multiple avatars in VR and showcases the descriptive, 
comparative, and generative power of concepts formalized as design spaces. 
These design spaces and their development methods emphasize the teleolog-
ical aspect of design and highlight the tension between design and practice, 
which may contribute to the light perception of design spaces.

By assuming a concept-driven lens, this thesis highlights the versatility of 
concepts and the conceptual work that underlies producing novel concepts 
like Sketchpad or Dynabook, but for the case of VR. While thoughtful imple-
mentation supersedes any successful commercial product, concepts are the 
building blocks of innovative and future interfaces and a valuable currency 
for interaction generation. The works in this thesis have given an account 
of various types of intermediate knowledge and attempt to uncover the cur-
rency of an imaginary problem. The concepts considered evoked practical 
and tangible results in terms of prototypes. With the rise of VR as a prototyp-
ing medium, establishing a method that bridges the gap between concepts 
and prototypes at a glance to systematize this mountain of knowledge is 
crucial.

“The best way to predict the future is to invent it.” – Alan Kay, probably
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a.1 ar and vr works mapped into the multipleavatars design

space

Figure 45: This figure shows selected related works characterized by dimen-
sions and parameters of the MultipleAvatars Section 5.5.4. Subfig-
ure A shows [214], B shows [305], C shows [230], D shows [282],
E shows [289].

Figure 46: This figure shows selected related works characterized by dimen-
sions and parameters of the MultipleAvatars Section 5.6. Subfig-
ure F shows [277], G shows [211], H shows [275], I shows [206], J
shows [291].
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a.2 multipleavatars usability study set up

Figure 47: This figure contains camera views of the three setups from the
usability study in Section 5.6. Subfigure A shows the setups of
Phases 1 and 2 ( Multiplayer and Arguing). Subfigure B shows the
setup for Phase 3, Dancing. Subfigure C shows the setup of the
last phase, Pipeline. Participants would place clones on the blue
circles and the white panel contains instructions for each phase.
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a.3 the cross-consistency matrix with ar works for multi-
pleavatars

Figure 48: This figure shows selected related works characterized by dimen-
sions and parameters of the multiple avatars design space in Sec-
tion 5.5.4 with added works from AR (marked blue) to fill in some
gaps.
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a.4 implemented system operations description for multiplea-
vatars

We implemented the operations within the multiple avatar interaction pro-
totype as follows:

1. Manage avatars
We designed an avatar management system using a portable mid-air
control menu, led by the handle (Figure 34 A). The handle contains
some text that can be seen through objects to help users locate it when
obstructed. Each avatar receives a unique identifier (id) when created,
which appears on top of it when spawned (seen in Figure 34 C). Users
can select avatars by the two arrows on the menu. When selected, the
id on top is red and white otherwise. The menu displays the total
number of avatars and the selected avatar’s status (hidden, playing, or
paused). Users can perform all operations (except for recording and
setting replays) either for a selected avatar or for all avatars. Users
can switch between crowd control (Figure 34 A), or single control
(Figure 34 B) using a button on top.

2. Move and rotate avatars
Users can move and rotate avatars by grabbing a handle that was
placed at the avatar’s chest. The handle is an object similar to the
menu handle but located inside the avatar. It also has text visible when
covered to signal its location to users (seen in Figure 34 C).

3. Remove avatars
There are two types of avatar removals: Hide, to remove the avatars
from the scene but not the system, and Delete, to remove the avatars
completely.

4. Playback
We add two syncing operations to Pause and Play avatars. These can
be used to sync avatars together or to some other external event. Users
can also set the number of repetitions for every newly spawned avatar
in the Crowd menu under Replays. The button cycles through 5 options
(repeating 1, 5, 10, and 100 times).

5. Copy-cat avatar
We implement avatars that synchronously track the movements of the
user. We use this feature to establish ownership in the introduction
phase. Similar to a mirrored avatar, the copy-cat avatar in Figure 34 is
rotated 180 toward the user and tracks their movements.
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a.5 affinity diagram progression for multipleavatars

Figure 49: This figure shows the affinity diagram notes and formation. A
shows a workshop idea, and B shows the back side with its ID
and category. E, F, G, I show the affinity diagram progression.
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a.6 post-evaluation design space of feedforward in vr

Figure 50: This figure represents the updated version of the design space
and cheat sheet after the expert evaluation.
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